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LECTURE I.

ISHMAEL AND ISAAC



&quot; My masters, there s an old hook, you should ron,

For strange adventures, applicable yet.
^T l- _*... rr., ,1 ...; * i, *l
Tis stuffed with.&quot;



ISHMAEL AND ISAAC.

GEN. xxi., xxii.

&quot; Abraham had two sons, the one by a bondmaid, the other

by a freewoman. * * * Which things are an allegory.&quot;

GALATIANS iv. 22.

&quot; Abraham stretched forth his hand, and took the knife to

slay his son.&quot; GENESIS xxii. 10.

IN the birth of Isaac, Abraham at length sees

the long-delayed fulfilment of the promise. But

his trials are by no means over. He has him

self introduced into his family the seeds of dis

cord and disturbance, and speedily the fruit is

borne. Ishmael, at the birth of Isaac, was a lad

of fourteen years, and, reckoning from Eastern

customs, he must have been over sixteen when
the feast was made in honour of the weaned

child. Certainly he was quite old enough to

understand the important and not very welcome

alteration in his prospects which the birth of

this new son effected. He had been brought up
to count himself the heir of all the wealth and

influence of Abraham. There was no alienation

of feeling between father and son : no shadow

had flitted over the bright prospect of the boy
as he grew up; when suddenly and unexpectedly
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there was interposed between him and his ex

pectation the effectual barrier of this child of

Sarah s. The importance of this child to the

family was in due course indicated in many
ways offensive to Ishmael

;
and when the feast

was made, his spleen could no longer be re

pressed. This weaning was the first step in the

direction of an independent existence, and this

would be the point of the feast in celebration.

The child was no longer a mere part of the

mother, but an individual, a member of the

family. The hopes of the parents were carried

forward to the time when he should be quite

independent of them.

But in all this there was great food for

the ridicule of a thoughtless lad. It was pre

cisely the kind of thing which could easily be

mocked without any great expenditure of wit by
a boy of Ishmael s age. The too visible pride of

the aged mother, the incongruity of maternal

duties with ninety years, the concentration of

attention and honours on so small an object, all

this was, doubtless, a temptation to a boy who
had probably at no time too much reverence.

But the words and gestures which others might
have disregarded as childish frolic, or, at worst,

as the unseemly and ill-natured impertinence of

a boy who knew no better, stung Sarah, and left

a poison in her blood that infuriated her. &quot;Cast

out that bondwoman and her son,&quot; she demand-
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ed of Abraham. Evidently she feared the rivalry

of this second household of Abraham, and

was resolved it should come to an end. The

mocking of Ishmael is but the violent concussion

that at last produces the explosion, for which

material has long been laid in train. She had

seen on Abraham s part a clinging to Ishmael,

which she was unable to appreciate. And

though her harsh decision was nothing more

than the dictate of maternal jealousy, it did

prevent things from running on as they were

until even a more painful family quarrel must

have been the issue.

The act of expulsion was itself unaccountably
harsh. There was nothing to prevent Abraham

sending his son and his mother under an escort

to some safe place; nothing to prevent him from

giving the lad some share of his possessions suf

ficient to provide for him. Nothing of this kind

was done. The woman and the boy were simply

put to the door; and this, although Ishmael had

for years been counted Abraham s heir, and

though he was a member of the covenant madeo
with Abraham. There may have been some

law giving Sarah absolute power over her maid;

but if any law gave her power to do what was

now done, it was a thoroughly barbarous one,

and she was a barbarous woman who used it.

It is one of those painful cases in which one

poor creature, clothed with a little brief autlio-
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rity, stretches it to the utmost in vindictive mal

treatment of another. Sarah happened to be

mistress, and, instead of using her position to

make those under her happy, she used it for hcr

own convenience, for the gratification of her own

spite, and to make those beneath her conscious

of hcr power by their suffering. She hap

pened to be a mother, and instead of bringing
her into sympathy with all women and their

children, this concentrated her affection with a

fierce jealousy on her own child. She breathed

freely when Hagar and Ishmacl were fairly out

of sight. A smile of satisfied malice betrayed
her bitter spirit. No thought of the sufferings

to which she had committed a woman who had

served her well for years, who had yielded every

thing to her will, and who had no other natural

protector but her, no glimpses of Abraham s

saddened face, visited her with any relentings.

It mattered not to her what came of the woman
and the boy to whom she really owed a more

loving and careful regard than to any except
Abraham and Isaac. It is a story often repeated.

One who has been a member of the household for

many years is at last dismissed at the dictate

of some petty pique or spite as remorselessly
and inhumanly as a piece of old furniture might
be parted with. Some thoroughly good ser

vant, who has made sacrifices to forward his

employer s interest, is at last, through no offence
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of his own, found to be in his employer s way,
and at once all old services are forgotten, all old

ties broken, and the authority of the employer,

legal but inhuman, is exercised. It is often

those who can least defend themselves who are

thus treated
;
no resistance is possible, and also,

alas ! the party is too weak to face the wilder

ness on which she is thrown out, and if any
cares to follow her history, we may find her at

the last gasp under a bush.

Still, both for Abraham and for Ishmael it was

better this severance should take place. It was

grievous to Abraham
;
and Sarah saw that for

this very reason it was necessary. Ishmael was

his first-born, and for many years had received

the whole of his parental affection : and, looking
on the little Isaac, he might feel the desirable

ness of keeping another son in reserve, lest this

strangely-given child might as strangely pass

away. Coming to him in a way so unusual,

and having perhaps in his appearance some in

dication of his peculiar birth, he might seem

scarcely fit for the rough life Abraham himself

had led. On the other hand, it was plain that

in Ishmael were the very qualities which Isaac

was already showing that he lacked. Already
Abraham was observing that with all his inso

lence and turbulence there was a natural force

and independence of character which might
come to be most useful in the patriarchal house-
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hold. The man who had pursued and routed

the allied kings could not but be drawn to a

youth who already gave promise of capacity
for similar enterprises and this youth his own
son. But can Abraham have failed to let his

fancy picture the deeds this lad might one day
do at the head of his armed slaves ? And may
he not have dreamt of a glory in the land not

altogether such as the promise of God en

couraged him to look for, but such as the tribes

around would acknowledge and fear ? All the

hopes Abraham had of Ishmael had gained firm

hold of his mind before Isaac wras born; and

before Isaac grew up, Ishmael must have taken

the most influential place in the house and plans
of Abraham. His mind would thus have re

ceived a strong bias towards conquest and

forcible modes of advance. He might have

been led to neglect, and, perhaps, finally despise,

the unostentatious blessings of heaven.

If, then, Abraham was to become the founder,

not of one new warlike power in addition to the

already too numerous warlike powers of the

East, but of a religion which should finally de

velop into the most elevating and purifying
influence among men, it is obvious that Ishmael

was not at all a desirable heir. Whatever pain
it gave to Abraham to part with him, separa
tion in some form had become necessary. It

was impossible that the father should continue
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to enjoy the filial affection of Ishmael, his lively

talk, and warm enthusiasm, and adventurous

exploits, and at the same time concentrate his

hope and his care on Isaac. He had, there

fore, to give up, with something of the sorrow

and self-control he afterwards underwent in

connection with the sacrifice of Isaac, the lad

whose bright face had for so many years shone

in all his paths. And in some such way are we
often called to part with prospects which have

wrought themselves very deep into our spirit,

and which, indeed, just because they are very

promising and seductive, have become danger
ous to us, upsetting the balance of our life, and

throwing into the shade objects and purposes
which ought to be as outstanding. And when
we are thus required to give up what we were

looking to for comfort, for applause, and for

profit, the voice of God in its first admonition

sometimes seems to us little better than the

jealousy of a woman. Like Sarah s demand,
that none should share with her son, does the

requirement seem which indicates to us that we
must set nothing on a level with God s direct

gifts to us. We refuse to see why we may not

have all the pleasures and enjoyments, all the

display and brilliance, that the world can give.

We feel as if we were needlessly restricted.

But this instance shows us that, when circum

stances compel us to give up something of this
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kind which we have been cherishing, room is

given for a better thing than itself to grow.
For Ishmael himself, too, wronged as he was

in the mode of his expulsion, it was yet far

better that he should go. Isaac was the true

heir. No jeering allusions to his late birth or

to his appearance could alter that fact. And
to a temper like Ishmael s it was impossible to

occupy a subordinate, dependent position. All

he required to call out his latent powers was to

be thrown thus on his own resources. The

daring, and high spirit, and quickness to take

offence and use violence, which would have

wrought untold mischief in a pastoral camp,
were the very qualities which found fit exercise

in the desert, and seemed there only in keeping
with the life he had to lead. And his hard ex

perience at first would at his age do him no

harm, but good only. To be compelled to face

life single-handed at the age of sixteen is by no

means a fate to be pitied. It was the making
of Ishmael, and is the making of many a lad in

every generation.

But the two fugitives are soon reminded that,

though expelled from Abraham s tents and

protection, they are not expelled from his God.

Ishmael finds it true that when father and

mother forsake him, the Lord takes him up.

At the very outset of his desert life he is made
conscious that God is still his God, mindful of
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his wants, responsive to his cry of distress. It

was not through Ishmael the promised seed

was to come, but the descendants of Ishmael

bad every inducement to retain faith in the

God of Abraham, who listened to their father s

cry. The fact of being excluded from certain

privileges did not involve that they were to

be excluded from all privileges. God still

&quot; heard the voice of the lad, and the angel of

God called to Hagar out of heaven.&quot;

It is this voice of God to Hagar that so

speedily, and apparently once for all, lifts her

out of despair to cheerful hope. It would appear
as if her despair had been needless

;
at least

from the words addressed to her, &quot;What aileth

thce, Hagar?&quot; it would appear as if she might
herself have found the water that was close at

hand, if only she had been disposed to look for

it. But she had lost heart, and perhaps with her

despair was mingled some resentment, not only
at Sarah, but at the whole Hebrew connection,

including the God of the Hebrews, who had

before encouraged her. Here was the end oi

the magnificent promise which that God had

made her before her child was born a helpless

human form gasping its life away without a drop
of water to moisten the parched tongue and

bring light to the glazing eyes, and with no

easier couch than the burning sand. Was it for

this, the bitterest drop that, apart from sin, can
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be given to any parent to drink, she had been

brought from Egypt and led through all her

past ? Had her hopes been nursed by means so

extraordinary only that they might be so bitterly

blighted ? Thus she leapt to her conclusions,

and judged that because her skin of water had

failed God had failed her too. No one can

blame her, with her boy dying before her, and

herself helpless to relieve one pang of his suffer

ing. Hitherto in the well-furnished tents of

Abraham she had been able to respond to his

slightest desire. Thirst he had never known,
save as the relish to some boyish adventure.

But now, when his eyes appeal to her in dying

anguish, she can but turn away in helpless

despair. She cannot relieve his simplest want.

Not for her own fate has she any tears, but to

see her pride, her life and joy, perishing thus

miserably, is more than she can bear.

No one can blame, but every one may learn

from her. When angry resentment and un

believing despair fill the mind, we may perish of

thirst in the midst of springs. When God s

promises produce no faith, but seem to us so

much waste paper, we are necessarily in danger
of missing their fulfilment. When we ascribe to

God the harshness and wickedness of those who

represent Him in the world, we commit moral

suicide. So far from the promises given to

Ilagar being now at the point of extinction, this
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the first considerable step towards their

fulfilment. When Ishmael turned his back on

the familiar tents, and flung his last gibe at

Sarah, he was really setting out to a far richer

inheritance, so far as this world goes, than ever

fell to Isaac and his sons.

But the chief use Paul makes of this entire

episode in the history is to see in it an allegory,

a kind of picture made up of real persons and

events, representing the impossibility of law and

gospel living harmoniously together, the incom

patibility of a spirit of service with a spirit of

sonship. Hagar, he says, is in this picture the

likeness of the law given from Sinai, which

gendereth to bondage. Hagar and her son, that

is to say, stand for the law and the kind of

righteousness produced by the law, not super

ficially a bad kind; on the contrary, a righteous

ness with much dash and brilliance and strong

manly force about it, but at the root defective,

faulty in its origin, springing from the slavish

spirit. And first Paul bids us notice how the

free-born is persecuted and mocked by the slave-

born, that is, how the children of God who are

trying to live by love and faith in Christ are put
to shame and made uneasy by the law. They
believe they are God s dear children, that they
are loved by Him, and may go out and in freely

in His house as their own home, using all that

is His with the freedom of His heirs
;
but the
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law mocks them, frightens them, tells them // is

God s first-born, law lying far back in the dim
ness of eternity, coeval with God Himself. It

tells them they are puny and weak, scarcely out of

their mother s arms, tottering, lisping creatures,

doing much mischief, but none of the house

work, at best only getting some little thing to

pretend to work at. In contrast to their feeble,

soft, unskilled weakness, it sets before them a

finely- moulded, athletic form, becoming dis

ciplined to all work, and able to take a place

among the serviceable and able-bodied. But

with all this there is in that puny babe a life

begun which will grow and make it the true heir,

dwelling in the house and possessing what it has

not toiled for, while the vigorous, likely-looking

lad must go into the wilderness and make a

possession for himself with his own bow and

spear.

Now, of course, righteousness of life and

character, or perfect manhood, is the end at

which all that we call salvation aims, and

that which can give us the purest, ripest

character is salvation for us
;
that which can

make us, for all purposes, most serviceable and

strong. And when we are confronted with per
sons who might speak of service we cannot

render, of an upright, unfaltering carriage we

cannot assume, of a general human worthiness

we can make no pretension to, we are justly
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perturbed, and should regain our equanimity

only under the influence of the most undoubted

truth and fact. If we can honestly say in our

hearts,
&quot;

Although we can show no such work

done, and no such masculine growth, yet we
have a life in us which is of God, and will grow;&quot;

if we are sure that we have the spirit of God s

children, a spirit of love and dutifulness, we may
take comfort from this incident. We may re

mind ourselves that it is not he who has at the

present moment the best appearance who always
abides in the father s home, but he who is by
birth the heir. Have we or have we not the

spirit of the Son ? not feeling that we must

every evening make good our claim to another

night s lodging by showing the task we have

accomplished, but being conscious that the in

terests in which we are called to work are our

own interests, that we are heirs in the father s

house, so that all we do for the house is really

done for ourselves. Do we go out and in with

God, feeling no need of His commands, our own

eye seeing where help is required, and our own
desires being wholly directed towards that which

engages all His attention and work ?

For Paul would have each of us apply, alle-

gorically, the words, Cast out the bondwoman
and her son, that is, cast out the legal mode of

earning a standing in God s house, and with

this legal mode cast out all the self-seeking, the
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servile fear of God, the self-righteousness, and
the hard-heartedness it engenders. Cast out

wholly from yourself the spirit of the slave, and

cherish the spirit of the son and heir. The
slave-born may seem for a while to have a firm

footing in the father s house, but it cannot last.

The temper and tastes of Ishmael are radically

different from those of Abraham, and when the

slave-born becomes mature, the wild Egyptian
strain will appear in his character. Moreover,
he looks upon the goods of Abraham as plunder;
he cannot rid himself of the feeling of an alien,

and this would, at length, show itself in a want

of frankness with Abraham slowly, but surely,

the confidence between them would be worn

out. Nothing but being a child of God, being
born of the Spirit, can give the feeling of inti

macy, confidence, unity of interest, which con

stitutes true religion. All we do as slaves goes
for nothing ;

that is to say, all we do, not be

cause we see the good of it, but because we are

commanded
;
not because we have- any liking

for the thing done, but because we wish to be

paid for it. The day is coming when we shall

attain our majority, when it will be said to us

by God, Now, do whatever you like, whatever

you have a mind to
;
no surveillance, no com

mands are now needed
;

I put all into your own
hand. What, in these circumstances, should we

straightway do ? Should we, for the love of the
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thing, carry on the same work to which God s

commands had driven us
;
should we, if left

absolutely in charge, find nothing more attrac

tive than just to prosecute that idea of life and

the world set before us by Christ ? Or, should

vc see that we had merely been keeping our

selves in check for a while, biding our time, un

tamed as Ishmael, craving the rewards but not

the life of the children of God ? The most

serious of all questions these questions that

determine the issues of our whole life, that

determine whether our home is to be where

all the best interests of men and the highest

blessings of God have their seat, or in the path-
ess desert where life is an aimless wandering,
lissociatcd from all the forward movements
&amp;gt;f men.

The distinction between the servile spirit and

the spirit of sonship being thus radical, it could

be by no mere formality, or exhibition of his

legal title, that Isaac became the heir of God s

heritage. His sacrifice on Moriah was the re

quisite condition of his succession to Abraham s

place ;
it was the only suitable celebration of

his majority. Abraham himself had been able

to enter into covenant with God only by
sacrifice

;
and sacrifice not of a dead and

external kind, but vivified by an actual sur

render of himself to God, and by so true a

perception of God s holiness and requirements,
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that he was in a horror of great darkness. By
no other process can any of his heirs succeed to

the inheritance. A true resignation of self, in

whatever outward form this resignation may
appear, is required that we may become one

with God in His holy purposes and in His

eternal blessedness. There could be no doubt

that Abraham had found a true heir, when

Isaac laid himself on the altar and steadied his

heart to receive the knife. Dearer to God, and

of immeasurably greater value than any service,

\vas this surrender of himself into the hand of

his Father and his God. In this was promise
of all service and all loving fellowship. &quot;Precious

in the sight of the Lord is the death of His

saints. O Lord, truly I am Thy servant
;

I am

Thy servant, the son of Thine handmaid : Thou
hast loosed my bonds.&quot;

So incomparable with the most distinguished
service did this sacrifice of Isaac s self appear,
that the record of his active life seems to have

had no interest to his contemporaries or suc

cessors. There was but this one tiling to say of

him. No more seemed needful. The sacrifice

was indeed great, and worthy of commemora
tion. No act could so conclusively have shown
that Isaac was thoroughly at one with God.

lie had much to live for; from his birth there

hovered around him interests and hopes of the

most exciting and flattering nature
;
a new kind
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of glory such as had not yet been attained on

earth was to be attained, or, at any rate, ap

proached in him. This glory was certain to be

realized, being guaranteed by God s promise,
so that his hopes might launch out in the

boldest confidence and give him the aspect and

bearing of a king ;
while it was uncertain in the

time and manner of its realization, so that the

most attractive mystery hung around his future.

Plainly his was a life worth entering on and

living through ;
a life fit to engage and absorb

a man s whole desire, interest, and effort
;
a life

such as might well make a man gird himself

and resolve to play the man throughout, that

so each part of it might reveal its secret to him,

and that none of its wonder might be lost. It

was a life which, above all others, seemed worth

protecting from all injury and risk, and for

which, no doubt, not a few of the home-born

servants in the patriarchal encampment would

have gladly ventured their own. There have,

indeed, been few, if any, lives of which it could

so truly be said, The world cannot do without

this at all hazards and costs this must be

cherished. And all this must have been even

more obvious to its owner than to any one else,

and must have begotten in him an unquestion

ing assurance, that he at least had a charmed

life, and would live and see good days. Yet

with whatever shock the command of God
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came upon him, there is no word of doubt or

remonstrance or rebellion. He gave his life to

Him who had first given it to him. And thus

yielding himself to God, he entered into the

inheritance, and became worthy to stand to all

time the representative heir of God, as Abraham

by his faith had become the father of the faith

ful



LECTURE II.

ISAAC S M A R R I A G E.



&quot;

Many birds fly hither and thither under the sun, ?&amp;gt;u! r. &amp;gt;l all

ate indications cf the Divine will.&quot;



ISAAC S MARRIAGE.

GENESIS xxiv.

&quot; Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain : but a woman thai

fcarclh the Lord, she shall be praised.&quot; I ROV. xxxi. 30.

&quot; WHEN a son has attained the age of twenty

years, his father, if able, should marry him, and

then take his hand and say, I have disciplined

thce, and taught thee, and married thce
;

I now
seek refuge with God from thy mischief in the

present world and the next.&quot; This Mohamme
dan tradition expresses with tolerable accuracy
the idea of the Eastern world, that a father has

not discharged his responsibilities towards his

son until he finds a wife for him. Abraham no

doubt fully recognised his duty in this respect,

but he had allowed Isaac to pass the usual age.

He was thirty-seven at his mother s death, forty

when the events of this chapter occurred. This

delay was occasioned by two causes. The bond

between Isaac and his mother was an unusually

strong one
;

and alongside of that imperious
woman a young wife would have found it even

more difficult than usual to take a becoming

place. Besides, where was a wife to be found ?

No doubt some of Abraham s Hittitc friends
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would have considered any daughter of theirs

exceptionally fortunate who should secure so

good an alliance. The heir of Abraham was no

inconsiderable person even when measured by
Hittite expectations. And it may have taxed

Abraham s sagacity to find excuses for not

forming an alliance which seemed so natural,

and which would have secured to him and his

heirs a settled place in the country. This was

FO obvious, common, easily accomplished a

means of gaining a footing for Isaac among
somewhat dangerous neighbours, that it stands

to reason Abraham must often have weighed
its advantages.

But as often as he weighed the advantages of

this solution of his difficulty, so often did he

reject them. He was resolved that the race

should be of pure Hebrew blood. His own ex

perience in connection with Hagar had given
this idea a settled prominence in his mind.

And, accordingly, in his instructions to the

servant whom he sent to find a wife for Isaac,

two things were insisted on 1st, that she

should not be a Canaanite
; and, 2nd, that on

no pretext should Isaac be allowed to leave the

land of promise and visit Mesopotamia. The

steward, knowing something of men and women,
foresaw that it was most unlikely that a young
woman would forsake her own land and pre
conceived hopes and go away with a stranger
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to a foreign country. Abraham believes she

will be persuaded. But in any case, he says,

one thing must be seen to
;
Isaac must on no

account be induced to leave the promised land

even to visit Mesopotamia. God will furnish

Isaac with a wife without putting him into

circumstances of great temptation, without re

quiring him to go into societies in the slightest

degree injurious to his faith. In fact, Abraham
refused to do what countless Christian mothers

of marriageable sons and daughters do without

compunction. He had an insight into the real

influences that form action and determine

careers which many of us sadly lack.

And his faith was rewarded. The tidings

from his brother s family arrived in the nick of

time. Light, he found, was sown for the up

right. It happened with him as it has doubt

less often happened with yourselves, that though

you have been looking forward to a certain time

with much anxiety, unable even to form a plan
of action, yet when the time actually came,

things seemed to arrange themselves, and the

thing to do became quite obvious. Abraham
was persviaded God would send His angel to

bring the affair to a happy issue. And when
we seem drifting towards some great upturning
of our life, or when things seem to come all of

a sudden and in crowds upon us, so that we

cannot judge what we should do, it is an ani-
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mating thought that another eye than ours is

penetrating the darkness, finding for us a way
through all entanglement and making crooked

things straight for us.

But the patience of Isaac was quite as re

markable as the faith of Abraham. He was

now forty years old, and if, as he had been told,

the great aim of his life, the great service he

was to render to the world, was bound up with

the rearing of a family, he might with some
reason be wondering why circumstances were

so adverse to the fulfilment of this vocation.

Must he not have been tempted, as his father

had been, to take matters into his own hand ?

Fathers arc perhaps too scrupulous about tell

ing their sons instructive passages from their

own experience ;
but when Abraham saw Isaac

exercised and discomposed about this matter, he

can scarcely have failed to strengthen his spirit

by telling him something of his own mistakes

in life. Abraham must have seen that every

thing depended on Isaac s conduct, and that he

had a very difficult part to play. He himself

had been supcrnaturally encouraged to leave

his own land and sojourn in Canaan
;
on the

other hand, by the time Jacob grew up, the

idea of the promised land had become tradi

tional and fixed
; though even Jacob, had he

found Laban a better master, might have per

manently renounced his expectations in Canaan.
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Hut Isaac enjoyed the advantages neither of the

first nor of the third generation. The coming
into Canaan was not his doing, and he saw how
little of the land Abraham had gained. He
was under strong temptation to disbelieve. And
when he measured his condition with that of

other young men, he.certainly required unusual

self-control. And to every one who would

urge, Youth is passing, and I am not getting

what I expected at God s hand
;

I have not re

ceived that providential leading I was led to ex

pect, nor do I find that my life is made simpler;
it is very well to tell me to wait, but life is

slipping away, and we may wait too long to

every one whose heart urges such murmurs.

Abraham through Isaac would say: But if you
wait for God you get something, some positive

good, and not some mere appearance of good ;

you at last do get begun, you get into life at

the right door
;
whereas if you follow some

other way than that which you believe God
wishes to lead you in, you get nothing.

Isaac s continence had its reward. In the

suitableness of Rebekah to a man of his nature,

you see the suitableness of all such gifts of God
as are really waited for at His hand. God may
keep you longer waiting than the world does,

but He gives you never the wrong thing. Isaac

had no idea of Rcbekah s character
;
he could

only yield himself to God s knowledge of what
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he needed
;
and so there came to him, from a

country he had never seen, a help-meet singu

larly adapted to his own character. One cannot

read of her lively, bustling, almost forward, but

obliging and generous conduct at the well, nor

of her prompt, impulsive departure to an un

known land, without seeing, as no doubt Kliczcr

very quickly saw, that this was exactly the

woman for Isaac. In this eager, ardent, active,

enterprising spirit, his own retiring and con

templative, if not sombre disposition found its

appropriate relief and stimulus. Her s was a

spirit which might indeed, with so mild a lord,

take more of the management of affairs than

was befitting ;
and when the wear and tear of

life had tamed down the girlish vivacity with

which she spoke to Eliezer at the well, and

leapt from the camel to meet her lord, her

active-mindcdness does appear in the disagree

able shape of the clever scheming of the mother

of a family. In her sons you sec her qualities

exaggerated : from her, Esau derived his activity

and open-handedness ;
and in Jacob, you find

that her self-reliant and unscrupulous manage
ment has become a self-asserting craft which

leads him into much trouble, if it also sometimes

ets him out of difficulties. But such as Rcbckaho

was, she was quite the woman to attract Isaac

and supplement his character.

So in other cases where you find you mus\
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leave yourself very much in God s hand, what

He sends you will be found more precisely

adapted to your character than if you chose it

for yourself. You find your whole nature has

been considered, your aims, your hopes, your

wants, your position, whatever in you waits for

something unattained. And as in giving to

Isaac the intended mother of the promised seed,

God gave him a woman who fitted in to all the

peculiarities of his nature, and was a comfort

and a joy to him in his own life
;
so you will

always find that God, in satisfying His own

requirements, satisfies at the same time your
wants that God carries forward His work in

the world by the satisfaction of the best and

happiest feelings of our nature, so that it is not

only the result that is blessedness, but blessing
is created along its whole course.

Abraham s servant, though not very sanguine
of success, does all in his power to earn it. He
sets out with an equipment fitted to inspire

respect and confidence. But as he draws nearer

and nearer to the city of Nahor, revolving the

delicate nature of his errand, and feeling that

definite action must now be taken, he sees so

much room for making an irreparable mistake

that he resolves to share his responsibility with

the God of his master. And the manner in

which he avails himself of God s guidance is

remarkable. He does not ask God to guide
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him to the house of Bethuel
; indeed, there was

no occasion to do so, for any child could have

pointed out the house to him. But he was a

cautious person, and he wished to make his own
observations on the appearance and conduct of

the younger women of the household, before in

any way committing himself to them. He was

free to make these observations at the well
;

while he felt it must be very awkward to enter

Laban s house with the possibility of leaving it

dissatisfied. At the same time, he felt it was

for God rather than for him to choose a wife

for Isaac. So he made an arrangement by
which the interposition of God was provided for.

He meant to make his own selection, guided

necessarily by the comparative attractiveness of

the women who came for water, possibly also

by some family likeness to Sarah or Isaac he

might expect to see in any women of Bethuel s

house; but knowing the deceitfulness of appear
ances, he asked God to confirm and determine

his own choice by moving the girl he should

address to give him a certain answer. Having
arranged this,

&quot; Behold ! Rebekah came out

with her pitcher upon her shoulder, and the

damsel was very fair to look
upon.&quot; In the

Bible the beauty of women is frankly spoken of

without prudery or mawkishncss as an in

fluence in human affairs. The beauty of Re
bekah at once dispose:! Eliezer to address her,
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and his first impression in her favour was con

firmed by the obliging, cheerful alacrity with

which she did very much more than she was

asked, and, indeed, took upon herself, through
her kindness of disposition, a task of some

trouble and fatigue.

It is important to observe then in what sense

and to what extent this capable servant asked a

sign. He did not ask for a bare, intrinsically

insignificant sign. He might have done so.

He might have proposed as a test, Let her who
stumbles on the first step of the well be the

designed wife of Isaac; or, Let her who comes

with a certain-coloured flower in her hand or

so forth. But the sign he chose was significant,

because dependent on the character of the girl

herself; a sign which must reveal her good-
hcartcdness and readiness to oblige and courte

ous activity in the entertainment of strangers

in fact, the outstanding Eastern virtue. So that

he really acted very much as Isaac himself must

have done. He would make no approach to

any one whose appearance repelled him
;
and

when satisfied in this particular, he would test

her disposition. And of course it was these

qualities of Rebekah which afterwards caused

Isaac to feel that this was the wife God had

designed for him. It was not by any arbitrary

sign that he or any man could come to know
who was the suitable wife for him, but only by
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the love she aroused within him. God lias

given this feeling to direct choice in marriage ;

and where this is wanting, nothing else what

ever, no matter how astoundingly providential
it seems, ought to persuade a man that such

and such a person is designed to be his wife.

There arc turning points in life at once so

momentous in their consequence, and affording

so little material for choice, that one is much

tempted to ask for more than providential lead

ing. Not only among savages and heathen

have omens been sought. Among Christians

there has been manifest a constant disposition

to appeal to the lot, or to accept some arbitrary

way of determining which course we should

follow. In very many predicaments we should

be greatly relieved were there some one who
could at once deliver us from all hesitation and

mental conflict by one authoritative word.

There are, perhaps, few things more frequently

and determinedly wished for, nor regarding

which we are so nvjch tempted to feel that such

a thing should be, as some infallible guide before

whom we could lay every difficulty ;
who would

tell us at once what ought to be done in each

case, and whether we ought to continue as we

are or make some change. But only consider

for a moment what would be the consequence of

having such a guide. At every important step

of your progress you would, of course, instantly
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turn to him
;

as soon as doubt entered your
mind regarding the moral quality of an action,

or the propriety of a course you think of adopt

ing, you would be at your counsellor. And
what would be the consequence? The con

sequence would be, that instead of the various

circumstances, experiences, and temptations of

this life being a training to you, your conscience

would every day become less able to guide you,
and your will less able to decide, until instead

of being a mature son of God, who has learned

to conform his conscience and will to the will

of God, you would be quite imbecile as a moral

creature. What God desires by our training

here is, that we become like to Him
;
that there

be nurtured in us a power to discern between

good and evil
;
that by giving our own volun

tary consent to His appointments, and that by
discovering in various and perplexing circum

stances what is the right thing to do, we may
have our own moral natures as enlightened,

strengthened, and fully developed every way as

possible. The object of God in declaring His

will to us is not to point out particular steps,

but to bring our wills into conformity with His,

so that whether we err in any particular step or

no, we shall still be near to Him in intention.

He docs with us as we with children. We
do not always at once relieve them from their

little difficulties, but watch with interest the

c
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working of their own conscience regarding the

matter, and \vill give them no sign till they
themselves have decided.

Evidently, therefore, before we may dare to

ask a sign from God, the case must be a very

special one. If you are at present engaged in

something that is to your own conscience doubt

ful, and if you are not hiding this from God, but

would very willingly, so far as you know your
own mind, do in the matter what He pleases if

no further light is coming to you, and you feel

a growing inclination to put it to God in this

way :

&quot;

Grant, O Lord, that something may
happen by which I may know Thy mind in this

matter
&quot;

this is asking from God a kind of

help which He is very ready to give, often lead

ing men to clearer views of duty by events

which happen within their knowledge, and which

having no special significance to persons whose

minds are differently occupied, are yet most

instructive to those who are waiting for light on

some particular point. The danger is not here,

but in fixing God down to the special thing

which shall happen as a sign between Him and

you ; which, when it happens, gives no fresh light

on the subject, leaves your mind still morally

undecided, but only binds you, by an arbitrary

bargain of your own, to follow one course rather

than another. This matter that you would so

summarily dispose of may be the very thread
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of your life which God means to test you by ;

this state of indecision which you would evade,

God may mean to continue until your moral

character grows strong enough to rise above it

to the right decision.

No one will suppose that Rebekah s readiness

to leave her home was due to mere light-minded
ness. Her motives were, no doubt, mixed.

The worldly position offered to her was good,
and there was an attractive spice of romance

about the whole affair which would have its

charm. She may also be credited with some

apprehension of the great future of Isaac s family.

In after life she certainly showed a very keen

sense of the value of the blessings peculiar to

that household. And, probably above all, she

had an irresistible feeling that this was her

destiny. She saw the hand of God in her selec

tion, and with a more or less conscious faith in

God she passed to her new life.

Her first meeting with her future husband is

not the least picturesque passage in this most

picturesque narrative. Isaac had gone out on

that side of the encampment by which he knew
his father s messenger was most likely to ap

proach. He had gone out &quot;to meditate at

even-tide ;

&quot;

his meditation being neccssarilj

directed and intensified by his attitude of criti

cal expectancy.
The evening light, in our country hanging
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dubiously between the glare of noon and the

darkness of midnight, invites to that condition of

mind which lies between the intense alertness

of day and the deep oblivion of sleep, and which

seems the most favourable for the meditation of

divine things. The dusk of evening seems inter

posed between clay and night to invite us to

that reflection which should intervene betwixt

our labour and our rest from labour, that we may
leave our work behind us satisfied that we have

done what we could, or, seeing its faultiness,

may still lay us down to sleep with God s for

giveness. It is when the bright sunlight has

gone, and no more reproaches our inactivity,

that friends can enjoy prolonged intercourse,

and can best unbosom to one another, as if

the darkness gave opportunity for a tenderness

which would be ashamed to show itself during
the twelve hours in which a man shall work.

And all that makes this hour so beloved by
the family circle, and so conducive to friendly

intercourse, makes it suitable also for such

intercourse with God as each human soul

can attempt. Most of us suppose we have

some little plot of time railed off for God

morning and evening, but how often does it get
trodden down by the profane multitude of this

world s cares, and quite occupied by encroach

ing secular engagements. But evening is theo o o o

time when many men are, and when all men
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ought to be, least hurried
;
when the mind is

placid, but not yet prostrate ;
when the body

requires rest from its ordinary labour, but is

not yet so oppressed with fatigue as to make
devotion a mockery ;

when the din of this

world s business is silenced, and as a sleeper

wakes to consciousness when some accustomed

noise is checked, so the soul now wakes up to

the thought of itself and of God. I know not

whether those of us who have the opportunity
have also the resolution to sequester ourselves

evening by evening, as Isaac did
;
but this I do

know, that he who does so will not fail of his

reward but will very speedily find that his

Father who secth in secret is manifestly re

warding him. What we all need above all

things is to let the mind dwell on divine things

to be able to sit down knowing we have so

much clear time in which we shall not be dis

turbed, and during which we shall think directly

under God s eye to get quite rid of the feel

ing of getting through with something, so that

without distraction the soul may take a delibe

rate survey of its own matters. And so shall

often God s gifts appear on our horizon when

we lift up our eyes, as Isaac &quot;lifted up his

eyes and saw the camels coming
&quot;

with his

bride.

Twilight,
&quot; nature s vespe\--bcl\,&quot;

01 the light

shaded at evening by the hills of Palestine,
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seems, then, to have called Isaac to a famili;;r

occupation. This long-continued mourning for

his mother, and his lonely meditation in the

fields, are both in harmony with what we know
of his character, and of his experience on Mount
Moriah. Retiring and contemplative, willing
to conciliate by concession rather than to assert

and maintain his rights against opposition, glad
to yield his own affairs to the strong guidance
of some other hand, tender and deep in his

affections, to him this lonely meditation seems

singularly appropriate. His dwelling, too, was

remote, on the edge of the wilderness, by
the well which Hagar had named Lahai-roi.

Here he dwelt as one consecrated to God, feel

ing little desire to enter deeper into the world,

and preferring the place where the presence of

God was least disturbed by the society of men.

.But at this time he had come from the south,

and was awaiting at his father s encampment
the result of Kliezcr s mission. And one can

conceive the thrill of keen expectancy that shot

through him as he saw the female figure alight

ing from the camel, the first eager exchange of

greetings, and the gladness with which he

brought Rebekah into his mother Sarah s tent

and was comforted after his mother s death.

The readiness with which he loved her seems

to be referred in the narrative to the grief he

still felt for his mother
;

for as a candle is
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never so easily lit as just after it has been put

out, so the affection of Isaac, still emitting the

sad memorial of a past love, more quickly

caught at the new object presented. And thus

\vas consummated a marriage which shows us

how thoroughly interwrought are the plans of

God and the life of man, each fulfilling the

other.

So that as the salvation God introduces into

the world is a practical, every-day salvation to

deliver us from the sins which this life tempts
us to, so God introduced this salvation by
means of the natural affections and ordinary

arrangements of human life. God would have

us recognise in our lives what He shows us in

this chapter, that He has made provision for

our wants, and that if we wait upon Him He
will bring us into the enjoyment of all we really

need. So that if we are to make any advance

in appropriating to ourselves God s salvation, it

can only be by submitting ourselves implicitly

to His providence, and taking care that in the

commonest and most secular actions of our

lives we are having respect to His will with us,

and that in those actions in which our own feel

ings and desires seem sufficient to guide us, we
are having regard to His controlling wisdom

and goodness. We are to find room for God

everywhere in our lives, not feeling embarrassed

by the thought of His claims even in our least
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constrained hours, but subordinating to His

highest and holiest ends everything that our

life contains, and acknowledging as His gift

what may seem to be our own most proper

conquest or earning.
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&quot; We cannot learn too soon that to give away some things is

to lose thorn for ever, and that there are some things that a man
and a woman have no more right to surrender than they have

to commit suicide.&quot;



ESAU AND JACOB.
&quot;

lie goclh as an ox goeth to the slaughter, till a dart strike

through his liver ; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth

not that it is for his life.&quot; PROV. vii. 22, 23.

THE character and career of Isaac would seem

to tell us that it is possible to have too great a

father. Isaac was dwarfed and weakened by

growing up under the shadow of Abraham. Of

his life there was little to record, and what was

recorded was very much a reproduction of some

of the least glorious passages of his father s

career. The digging of wells for his flocks was

among the most notable events in his common

place life, and even in this he only re-opened the

wells his father had dug.

In him we see the result of growing up under

too strong and dominant an external influence.

The free and healthy play of his own capacities

and will was curbed. The sons of outstanding
fathers are much tempted to follow in the wake

of their success, and be too much controlled and

limited by the example therein set to them.

There is a great deal to induce a son to do so
;

this calling has been successful in his father s

case, what better can he do than follow ? Also
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he may get the use of his wells those sources

his father has opened for the easier or more

abundant maintenance of those dependent on

him, the business he has established, the practice

he has made, the connections lie has formed

these are useful if he follows in his father s line

of life. But all this tends, as in Isaac s case, to

the stunting of the man himself. Life is made
too easy for him.

Isaac has been called
&quot;

the Wordsworth of

the Old Testament,&quot; but his meditative disposi

tion seems to have degenerated into mere

dreamy apathy, which, at last, made him the

tool of the more active-minded members of his

family, and was also attended by its common

accompaniment of sensuality. It seems also to

have brought him to a condition of almost entire

bodily prostration, for a comparison of dates

shows that he must have spent forty or fifty

years in blindness and incapacity for all active

duty. Neither can this greatly surprise us,

for it is abundantly open to our own observa

tion that men of the finest spiritual discernment,
and of whose godliness in the main one cannot

doubt, are also frequently the prey of the most

childish tastes, and most useless even to the

extent of doing harm in practical matters. They
do not see the evil that is growing in their own

family; or, if they see it, they cannot rouse them

selves to check it.
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Isaac s marriage, though so promising in the

outset, brought new trial into his life. Rebekah
had to repeat the experience of Sarah. The
intended mother of the promised &amp;lt;;ced was left

for twenty years childless to contend with the

doubts, surmises, evil proposals, proud challeng-

ings of God, and murmurings, which must un

doubtedly have arisen even in so bright and

spirited a heart as Rcbekah s. It was thus she

was taught the seriousness of the position she

had chosen for herself, and gradually led to the

implicit faith requisite for the discharge of its

responsibilities. Many young persons have a

similar experience. They seem to themselves

to have chosen a wrong position, to have made
a thorough mistake in life, and to have brought
themselves into circumstances in which they only

retard, or quite prevent, the prosperity of those

with whom they are connected. In proportion as

Rebekah loved Isaac, and entered into his pros

pects, must she have been tempted to think she

had far better have remained in Padan-aram.

It is a humbling thing to stand in some other

person s way; but if it is by no fault of ours, but

in obedience to affection or conscience we are

in this position, we must, in humility and

patience, wait upon Providence as Rebekah did,

and resist all morbid despondency.
This second barrenness in the prospective

mother of the promised seed was as needful to
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all concerned as the first was; for the people of

God, no more than any others, can learn in one

lesson. They must again be brought to a real

dependence on God as the Giver of the heir.

The prayer with which Isaac &quot; intreated
&quot;

the

Lord for his wife &quot; because she was barren
&quot;

was

a prayer of deeper intensity than he could have

uttered had he merely remembered the story

that had been told him of his own birth. God
must be recognised again and again and

throughout as the Giver of life to the promised
line. We are all apt to suppose that when once

we have got a thing in train and working we cano o o

get on without God. How often do we pray for

the bestowal of a blessing, and forget to pray for

its continuance ? How often do we count it

enough that God has conferred some gift, and,

not inviting Him to continue His agency, but

trusting to ourselves, we mar His gift in the use?

Learn, therefore, that although God has given

you means of working out His salvation, your
Rcbckah will be barren without His continued

activity. On His own means you must re-invite

His blessing, for without the continuance of His

aid you will make nothing of the most beauti

ful and appropriate helps He has given you.
It was by pain, anxiety, and almost dismay,

that Rebekah received intimation that her

prayer was answered. In this she is the type of

riany whom God hears. Inward strife, miser-
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able forebodings, deep dejection, are often the

first intimations that God is listening to our

prayer and is beginning to work within us.

You have prayed that God would make you
more a blessing to those about you, more useful

in your place, more answerable to His ends
;

and when your prayer has risen to its highest

point of confidence and expectation, you are

thrown into what seems a worse state than ever,

your heart is broken within you, you say, Is this

the answer to my prayer, is this God s blessing;

if it be so, why am I thus ? For things that

make a man serious, happen when God takes

him in hand, and they that yield themselves to

His service will not find that that service is all

honour and enjoyment. Its first steps will often

land us in a position we can make nothing of,

and our attempts to aid others will get us into

difficulties with them
;
and especially will our

desire that Christ be formed in us, bring into

such lively action the evil nature that is in us,

that we are torn by the conflict, and our heart

lies like the ground of a fierce struggle, seamed

and furrowed, tossed and confused. As soon

as there is a movement within us in one direc

tion, immediately there is an opposing move
ment : as soon as one of the natures says, Do
this ;

the other says, Do it not. The bettet

nature is gaining slightly the upper hand, and

by a long, steady strain, seems to be wearying
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out the other, when suddenly there is one quick
stroke and the evil nature conquers. And every
movement of the parties is with pain to our

selves
;
either conscience is wronged, and gives

out its cry of shame, or our natural desires are

trodden clown, and that also is pain. And so

disconnected and connected are we, so entirely

one with both parties, and yet so able to con

template both as they were, that Rebekah s dis

tress seems aptly enough to symbolize our own.

And whether the symbol be apt or no, there

can be no question that he who enquires of the

Lord as she did, will receive a similar assurance,

that there are two natures within him, and that

&quot;the elder shall serve the younger,&quot; the nature

last formed, and that seems to give least pro
mise of life, shall master the original, eldest born

child of the flesh.

The children whose birth and destinies were

thus predicted, at once gave evidence of a differ

ence even greater than that which will often

strike one as existing between two brothers,

though rarely between twins. The first was

born, all over like a hairy garment, presenting
the appearance of being rolled up in a fur

cloak or the skin of an animal an appearance
which did not pass away in childhood, but

so obstinately adhered to him through life,

that an imitation of his hands could be pro

duced with the hairy skin of a kid. This
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was by his parents considered ominous. The
want of the hairy covering which the lower

animals have, is one of the signs marking out

man as destined for a higher and more refined

life than they ;
and when their son appeared in

this guise, they could not but fear it prognosti
cated his sensual, animal career. So they called

him Esau. And so did the younger son from

the first show his nature, catching the heel of

his brother, as if he were striving to be first

born
;
and so they called him Jacob, the heel-

catcher or supplanter as Esau afterwards

bitterly observed, a name which precisely suited

his crafty, plotting nature, shown in his twice

over tripping up and over-throwing his elder

brother. The name which Esau handed down
to his people was, however, not his original

name, but one derived from the colour of that

for which he sold his birthright. It was in that

exclamation of his,
&quot; Feed me with that same

red&quot; that he disclosed his character.

So different in appearance at birth, they grew

up of very different character; and as was

natural, he who had the quiet nature of his

father was beloved by the mother, and he who
had the bold, practical skill of the mother, was

clung to by the father. It seems unlikely that

Rebekah was influenced in her affection by any

thing but natural motives, though the fact that

Jacob was to be the heir must have been much
u
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on her mind, and may have produced the par

tiality which maternal pride sometimes begets.

But before we condemn Isaac, or think the

historian has not given a full account of his love

for Esau, let us ask what we have noticed about

the growth and decay of our own affections.

We are ashamed of Isaac
;
but have we not also

been sometimes ashamed of ourselves on seeing

that our affections are powerfully influenced by
the gratification of tastes almost or quite as

lowr as this of Isaac s ? He who cunningly

panders to our taste for applause, he who pur

veys for us some swreet morsel of scandal, he

who flatters or amuses us, straightway takes a

place in our affections which we do not accord

to men of much finer parts, but who do not so

minister to our sordid appetites.

The character of Jacob is easily understood.

It has frequently been remarked of him that he is

thoroughly a Jew, that in him you find the good
and bad features of the Jewish character very

prominent and conspicuous. He has that

mingling of craft and endurance which has en

abled his descendants to use for their own ends

those who have wronged and persecuted them.

The Jew has, with some justice and some in

justice, been credited with an obstinate and

unscrupulous resolution to forward his own

interests, and there can be no question that in

this respect Jacob is the typical Jew ruthlessly
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taking advantage of his brother, watching and

waiting till he was sure of his victim
; deceiving

his blind father, and robbing him of what he had

intended for his favourite son
; outwitting the

grasping Laban, and making at least his own
out of all attempts to rob him

;
unable to meet

his brother without stratagem ;
not forgetting

prudence even when the honour of his family is

stained
;
and not thrown off his guard even by his

true and deep affection for Joseph. Yet, while

one recoils from this craftiness and management,
one cannot but admire the quiet force of char

acter, the indomitable tenacity, and, above all,

the capacity for warm affection and lasting

attachments, that he showed throughout.
But the quality which chiefly distinguished

Jacob from his hunting and marauding brother,

was his desire for the friendship of God and

sensibility to spiritual influences. It may have

been Jacob s consciousness of his own meanness

that led him to crave connection with some Being
or with some prospect that might ennoble his

nature and lift him above his innate disposition.

It is an old, old truth that not many noble are

called
; and, seeing quite as plainly as others see

their feebleness and meanness, the ignoble con

ceive a self-loathing which is sometimes the be

ginning of an unquenchable thirst for the high

and holy God. The consciousness of your bad,

poor nature may revive within you day by day,
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as the remembrance of physical weakness re

turns to the invalid with every morning s light ;

but to what else can God so effectively appeal
when He offers you present fellowship with

Himself and eventual conformity to His own
nature ?

It has been pointed out that the weakness in

Esau s character which makes him so striking a

contrast to his brother is his inconstancy.
&quot; That one error

Fills him with faults
;
makes him run through all the sins.&quot;

Constancy, persistence, dogged tenacity, is

certainly the striking feature of Jacob s char

acter. He could wait and bide his time
;
he

could retain one purpose year after year till it

was accomplished. The very motto of his life

was,
&quot;

I will not let thee go except thou bless

me.&quot; He watched for Esau s weak moment,
and took advantage of it. He served fourteen

years for the woman he loved, and no hardship

quenched his love. Nay, when a whole life-time

intervened, and he lay dying in Egypt, his con

stant heart still turned to Rachel, as if he had

parted with her but yesterday. In contrast with

this tenacious, constant character stands Esau, led

by impulse, betrayed by appetite, everything by
turns and nothing long. To-day despising his

birthright, to-morrow breaking his heart for its

loss
; to-day vowing he will murder his brother,

to-morrow falling on his neck and kissing him
;
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a man you cannot reckon upon, and of too

shallow a nature for anything to root itself

deeply in.

The event in which the contrasted characters

of the twin brothers were most decisively shown,
so decisively shown that their destinies were

fixed by it, was an incident which, in its external

circumstances, was of the most ordinary and

trivial kind. Esau came in hungry from hunt

ing ;
from dawn to dusk he had been taxing his

strength to the utmost, too eagerly absorbed to

notice either his distance from home or his

hunger ;
it is only when he begins to return de

pressed by the ill-luck of the day, and with

nothing now to stimulate him, that he feels faint
;

and when at last he reaches his father s tents,

and the savoury smell of Jacob s lentiles greets

him, his ravenous appetite becomes an intoler

able craving, and he begs Jacob to give him
some of his food. Had Jacob done so with

brotherly feeling, there would have been nothing
to record. But Jacob had long been watching
for an opportunity to win his brother s birth

right, and though no one could have supposed
that an heir to even a little property would sell

it in order to get a meal five minutes sooner

than he could otherwise get it, Jacob had taken

his brother s measure to a nicety, and was confi

dent that present appetite would in Esau com

pletely extinguish every other thought.
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It is perhaps worth noticing that the birthright

in Ishmael s line, the guardianship of the temple
at Mecca, passed from one branch of the family
to another in a precisely similar way. We read

that when the guardianship of the temple and the

governorship of the town &quot;

fell into the hands of

Abu Gabshan, a weak and silly man, Cosa, one of

Mohammed s ancestors, circumvented him while

in a drunken humour, and bought of him the keys
of the temple, and with them the presidency of

it, for a bottle of wine. But Abu Gabshan being

gotten out of his drunken fit, sufficiently repented
of his foolish bargain ;

from whence grew these

proverbs among the Arabs: More vexed with,

late repentance than Abu Gabshan
; and, More

silly than Abu Gabshan which are usually said

of those who part with a thing of great moment
for a small matter.&quot;

Which brother presents the more repulsive

spectacle of the two in this selling of the birth

right it is hard to say. Who does not feel con

tempt for the great, strong man declaring he

will die if he is required to wait five minutes

till his. own supper is prepared ; forgetting, in

the craving of his appetite, every consideration

of a worthy kind
;
oblivious of everything but

his hunger and his food
; crying, like a great

baby, Feed me with that red? So it is always
with the man who has fallen under the power of

sensual appetite. lie is always going to die if
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it is not immediately gratified. He must have
his appetite satisfied. No consideration of con

sequences can be listened to or thought of; the

man is helpless in the hands of his appetite it

rules and drives him on, and he is utterly with

out self-control
; nothing but physical compul

sion can restrain him.

But the treacherous and self-seeking craft of

the other brother is as repulsive : the cold

blooded, calculating spirit that can hold every

appetite in check, that can cleave to one pur

pose for a life-time, and, without scruple, take

advantage of a twin-brother s weakness. Jacob
knows his brother thoroughly, and all his know

ledge he uses to betray him. He knows he

will speedily repent of his bargain, so he makes
him swear he will abide by it. It is a relent

less purpose he carries out he deliberately

and unhesitatingly sacrifices his brother to

himself.

Still, in two respects, Jacob is the superior

man. He can appreciate the birthright in his

father s family, and he has constancy. Esau

might be a pleasant companion, far brighter

and more vivacious than Jacob on a day s

hunting ;
free and open-handed, and not im

placable ;
and yet such people are not satisfac

tory friends. Often the most attractive people
have similar inconstancy ; they have a super

ficial vivacity, and brilliance, and charm, and
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good-nature, which invites a friendship they do

not deserve.

Parents frequently make the mistake of Isaac,

and think more highly of the gay, sparkling,

but shallow child, than of the child who cannot

be always smiling, but broods over what he

conceives to be his wrongs. Sulkiness is itself

not a pleasing feature in a child s character, but

it may only be the childish expression of con

stancy, and of a depth of character which is slow

to let go any impression made upon it. On the

other hand, frankness and a quick throwing aside

of passion and resentment, are pleasing features

in a child, but often these are only the expres
sions of a fickle character, rapidly changing
from sun to shower like an April day, and not

to be trusted for retaining affection or good
impressions any longer than it retains resent

ment.

But Esau s despising of his birthright is that

which stamps the man and makes him interest

ing to each generation. No one can read the

simple account of his reckless act without feel

ing how justly we are called upon to &quot;look

diligently lest there be among us any profane

person as Esau, who, for one morsel of meat,
sold his birthright.&quot; Had the birthright been

something to eat, Esau would not have sold it.

What an exhibition of human nature ! What
an exposure of our childish folly and the infatua-
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tion of appetite ! For Esau has company in

his fall. We are all stricken by his shame. We
are conscious that if God had made provision

for the flesh we should have listened to Him
more readily.

&quot; But what will this birthright

profit us ?
&quot; We don t see the good it does :

were it something to keep us from disease, to

give us long unsated days of pleasure, to bring
us the fruits of labour without the weariness of

it, to make money for us, where is the man who
would not value it where is the man who would

lightly give it up ? But because it is only the

favour of God that is offered, His endless love,

His holiness made ours, this we will imperil or

resign for every idle desire, for every lust that

bids us serve it a little longer. Born the sons

of God, made in His image, introduced to a

birthright angels might covet, we yet prefer to

rank with the beasts of the field, and let our

souls starve if only our bodies be well tended

and cared for.

There is in Esau s conduct and after-experi

ence so much to stir serious thought, that one

always feels reluctant to pass from it, and as if

much more ought to be made of it. It reflects

so many features of our own conduct, and so

clearly shows us what we are from day to day
liable to, that we would wish to take it with us

through life as a perpetual admonition. Who
does not know of those moments of weakness,
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when we arc fagged with work, and with our

physical energy our moral tone has become
relaxed ? Who does not know how, in hours ot

reaction from keen and exciting engagements,
sensual appetite asserts itself, and with what

petulance we inwardly cry, We shall die if we
do not get this or that paltry gratification ? We
are, for the most part, inconstant as Esau, full

of good resolves to-day, and to-morrow throw

ing them to the winds to-day proud of the

arduousness of our calling, and girding ourselves

to self-control and self-denial, to-morrow sink

ing back to softness and self-indulgence. Not

once, as Esau, but again and again we barter

peace of conscience and fellowship with God
and the hope of holiness, for what is, in simple

fact, no more than a bowl of pottage. Even

after recognising our weakness and the lownesso o
of our tastes, and after repenting with self-

loathing and misery, some slight pleasure is

enough to upset our steadfast mind, and make
us as plastic as clay in the hand of circum

stances. It is with positive dismay one con

siders the weakness and blindness of our hours

of appetite and passion ;
how one goes then

like an ox to the slaughter, all unconscious of

the pitfalls that betray and destroy men, and

how at any moment we ourselves may truly sell

our birthright.



LECTURE IV.

JACOB S FRAUD



&quot;Truly,
I have been tempted sometimes to say that Jacob

was of a mean spirit. But that is our trial :- -we must learn to

see the ocd in the midst of much that is unlovelv.&quot;
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GENESIS xxvii.

&quot;The counsel of the Lord stancleth for ever.&quot; Ps. xxxiii. II.

THERE arc some families whose miserable ex

istence is almost entirely made up of malicious

plottings and counter-pit ttings, little mischiev

ous designs, and spiteful triumphs of one mem
ber or party in the family over the other. It is

not pleasant to have the veil withdrawn, and to

see that where love and eager self-sacrifice might
be expected, their places are occupied by an

eager assertion of rights, and a cold, proud, and

always petty and stupid, nursing of some sup

posed injury. In the story told us so graphic

ally in this page, we see the family whom God
has blessed sunk to this low level, and betrayed

by family jealousies into unseemly strife on the

most sacred ground. Each member of the

family plans his own wicked device, and God by
the evil of one defeats the evil of another, and

saves His own purpose to bless the race from

being frittered away and lost. And it is told

us in order that, amidst all this mess of human
craft and selfishness, the righteousness and

stability of God s word of promise may be more
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vividly seen. Let us look at the sin of each of

the parties in order, and the punishment of

each.

In the Epistle to the Hebrews Isaac is com
mended for his faith in blessing his sons. It waso
commendable in him that, in great bodily weak

ness, he still believed himself to be the guardian
of God s blessing, and recognised that he had a

great inheritance to bequeath to his sons. But,

in unaccountable and inconsistent contempt of

God s expressed purpose, he proposes to hand

over this blessing to Esau. Many things had

occurred to fix his attention upon the fact that

Esau was not to be his heir. Esau had sold

his birthright, and had married Hittite women,
and his whole conduct was, no doubt, of a piece
with this, and showed that, in his hands, any

spiritual inheritance would be both unsafe and

unappreciated. That Isaac had some notion he

was doing wrong in giving to Esau what be

longed to God, and what God meant to give to

Jacob, is shown from his precipitation in bestow

ing the blessing. He has no feeling that he is

authorized by God, and therefore he cannot

wait calmly till God should intimate, by unmis

takable signs, that he is near his end; but, seized

with a panic, lest his favourite should somehow
be left unblessed, he feels, in his nervous alarm,

as if he were at the point of death, and, though
destined to live for forty-three years longer, he
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calls Esau that he may hand over to him his

dying testament. How different is the nerve of

a man when he knows he is doing God s will, and

when he is but fulfilling his own device. For

the same reason, he has to stimulate his spirit

by artificial means. The prophetic ecstasy is

not felt by him
;
he must be exhilarated by

venison and wine, that, strengthened and revived

in body, and having his gratitude aroused afresh

towards Esau, he may bless him with all the

greater vigour. The final stimulus is given

when he smells the garments of Esau on Jacob,

and when that fresh earthy smell which so

revives .is in spring, as if cur life were renewed

with the year, and which hangs about one who
has been in the open air, entered into Isaac s

blood, and lent him fresh vigour.

It is a strange and, in some respects, perplex

ing spectacle that is here presented to us the

organ of the Divine blessing represented by a blind

old man, laid on a &quot; couch of skins,&quot; stimulated

by meat and wine, and trying to cheat God by
bestowing the family blessing on the son of his

own choice to the exclusion of the divinely-

appointed heir. Out of such beginnings had

God to educate a people worthy of Himself,

and through such hazards had He to guide the

spiritual blessing He designed to convey to us

all.

Isaac laid a net for his own feet. By his un-
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righteous and timorous haste he secured the

defeat of his own long-cherished scheme. It

was his hasting to bless Esau which drove Re-

bekah to checkmate him by winning the bless

ing for her favourite. The shock which Isaac

felt when Esau came in and the fraud was dis

covered is easily understood. The mortification

of the old man must have been extreme when
he found that he had so completely taken him

self in. He was reclining in the satisfied reflec

tion that for once he had overreached his astute

Rebekah and her astute son, and in the comfort

able feeling that, at last, he had accomplished
his one remaining desire, when he learns from

the exceeding bitter cry of Esau that he has

himself been duped. It was enough to rouse

the anger of the mildest and godliest of men,
but Isaac does not storm and protest

-&quot; he trem

bles exceedingly.&quot; He recognises, by a spiritual

insight quite unknown to Esau, that this is God s

hand, and deliberately confirms, with his eyes

open, what he had done in blindness :

&quot;

I have

blessed him: Yea, and he shall be blessed.&quot;

Had he wished to deny the validity of the bless

ing, he had ground enough for doing so. He
had not really given it: it had been stolen from

him. An act must be judged by its intention,

and he had been far from intending to bless

Jacob. Was he to consider himself bound by
what he had done under a misapprehension ?
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He had given a blessing to one person under the

impression that he was a different person ;
must

not the blessing go to him for whom it was

designed ? But Isaac unhesitatingly yielded.

This clear recognition of God s hand in the

matter, and quick submission to Him, reveals a

habit of reflection, and a spiritual thoughtful-

ness, which are the good qualities in Isaac s

otherwise unsatisfactory character. Before he

finished his answer to Esau, he felt he was a

poor feeble creature in the hand of a true and

just God, who had used even his infirmity and

sin to forward righteous and gracious ends. It

was his sudden recognition of the frightful way
in which he had been tampering with God s will,

and of the grace with which God had prevented
him from accomplishing a wrong destination of

the inheritance, that made Isaac tremble very

exceedingly.
In this humble acceptance of the disappoint

ment of his life s love and hope, Isaac shows

us the manner in which we ought to bear

the consequences of our \vrong-doing. The

punishment of our sin often comes through the

persons with whom we have to do, unintention

ally on their part, and yet we are tempted to

hate them because they pain and punish us,

father, mother, wife, child, or whoever else.

Isaac and Esau were alike disappointed. Esau

only saw the supplanter, and vowed to be re-

E
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venged. Isaac saw God in the matter, and

trembled. So when Shimei cursed David, and

his loyal retainers would have cut off his head

for so doing, David said,
&quot; Let him alone, and

let him curse : it may be that the Lord hath

bidden him.&quot; We can bear the pain inflicted

on us by men when we see that they are merely
the instruments of a divine chastisement. The

persons who thwart us and make our life bitter,

the persons who stand between us and our

dearest hopes, the persons whom we are most

disposed to speak angrily and bitterly to, are

often thorns planted in our path by God to

keep us on the right way.
Isaac s sin propagated itself with the rapid

multiplication of all sin. Rebekah overheard

what passed between Isaac and Esau, and

although she might have been able to wait

until by fair means Jacob received the blessing,

yet when she sees Isaac actually preparing to

pass Jacob by and bless Esau, her fears are so

excited that she cannot any longer quietly leave

the matter in God s hand, but must lend her

own more skilful management. It may have

crossed her mind that she was justified in for

warding what she knew to be God s purpose.

She saw no other way of saving God s purpose
and Jacob s rights than by her interference.

The emergency might have unnerved many a

woman, but Rebekah is equal to the occasion
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She makes the threatened exclusion of Jacob
the very means for at last finally settling the

inheritance upon him. She braves the indigna
tion of Isaac and the rage of Esau, and fearless

herself, and confident of success, she soon quiets

the timorous and cautious objections of Jacob.
She knows that for straightforward lying and

acting a part she was sure of good support in

Jacob. Luther says,
&quot; Had it been me, I d have

dropped the dish.&quot; But Jacob had no such

tremors could submit his hands and face to

the touch of Isaac, and repeat his lie as often

as needful.

An old man bedridden like Isaac becomes

the subject of a number of little deceptions
which may seem, and which may be, very un

important in themselves, but which are seen to

wear down the reverence due to the father of a

family, and which imperceptibly sap the guile

less sincerity and truthfulness of those who

practise them. This overreaching of Isaac by
dressing Jacob in Esau s clothes, might come in

naturally as one of those daily deceptions
which Rebekah was accustomed- to practise on

the old man whom she kept quite in her own

hand, giving him as much or as little insight

into the doings of the family as seemed ad

visable to her. It would never occur to her

that she was taking God in hand
;

it would

seem only as if she were making such use of
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Isaac s infirmity as she was in the daily prac
tice of doing.

But to account for an act is not to excuse it.

Underlying the conduct of Rebekah and Jacob
was the conviction that they would come better

speed by a little deceit of their own than by

suffering God to further them in His own way
that though God would certainly not prac

tise deception Himself, He might not object to

others doing so that in this emergency holi

ness was a hampering thing which might just

for a little be laid aside that they might be

more holy afterwards that though no doubt

in ordinary circumstances, and as a normal

habit, deceit is not to be commended, yet in

cases of difficulty, which call for ready wit, a

prompt seizure, and delicate handling, men must

be allowed to secure their ends in their own

way. Their unbelief thus directly produced im

morality immorality of a very revolting kind,

the defrauding of their relatives, and repulsive

also because practised as if on God s side, or,

as we would now say,
&quot;

in the interests of

religion.&quot;

To this day the method of Rebekah and

Jacob is largely adopted by religious persons.

It is notorious that persons whose ends are good

frequently become thoroughly unscrupulous
about the means they use to accomplish them.

They dare not say in so many words that they
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may do evil that good may come, nor do they
think it a tenable position in morals that the

end sanctifies the means
;
and yet their con

sciousness of a justifiable and desirable end un

doubtedly does blunt their sensitiveness regard

ing the legitimacy of the means they employ.
For example, Protestant controversialists, per
suaded that vehement opposition to Popery is

good, and filled with the idea of accomplishing its

downfall, are often guilty of gross misrepresen

tation, because they do not sufficiently inform

themselves of the actual tenets and practices of

the Church of Rome. In all controversy, re

ligious and political, it is the same. It is always
dishonest to circulate reports that you have no

means of authenticating : yet how freely are such

reports circulated to blacken the character of an

opponent, and to prove his opinions to be

dangerous. It is always dishonest to condemn

opinions we have not inquired into, merely
because of some fancied consequence which

these opinions carry in them : yet how freely

are opinions condemned by men who have never

been at the trouble carefully to inquire into

their truth. They do not feel the dishonesty of

their position, because they have a general con

sciousness that they are on the side of religion,

and of what has generally passed for truth. All

keeping back of facts which are supposed to

have an unsettling effect, is but a repetition of
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this sin. There is no sin more hateful. Under
the appearance of serving God, and maintaining
His cause in the world, it insults Him by assum

ing that if the whole bare, undisguised truth

were spoken, His cause would suffer.

The fate of all such attempts to manage God s

matters by keeping things dark, and misrepre

senting fact, is written for all who care to under

stand in the results of this scheme of Rebekah s

and Jacob s. They gained nothing, and they
lost a great deal by their wicked interference.

They gained nothing ;
for God had promised

that the birthright would be Jacob s, and would

have given it him in some way redounding to

his credit and not to his shame. And they lost

a great deal. The mother lost her son
; Jacob

had to flee for his life, and, for all we know,
Rebekah never saw him more. And Jacob lost

all the comforts of home, and all those posses
sions his father had accumulated. He had to

flee with nothing but his staff, an outcast to

begin the \vorld for himself. From this first

false step onwards to his death, he was pursued

by misfortune, until his own verdict on his life

was,
&quot; Few and evil have been the days of the

years of my life.&quot;

Thus severely was the sin of Rebekah and

Jacob punished. It coloured their whole after

life with a dark, sombre hue. It was marked

thus, because it was a sin by all means to be
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avoided. It was virtually the sin of blaming
God for forgetting His promise, or of accusing
Him of being unable to perform it : so that

they, Rebekah and Jacob, had, forsooth, to take

God s work out of His hands, and show Him
how it ought to be done. The announcement
of God s purpose, instead of enabling them

quietly to wait for a blessing they knew to be

certain, became in their unrighteous and im

patient hearts actually an inducement to sin.

Abraham was so bold and confident in his faith,

at least latterly, that again and again he refused

to take as a gift from men, and on the most
honourable terms, what God had promised to

give him : his grandson is so little sure of God s

truth, that he will rather trust his own falsehood;
and what he thinks God may forget to give him,

he will steal from his own father. Some persons
have especial need to consider this sin they
are tempted to play the part of Providence, to

intermeddle where they ought to refrain. Some
times just a little thing is needed to make

everything go to our liking the keeping back

of one small fact, a slight variation in the way
of stating the matter, is enough things want

just a little push in the right direction; it is

wrong, but very slightly so. And so they are

encouraged to close for a moment their eyes
and put to their hand.

Of all the parties in this transaction none is
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more to blame than Esau. He shows now how
selfish and untruthful the sensual man really is,

and how worthless is the generosity which is

merely of impulse and not bottomed on prin

ciple. While he so furiously and bitterly

blamed Jacob for supplanting him, it might

surely have occurred to him that it was really

he who was supplanting Jacob. He had no

right, divine or human, to the inheritance. God
had never said that his possession should go to

the oldest, and had in this case said the express

opposite. Besides, inconstant as Esau was, he

could scarcely have forgotten the bargain that

so pleased him at the time, and by which he

had sold to his younger brother all title to his

father s blessings. Jacob was to blame for

seeking to win his own by craft, but Esau was

more to blame for endeavouring furtively to re

cover what he knew to be no longer his. His

bitter cry was the cry of a disappointed and

enraged child, what Hosea calls the &quot; howl &quot;

of those who seem to seek the Lord, but are

really merely crying out, like animals, for corn

and wine. Many that care very little for God s

love will seek His favours
;
and every wicked

wretch who has in his prosperity spurned God s

offers, will, when he sees how he has cheated

himself, turn to God s gifts, though not to God,
with a cry. Esau would now very gladly have

given a mess of pottage for the blessing that
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secured to its receiver &quot;the dew of heaven, the

fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine.&quot;

Like many another sinner, he wanted both to eat

his cake and have it. He wanted to spend his

youth sowing to the flesh, and have the harvest

which those only can have who have sown to

the spirit. He wished both of two irrecon

cilable things both the red pottage and the

birthright. He is a type of those who think

very lightly of spiritual blessings while their

appetites are strong, but afterwards bitterly

complain that their whole life is filled with the

results of sowing to the flesh and not to the

spirit.

&quot; We barter life for pottage ;
sell true bliss

For wealth or power, for pleasure or renown
;

Thus, Esau-like, our Father s blessing miss,
Then wash with fruitless tears our faded crown.&quot;

The words of the New Testament, in which

it is said that Esau &quot; found no place for repent

ance, though he sought it carefully with tears,&quot;

are sometimes misunderstood. They do not

mean that he sought what we ordinarily call

repentance, a change of mind about the value

of the birthright. He had that; it was this that

made him weep. What he sought now was
some means of undoing what he had done, of

cancelling the deed of which he repented. His

experience does not tell us that a man once

sinning as Esau sinned becomes a hardened
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reprobate whom no good influence can impress
or bring to repentance, but it says that the sin

so committed leaves irreparable consequences
that no man can live a youth of folly and yet
find as much in manhood and maturer years as

if he had lived a careful and God-fearing youth.
Esau had irrecoverably lost that which he would

now have given all he had to possess ;
and in

this, I suppose, he represents half the men who

pass through this world. He warns us that it

is very possible, by careless yielding to appetite
and passing whim, to entangle ourselves irre

coverably for this life, if not to weaken and

maim ourselves for eternity. At the time, your
act may seem a very small and secular one, a

mere bargain in the ordinary course, a little

transaction such as one would enter into care

lessly after the day s work is over, in the quiet
of a summer evening or in the midst of the

family circle
;
or it may seem so necessary that

you never think of its moral qualities, as little

as you question whether you are justified in

breathing ;
but you are warned that if there be

in that act a crushing out of spiritual hopes
to make way for the free enjoyment of the

pleasures of sense if there be a deliberate

preference of the good things of this life to the

love of God if, knowingly, you make light of

spiritual blessings, and count them unreal when

weighed against obvious worldly advantages
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then the consequences of that act will in this

life bring to you great discomfort and uneasi

ness, great loss and vexation, an agony of re

morse, and a life-long repentance. You are

warned of this, and most touchingly, by the

moving entreaties, the bitter cries and tears of

Esau.

But even when our life is spoiled irreparably,

a hope remains for our character and ourselves

not certainly if our misfortunes embitter us,

not if resentment is the chief result of our

suffering ;
but if, subduing resentment, and

taking blame to ourselves instead of trying to

fix it on others, we take revenge upon the real

source of our undoing, and extirpate from our

own character the root of bitterness. Painful

and difficult is such schooling. It calls for sim

plicity, and humility, and truthfulness quali

ties not of frequent occurrence. It calls for

abiding patience ;
for he who begins thus to

sow to the spirit late in life, must be content

with inward fruits, with peace of conscience,

increase of righteousness and humility, and

must learn to live without much of what all

men naturally desire.

While each member of Isaac s family has thus

his own plan, and is striving to fulfil his private

intention, the result is, that God s purpose is

fulfilled. In the human agency, such faith in

God as existed was overlaid with misundcr-
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standing and distrust of God. But notwith

standing the petty and mean devices, the short

sighted slyness, the blundering unbelief, the

profane worldliness of the human parties in the

transaction, the truth and mercy of God still

find a way for themselves. Were matters left

in our hands, we should make shipwreck even

of the salvation with which we are provided.
We carry into our dealings with it the same

selfishness, and inconstancy, and worldliness

which made it necessary : and had not God

patience to bear with, as well as mercy to in

vite us
;
had He not wisdom to govern us in

the use of His grace, as well as wisdom to con

trive its first bestowal, we should perish with

the water of life at our lips.
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JACOB S FLIGHT AND DREAM.
GENESIS xxvii. 41 xxviii.

&quot; So foolish was I, and ignorant : I was as a beast before

Thee. Nevertheless I am continually with Thee.&quot; Ps. Ixxiii. 22.

IT is so commonly observed as to be scarcely
worth again remarking, that persons who employ
a great deal of craft in the management of their

affairs are invariably entrapped in their own
net. Life is so complicated, and every matter

of conduct has so many issues, that no human
brain can possibly foresee every contingency.
Rebekah was a clever woman, and quite com

petent to outwit men like Isaac and Esau, but

she had in her scheming neglected to take

account of Laban, a man true brother to herself

in cunning. She had calculated on Esau s re

sentment, and knew it would last only a few

days, and this brief period she was prepared to

utilize by sending Jacob out of Esau s reach to

her own kith and kin, from among whom he

might get a suitable wife. But she did not

reckon on Laban s making her son serve fourteen

years for his wife, nor upon Jacob s falling so

deeply in love with Rachel as to make him

apparently forget his mother.
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In the first part of her scheme she feels herself

at home. She is a woman who knows exactly
how much of her mind to disclose, so as effec

tually to lead her husband to adopt her view

and plan. She did riot bluntly advise Isaac to

send Jacob to Padan-aram, but she sowed in his

apprehensive mind fears which she knew would

make him send Jacob there
;
she suggested the

possibility of Isaac s taking a wife of the

daughters of Heth. She felt sure that Isaac,

did not need to be told where to send his son

to find a suitable wife. So Isaac called Jacob,
and said, Go to Padan-aram, to the house of thy
mother s father, and take thee a wife thence.

And he gave him the family blessing : God

Almighty give thee the blessing of Abraham, to

thee, and to thy seed with thee so constituting

him his heir, the representative of Abraham.

The effect this had on Esau is very notice

able. He sees, as the narrative tells us, a great

many things, and his dull mind tries to make
some meaning out of all that is passing before

him. The historian seems intentionally to

satirize Esau s attempt at reasoning, and the

foolish simplicity of the device he fell upon.
He had an idea that Jacob s obedience, in going
to seek a wife of another stock than he had con

nected himself with, would be pleasing to his

parents ; and, perhaps, he had an idea that it

would be possible to steal a march upon Jacob
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in his absence, and by a more speedily effected

obedience to his parents desire, win their pre

ference, and perhaps move Isaac to alter his

will and reverse the blessing. Though living in

the chosen family, he seems to have had not the

slightest idea that there was any higher will

than his father s being fulfilled in their doings.
He does not yet see why he himself should not

be as blessed as Jacob ;
he cannot grasp at all

the distinction that grace makes
;
cannot take

in the idea that God has chosen a people to

Himself, and that no natural advantage or force

or endowment can set a man among that people
but only God s choice. Accordingly, he does

not see any difference between Ishmael s family
and the chosen family ; they are both sprung
from Abraham, both are naturally the same,
and the fact that God expressly gave His in

heritance past Ishmael is nothing to Esau an

act of God has no meaning to him. He merely
sees that he has not pleased his parents as well

as he might by his marriage, and his easy and

yielding disposition prompts him to remedy
this.

This is a fine specimen of the hazy views men
have of what will bring them to a level with

God s chosen. Through their crass insensibility

to the high righteousness of God, there still

does penetrate a perception that if they are to

please Him there are certain means to be used

F
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for doing so. There are, they see, certain occu

pations and ways pursued by Christians, and if

by themselves adopting these they can please

God, they are quite willing to humour Him in

this. Like Esau, they do not see their way to

drop their old connections, but if by making
some little additions to their habits, or forming
some new connection, they can quiet this con

troversy that has somehow grown up between

God and His children, though, so far as they

see, it is a very unmeaning controversy, they
will very gladly enter into any little arrange
ment for the purpose. We won t, of course,

divorce the world, won t dismiss from our homes
and hearts what God hates and means to destroy,

won t accept God s will as our sole and absolute

law, but we will so far meet God s wishes as to

add to what we have adopted something that

is almost as good as what God enjoins : we will

make any little alterations which will not quite

upset our present ways. Much commoner than

hypocrisy is this dim-sighted, blundering stupid

ity of the really profane worldly man, who
thinks he can take rank with men whose natures

God has changed, by the mere imitation of

some of their ways ;
who thinks, that as he

cannot without great labour, and without too

seriously endangering his hold on the world, do

precisely what God requires, God may be ex

pected to be satisfied with a something like it.
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Are we not aware of endeavouring at times to

cloak a sin with some easy virtue, to adopt some
new and apparently good habit, instead of

destroying the sin we know God hates
;
or to

offer to God, and palm upon our own conscience,

a mere imitation of what God is pleased with ?

Do you attend church, do you come and decor

ously submit to a service ? That is not at all

what God enjoins, though it is like it. What
He means is, that you worship Him, which is

a quite different employment. Do you render

to God some outward respect, have you adopted
some habits in deference to Him, do you even

attempt some private devotion and discipline of

the spirit? Still what He requires is some

thing that goes much deeper than all that
;

namely, that you love Him. To conform to

one or two habits of godly people is not what

is required of us
;
but to be at heart godly.

As Jacob journeyed northwards, he came, on

the second or third evening of his flight, to the

hills of Bethel. As the sun was sinking he

found himself toiling up the rough path which

Abraham may have described to him as looking

like a great staircase of rock and crag reaching

from earth to sky. Slabs of rock, piled one

upon another, form the whole hill-side, and to

Jacob s eye, accustomed to the rolling pastures

of Becrsheba, they would appear almost like a

structure built for superhuman uses, well founded
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in the valley below, and intended to reach to

unknown heights. Overtaken by darkness on

this rugged path, he readily finds as soft a bed

and as good shelter as his shepherd-habits re

quire, and with his head on a stone and a

corner of his dress thrown over his face to pre
serve him from the moon, he is soon fast asleep.

But in his dreams the massive staircase is still

oefore his eyes, and it is no longer himself that

is toiling up it as it leads to an unexplored hill

top above him, but the angels of God are

ascending and descending upon it, and at its

top is Jehovah Himself.

Thus simply docs God meet the thoughts of

Jacob, and lead him to the encouragement he

needed. What was probably Jacob s state of

mind when he lay clown on that hill-side? In

the first place, and as he would have said to any
man he chanced to meet, he wondered what he

would see when he got to the top of this hill
;

and still more, as he may have said to Rebekah,
he wondered what reception he would meet

with from Laban, and whether he would ever

again see his father s tents. This vision shows

him that his path leads to God, that it is He
who occupies the future

; and, in his dream, a

voice comes to him :

&quot;

I am with thee, and will

keep thee in all places whither thou goest, and

will bring thee again into this land.&quot; He had,

no doubt, wondered much whether the blessing
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cf his father was, after all, so valuable a posses

sion, whether it might not have been wiser to

take a share with Esau than to be driven out

homeless thus. God has never spoken to him
;

he has heard his father speak of assurances

coming to him from God, but as for him,

through all the long years of his life he has

never heard what he could speak of as a voice of

God. But this night these doubts were silenced

there came to his soul an assurance that never

departed from it. Me could have affirmed he

heard God saying to him :

&quot;

I am the Lord God
of thy father Abraham, and the God of Isaac :

the land whereon thou liest, to thee will I give
it.&quot; And lastly, all these thoughts probably
centred in one deep feeling that he was an out

cast, a fugitive from justice. He was glad he

\vas in so solitary a place, he was glad he was
so far from Esau and from every human eye ;

and yet what desolation of spirit accompanied
this feeling : there was no one he could bid

good-night to, no one he could spend the even

ing hour with in quiet talk
;
he was a banished

man, whatever fine gloss Rebekah might put

upon it, and deep down in his conscience there

was that which told him he was not banished

without cause. Might not God also forsake

him might not God banish him, and might he

not find a curse pursuing him, preventing map
or woman from ever again looking in his face
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with pleasure ? Such fears are met by the

vision. This desolate spot, unvisited by sheep
or bird, has become busy with life, angels

thronging- the ample staircase. Here, where he

thought himself lonely and outcast, he finds he

has come to the very gate of heaven. His fond

mother might, at that hour, have been visiting

his silent tent, and shedding ineffectual tears on

his abandoned bed, but he finds himself in the

very house of God, cared for by angels. As the

darkness had revealed to him the stars shining

overhead, so when the deceptive glare of waking
life was dulled by sleep, he saw the actual

realities which before were hidden.

No wonder that a vision which so graphically
showed the open communication between earth

and heaven should have deeply impressed itself

on Jacob s descendants. What more effectual

consolation could any poor outcast, who felt he

had spoiled his life, require, than the memory of

this staircase reaching from the pillow of the

lonely fugitive from justice up into the very
heart of heaven ? How could any most desolate

soul feel quite abandoned so long as the memory
retained the vision of the angels thronging up
and down with swift service to the needy ? How
could it be even in the darkest hour believed

that all hope was gone, and that men might but

curse God and die, when the mind turned to

tnis bridging of the interval between earth and
heaven ?
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In the New Testament we meet with an in

stance of the familiarity with this vision which

true Israelites enjoyed. Our Lord, in address

ing Nathanael, makes use of it in a way that

proves this familiarity. Under his fig-tree,

whose broad leaves were used in every Jewish

garden as a screen from observation, and whose

branches were trained down so as to form an

open-air oratory, where secret prayer might be

indulged in undisturbed, Nathanael had been

declaring to the Father his ways, his weak

nesses, his hopes. And scarcely more astonished

was Jacob when he found himself the object

of this angelic ministry on the lonely hill

side, than was Nathanael when he found how
one eye had penetrated the leafy screen, and

had read his thoughts and wishes. Apparently
he had been encouraging himself with this vision,

for our Lord, reading his thoughts, says :

&quot; Be
cause I said unto thee, when thou wast under

the fig-tree I saw thee, believest thou ? Thou
shalt see greater things than these thou shalt

see heaven open, and the angels of God ascend

ing and descending on the Son of man.&quot;

This, then, is a vision for us even more than

for Jacob. It has its fulfilment in the times

after the Incarnation more manifestly than in

previous times. The true staircase by which

heavenly messengers ascend and descend is the

Son of man. It is He who really bridges
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the interval between heaven and earth, God
and man. In His person these two are

united. You cannot tell whether Christ is more

divine or human, more God or man solidly

based on earth, as this massive staircase, by His

real humanity, by His thirty-three years engage
ment in all human functions and all experiences
of this life, He is yet familiar with eternity, His

name is
&quot; He that came down from heaven,&quot;

and if your eye follow step by step to the heights
of His person, it rests at last on what you recog
nise as Divine. His love it is that is wide

enough to embrace God on the one hand, and

the lowest sinner on the other. Truly He is the

way, the stair, leading from the lowest depth of

earth to the highest height of heaven. In Him
you find a love that embraces you as you are,

in whatever condition, however cast down and

defeated, however embittered and polluted a

love that stoops tenderly to you and hopefully,
and gives you once more a hold upon holiness

and life, and in that very love unfolds to you
the highest glory of heaven and of God.

When this comes home to a man in the hour

of his need, it becomes the most arousing revela

tion. He springs from the troubled slumber we
call life, and all earth wears a new glory and awe
to him. He exclaims with Jacob,

&quot; How dreadful

is this place. Surely the Lord is in this place,
and I knew it not.&quot; The world that had been so
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bleak and empty to him, is filled with a majes
tic vital presence. Jacob is no longer a mere

fugitive from the results of his own sin, a shep
herd in search of empioyment, a man setting

out in the world to try his fortune
;
he is the

partner with God in the fulfilment of a Divine

purpose. And such is the change that passes
on every man who believes in the Incarnation,

who feels himself to be connected with God by

Jesus Christ
;
he recognises the Divine intention,

to uplift his life, and to fill it with new hopes
and purposes. He feels that humanity is conse

crated by the entrance of the Son of God into it:

he feels that all human life is holy ground since

the Lord Himself has passed through it. Hav

ing once had this vision of God and man united

in Christ, life cannot any more be to him the

poor, drear} , commonplace, wretched round of

secular duties and short-lived joys and terribly

punished sins, it was before : but it truly be

comes the very gate of heaven
;
from each part

of it he knows there is a staircase rising to the

presence of God, and that out of the region of

pure holiness and justice there flow to him heav

enly aids, tender guidance, and encouragement.
Do you think the idea of the Incarnation too

aerial and speculative to carry with you for help
in rough, practical matters ? The Incarnation is

not a mere idea, but a fact as substantial and

solidly rooted in life as anything you have to do
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with. Even the shadow of it Jacob saw carried

in it so much of what was real that when he was

broad awake he trusted it and acted on it. It

was not scattered by the chill of the morning

air, nor by that fixed staring reality which ex

ternal nature assumes in the gray dawn as one

object after another shows itself in the same

spot and form in which night had fallen upon
it. There were no angels visible when he

opened his eyes ;
the staircase was there, but it

was of no heavenly substance, and if it had any
secret to tell, it coldly and darkly kept it. There

was no retreat for the runaway from the poor
common facts of yesterday. The sky seemed

as far from earth as it did yesterday, his track

over the hill as lonely, his brother s wrath as

real
;

but other things also had become real
;

and as he looked back from the top of the hill

on the stone he had set up, he felt the words,
&quot;

I am with thee in all places whither thou

goest,&quot; graven on his heart, and giving him new

courage ;
and he knew that every footfall of his

was making a Bethel, and that as he went he

was carrying God through the world. The
bleakest rains that swept across the hills of

Bethel could never wash out of his mind the

vision of bright-winged angels, as little as they
could wash off the oil or wear down the stone he

had set up. The brightest glare of this world s

heyday of real life could not outshine and cause
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them to disappear ;
and the vision on which we

hope is not one that vanishes at cock-crow, nor

is He who connects us with God shy of human

handling, but substantial as ourselves He offered

Himself to every kind of test, so that those who
knew Him for years could say, with the most ab

solute confidence,
&quot; That which we have heard,

which we have seen with our eyes, which we have

looked upon, and our hands have handled of the

Word of Life . . . declare we unto you,
that ye also may have fellowship with us : and

truly our fellowship is with the Father, and with

his son Jesus Christ.&quot;

Jacob obeyed a good instinct when he set up
as a monumental stone that which had served as

his pillow while he dreamt and saw this inspir

ing vision. He felt that vivid as the impression
on his mind then was, it would tend to fade,

and he erected this stone that in after days he

might have a witness that would testify to his

present assurance. One great secret in the

growth of character is the art of prolonging the

quickening power of right ideas, tfperpetuating

just and inspiring impressions. And he who

despises the aid of all external helps for the ac

complishment of this object is not likely to suc

ceed. Religion, some men say, is an inward

thing : it does not consist of public worship,

ordinances, and so forth, but it is a state of

spirit. Very true; but he knows little of human
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nature who fancies a state of spirit can be main

tained without the aid of external reminders,

presentations to eye and ear of central religious

truths and facts. We have all of us had such

views of truth, and such corresponding desires

and purposes, as would transform us were they

only permanent. But what a night has settled

on our past, how little have we found skill to

prolong the benefit arising from particular events

or occasions. Some parts of our life, indeed,

require no monument, there is nothing there we
would ever again think of, if possible; but, alas !

these, for the most part, have erected monu
ments of their own, to which, as with a sad fas

cination, our eyes are ever turning persons we
have injured, or who, somehow, so remind us of

sin, that we shrink from meeting them places
to which sins of ours have attached a reproachful

meaning. And these natural monuments must

be imitated in the life of grace. By fixed hours

of worship, by rules and habits of devotion, by

public worship, and especially by the monumen
tal ordinance of the Lord s Supper, must we
cherish the memory of known truth, and deepen
former impressions.

To the monument Jacob attached a vow, so

that when he returned to that spot the stone

might remind him of the dependence on God he

now felt, of the precarious situation he was in

when this vision appeared, and of all the help
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God had afterwards given him. He seems to

have taken up the meaning of that endless chain

of angels ceaselessly coming down full of bless

ing, and going up empty of all but desires, re

quests, aspirations. And if we are to live with

clean conscience and with heart open to God,

we must so live that the messengers who bring

God s blessings to us shall not have an evil re

port to take back of the manner in which we
have received and spent His bounty.

This whole incident makes a special appeal
to those who are starting in life. Jacob was no

longer a young man, but he was unmarried, and

he was going to seek employment with nothing
to begin the world with but his shepherd s staff,

the symbol of his knowledge of a profession.

Many must see in him a very exact reproduction
of their own position. They have left home, and

it may be they have left it not altogether with

pleasant memories, and they are now launched

on the world for themselves, with nothing but

their staff, their knowledge of some business.

The spot they have reached may seem as desolat j

as the rock where Jacob lay, their prospects as

doubtful as his. For such an one there is abso

lutely no security but that which is given in the

vision of Jacob in the belief that God will be

with you in all places, and that even now on

that life which you are perhaps already wishing
to seclude from all holy influences, the angels of
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God are descending to bless and restrain you
from sin. Happy the man who, at the outset,

can heartily welcome such a connection of his

life with God : unhappy he who welcomes what

ever blots out the thought of heaven, and who

separates himself from all that reminds him of

the good influences that throng his path. The
desire of the young heart to see life and know
the world is natural and innocent, but how many
fancy that in seeing the lowest and poorest per

versions of life they see life how many forget

that unless they keep their hearts pure they can

never enter into the best and richest and most

enduring of the uses and joys of human life. Even

from a selfish motive and the mere desire to suc

ceed in the world, every one starting in life

would do well to consider whether he really has

Jacob s blessing and is making his vow. And

certainly every one who has any honour, who is

governed by any of those sentiments that lead

men to noble and worthy actions, will frankly

meet God s offers and joyfully accept a heavenly

guidance and a permanent connection with

God.

Before we dismiss this vision, it may be well

to look at one instance of its fulfilment, that

we may understand the manner in which God
fulfils His promises. Jacob s experience in

Haran was not so brilliant and unexceptionable

as he might perhaps expect. He did, indeed,
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at once find a woman he could love, but he had

to purchase her with seven years toil, which

ultimately became fourteen years. He did not

grudge this
;
because it was customary, because

his affections were strong, and because he was

too independent to send to his father for money
to buy a wife. But the bitterest disappointment
awaited him. With the burning humiliation of

one who has been cheated in so cruel a way, he

finds himself married to Leah. He protests, but

he cannot insist on his protest, nor divorce

Leah
; for, in point of fact, he is conscious that

he is only being paid in his own coin, foiled with

his own weapons. In this veiled bride brought
in to him on false pretences, he sees the just

retribution of his own disguise when with the

hands of Esau he went in and received his father s

blessing. His mouth is shut by the remem
brance of his own past. But submitting to this

chastisement, and recognising in it not only the

craft of his uncle, but the stroke of God, that

which he at first thought of as a cruel curse be

came a blessing. It was Leah much more than

Rachel that built up the house of Israel. To
this despised wife six of the tribes traced their

origin, and among these was the tribe of Judah.
Thus he learned the fruitfulness of God s retri

bution that to be humbled by God is really to

be built up, and to be punished by Him the

richest blessing. Through such an experience are
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many persons led : when we would embrace the

fruit of years of toil God thrusts into our arms

something quite different from our expectation

something that not only disappoints, but that at

first repels us, reminding us of acts of our own
we had striven to forget. Is it with resentment

you still look back on some such experience,

when the reward of years of toil evaded your

grasp, and you found yourself bound to what

you would not have worked a day to obtain? do

you find yourself disheartened and discouraged

by the way in which you seem regularly to miss

the fruit of your labour ? If so, no doubt it were

useless to assure you that the disappointment

may be more fruitful than the hope fulfilled, but

it can scarcely be useless to ask you to consider

whether it is not the fact that in Jacob s case

what was thrust upon him was more fruitful

than what he strove to win.



LECTURE VI.

JACOB AT PENIEL



&quot;Why,
thcu fool and blini

It is the mercy-stroke that stops tliy fate,

Hamstrings and holds thee to thy hurt, but

On the edge o the
precipice.&quot;
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GENESIS xxxii.

&quot;Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and He shall

lift you up.&quot; JAMES iv. 10.

JACOB had a double reason for wishing to leave

Padan-aram. He believed in the promise of

God to give him Canaan
;
and he saw that

Laban was a man with whom he could never

be on a thoroughly good understanding. He
saw plainly that Laban was resolved to make
what he could out of his skill at as cheap a

rate as possible the characteristic of a selfish,

greedy, ungrateful, and therefore, in the end,

ill-served master. Laban and Esau were the

two men who had hitherto chiefly influenced

Jacob s life. But they were very different in

character. Esau could never see that there was

any important difference between himself
1

and

Jacob except that his brother was trickier.

Esau was the type of those who honestly think

that there is not much in religion, and that

saints are but white-washed sinners. Laban,

on the contrary, is almost superstitiously im

pressed by the distinction between God s people
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and others. But the chief practical issue of

this impression is, not that he seeks God s

friendship for himself, but that he tries to make
a profitable use of God s friends. He seeks to

get God s blessing, as it were, at second-hand.

If men could be related to God indirectly, as if

in law and not by blood, that would suit Laban.

If God would admit men to His inheritance on

any other terms than being sons in the direct

line, if there were some relationship once re

moved, a kind of sons-in-law, so that mere con

nection with the godly, though not with God,
would win His blessing, this would suit Laban.

Laban is the man who appreciates the social

value of virtue, truthfulness, fidelity, temper
ance, godliness, but wishes to enjoy their fruits

without the pain of cultivating the qualities

themselves. He is scrupulous as to the character

of those he takes into his employment, and

seeks to connect himself in business with good
men. In his domestic life, he acts on the idea

which his experience has suggested to him, that

persons really godly will make his home more

peaceful, better regulated, safer than otherwise

it might be. If he holds a position of authority,

he knows how to make use, for the preservation
of order and for the promotion of his own ends,

of the voluntary efforts of Christian societies, of

the trustworthiness of Christian officials, and of

the support of the Christian community. But
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with all this recognition of the reality and in

fluence of godliness, he never for one moment
entertains the idea of himself becoming a godly
man. In all ages there are Labans, who clearly

recognise the utility and worth of a connection

with God, who have been much mixed up with

persons in whom that worth was very conspicu

ous, and who yet, at the last,
&quot;

depart and

return unto their
place,&quot;

like Jacob s father-in-

law, without having themselves entered into

any affectionate relations with God.

From Laban, then, Jacob was resolved to

escape. And though to escape with large

droves of slow-moving sheep and cattle, as well

as with many women and children, seemed

hopeless, the cleverness of Jacob did not fail

him here. lie did not get beyond reach of

pursuit ;
he could never have expected to do

so. But he stole away to such a distance from

Haran as made it much easier for him to come
to terms with Laban, and much more difficult

for Laban to try any further device for detain

ing him.

But, delivered as he was from Laban, he had

an even more formidable person to deal with.

As soon as Laban s company disappear on the

northern horizon, Jacob sends messengers south

to sound Esau. His message is so contrived

as to beget the idea in Esau s mind that his

younger brother is a person of some importance
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and yet is prepared to show greater deference

to himself than formerly. But the answer

brought back by the messengers is the curt and

haughty despatch of the man of war to the man
of peace. No notice is taken of Jacob s vaunted

wealth. No proposal of terms as if Esau had

an equal to deal with, is carried back. There

is only the startling announcement :

&quot; Esau

cometh to meet thee, and four hundred men
with him.&quot; Jacob at once recognises the signi

ficance of this armed advance on Esau s part.

Esau has not forgotten the wrong he suffered

at Jacob s hands, and he means to show him

that he is entirely in his power.
Therefore was Jacob &quot;greatly afraid and dis

tressed.&quot; The joy with which, a few days ago,
he had greeted the host of God, was quite over

cast by the tidings brought him regarding the

host of Esau. Things heavenly do always look

so like a mere show
;

visits of angels seem so

delusive and fleeting ;
the exhibition of the

powers of heaven seems so often but as a

tournament painted on the sky, and so unavail

able for the stern encounters that await us on

earth, that one seems, even after the most im

pressive of such displays, to be left to fight on

alone. No wonder Jacob is disturbed. His

wives and dependants gather round him in

dismay ;
the children, catching the infectious

panic, cower with cries and weeping about their
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mothers
;
the whole camp is rudely shaken out

of its brief truce by the news of this rough

Esau, whose impetuosity and warlike ways

they had all heard of and were now to experi

ence. The accounts of the messengers would

no doubt grow in alarming descriptive detail as

they saw how much importance was attached to

their words. Their accounts would also be

exaggerated by their own unwarlike natures,

and by the indistinctness with which they had

made out the temper of Esau s followers, and

the novelty of the equipments of war they had

seen in his camp. Could we have been sur

prised had Jacob turned and fled when thus he

was made to picture the troops of Esau sweeping
from his grasp all he had so laboriously earned,

and snatching the promised inheritance from him
when in the very act of entering on possession ?

But though in fancy he already hears their rude

shouts of triumph as they fall upon his defence

less band, and already sees the merciless horde

dividing the spoil with shouts of derision and

coarse triumph, and though all around him are

clamouring to be led into a safe retreat, Jacob
sees stretched before him the land that is his,

and resolves that, by God s help, he shall win

it. What he does is not the act of a man
rendered incompetent through fear, but of one

who has recovered from the first shock of alarm

and has all his wits about him. He disposes
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his household and followers in t\vo companies,
so that each might advance with the hope that

it might be the one which should not meet

Esau
;
and having done all that his circum-

tances permit, he commends himself to God
in prayer.

After Jacob had prayed to God, a happy

thought strikes him, which he at once puts in

execution. Anticipating the experience of

Solomon, that
&quot; a brother offended is harder to

be won than a strong city,&quot; he, in the style of a

skilled tactician, lays siege to Esau s wrath, and

directs against it train after train of gifts, which,

like successive battalions pouring into a breach,

might at length quite win his brother. This

disposition of his peaceful battering trains

having occupied him till sunset, he retires to

the short rest of a general on the eve of battle.

As soon as he judges that the weaker mem
bers of the camp are refreshed enough to begin

their eventful march, he rises and goes from

tent to tent awaking the sleepers, and quickly

forming them into their usual line of march,

sends them over the brook in the darkness, and

himself is left alone, not with the depression of

a man who waits for the inevitable, but with

the high spirits of intense activity, and with

the return of the old complacent confidence

of his own superiority to his powerful but

sluecrish-mindcd brother a confidence retrainedoo
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now by the certainty he felt, at least for the

time, that Esau s rage could not blaze through
all the relays of gifts he had sent forward.

Having in this spirit seen all his camp across

the brook, he himself pauses for a moment, and

looks with interest at the stream before him,

and at the promised land on its southern bank.

This stream, too, has an interest for him as

bearing a name like his own a name that

signifies the &quot;

straggler,&quot; and was given to the

mountain torrent from the pain and difficulty

with which it seemed to find its way through
the hills. Sitting on the bank of the stream,

he sees gleaming through the darkness the foam

that it churned as it writhed through the ob

structing rocks, or heard through the night the

roar of its torrent as it leapt downwards, tortu

ously finding its way towards Jordan ;
and

Jacob says, So will I, opposed though I be,

win my way, by the circuitous routes of craft or

by the impetuous rush of courage, into the land

whither that stream is going. With compressed

lips, and step as firm as when, twenty years

before, he left the land, he rises to cross the

brook and enter the land he rises, and is

seized in a grasp that he at once owns as

formidable. But surely this silent close, as of

two combatants who at once recognise one

another s strength, this protracted strife, docs

not look like the act of a depressed man, but of
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one whose energies have been strung to the

highest pitch, and who would have borne down
the champion of Esau s host had he at that

hour opposed his entrance into the land which

Jacob claimed as his own, and into which, as

his glove, pledging himself to follow, he had

thrown all that was dear to him in the world.

It was no common wrestler that would have

been safe to meet him in that mood.

Why, then, was Jacob thus mysteriously held

back while his household were quietly moving
forward in the darkness ? What is the meaning,

purpose, and use of this opposition to his

entrance ? These are obvious from the state of

mind Jacob was in. He was going forward to

meet Esau under the impression that there was

no other reason why he should not inherit the

land but only his wrath, and pretty confident

that by his superior talent, his mother-wit, he

could make a tool of this stupid, generous
brother of his. And the danger was, that if

Jacob s device had succeeded, he would have

been confirmed in these impressions, and have

believed that he had won the land from Esau,

with God s help certainly, but still by his own
indomitable pertinacity of purpose and skill in

dealing with men. Now, this was not the state

of the case at all. Jacob had, by his own de

ceit, become an exile from the land, had been,

in fact, banished for fraud, and though God had
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confirmed to him the covenant, and promised to

him the land, yet Jacob had apparently never

come to any such thorough sense of his sin, and

own entire incompetency to win the birth-right

for himself, as would have made it possible for

him to receive simply as God s gift this land

which as God s gift was alone valuable. Jacob
does not yet seem to have taken up the differ

ence between inheriting a thing as God s gift,

and inheriting it as the meed of his own

prowess. To such a man God cannot give
the land

; Jacob cannot receive it. He is think

ing only of winning it, which is not at all what

God means, and which would, in fact, have an

nulled all the covenant, and lowered Jacob and

his people to the level simply of other nations

who had to win and keep their territories at their

risk, and not as the blessed of God. If Jacob
then is to get the land, he must take it as a gift,

which he is not prepared to do. During the last

twenty years he has got many a lesson which

might have taught him to distrust his own

management, and he had, to a certain extent,

acknowledged God
;
but his Jacob-nature, his

subtle, scheming nature, was not so easily made to

stand erect, and still he is for wriggling himself

into the promised land. He is coming back to

the land under the impression that God needs to

be managed, that even though we have His pro
mises it requires dexterity to get them fulfilled,
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that a man will get into the inheritance all the

readier for knowing what to veil from God and

what to exhibit, when to cleave to His word

with great profession of most humble and abso

lute reliance on Him, and when to take matters

into one s own hand. Jacob, in short, was about

to enter the land as Jacob, the suppkinter, and

that would never do
;
he was going to win the

land from Esau by guile, or as he might ;
and

not to receive it from God. And, therefore, just

as he is going to step into it, there lays hold of

him, not an armed emissary of his brother, but

a far more formidable antagonist if Jacob will

win the land, if it is to be a mere trial of skill, a

wrestling match, it must at least be with the

right person. Jacob is met with his own weapons.
He has not chosen war, so no armed opposition
is made

;
but with the naked force of his own

nature, he is prepared for any man who will hold

the land against him ;
with such tenacity, tough

ness, quick presence of mind, elasticity, as nature

has given him, he is confident he can win and

hold his own. So the real proprietor of the

land strips himself for the contest, and lets him

feel, by the first hold he takes of him, that if the

question be one of mere strength he shall never

enter the land.

This wrestling therefore was by no means

actually or symbolically prayer. Jacob was

not aggressive, nor did he stay behind his
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company to spend the night in praying for

them. It was God who came and laid hold

on Jacob to prevent him from entering the

land in the temper he was in, and as Jacob.
He was to be taught that it was not only Esau s

appeased wrath, or his own skilful smoothing
down of his brother s ruffled temper, that gave
him entrance; but that a nameless Being, who
came out upon him from the darkness, guarded
the land, and that by His passport only could he

find entrance. And henceforth, as to every
reader of this history so much more to Jacob s

self, the meeting with Esau and the overcoming
of his opposition were quite secondary to, and

eclipsed by his meeting and prevailing with this

unknown combatant.

This struggle had, therefore, immense signifi

cance for the history of Jacob. It is, in fact,

a concrete representation of the attitude he had

maintained towards God throughout his pre
vious history; and it constitutes the turning

point at which he assumes a new and satisfac

tory attitude. Year after year Jacob had still

retained confidence in himself; he had never

been thoroughly humbled, but had always felt

himself able to regain the land he had lost by
his sin. And in this struggle he shows this

same determination and self-confidence. He
wrestles on indomitably. As Kurtz, whom I

follow in his interpretation of this incident,
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says, &quot;All along Jacob s life had been the

struggle of a clever and strong, a pertinacious
and enduring, a self-confident and self-sufficient

person, who was sure of the result only when he

helped himself a contest with God, who wished

to break his strength and wisdom, in order to

bestow upon him real strength in divine weak

ness, and real wisdom in divine
folly.&quot;

All this

self-confidence culminates now, and in one final

and sensible struggle, his Jacob-nature, his na

tural propensity to wrest what he desires and

win what he aims at, from the most unwilling op

ponent, does its very utmost and does it in vain.

His steady straining, his dexterous feints, his

quick gusts 01 vehement assault, make no im

pression on this combatant and move him not

one foot off his ground. Time after time his

crafty nature puts out all its various resources,

now letting his grasp relax and feigning defeat,

and then with gathered strength hurling himself

on the stranger, but all in vain. What Jacob
had often surmised during the last twenty years,

what had flashed through him like a sudden

gleam of light when he found himself married

to Leah, that he was in the hands of one against

whom it is quite useless to struggle, he now again

begins to suspect. And as the first faint dawn

appears, and he begins dimly to make out

the face, the quiet breathing of which he had

felt on his own during the contest, the man with
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whom he wrestles touches the strongest sinew

in Jacob s body, and the muscle on which the

wrestler most depends shrivels at the touch and

reveals to the falling Jacob how utterly futile

had been all his skill and obstinacy and how

quickly the stranger might have thrown and

mastered him.

All in a moment, as he falls, Jacob sees how
it is with him, and Who it is that has met him
thus. As the hard, stiff, corded muscle shrivelled,

so shrivelled his obdurate, persistent self-confi

dence. And as he is thrown, yet cleaves with

the natural tenacity of a wrestler to his con

queror ; so, utterly humbled before this Mighty
One whom now he recognises and owns, he yet
cleaves to Him and entreats His blessing. It is

at this touch, which discovers the Almighty
power of Him with whom he has been contend

ing, that the whole nature of Jacob goes down
before God. He sees how foolish and vain has

been his obstinate persistence in striving to

trick God out of his blessing, or wrest it from

Him, and now he owns his utter incapacity to

advance one step in this way, he admits to him

self that he is stopped, weakened in the way,
thrown on his back, and can effect nothing,

simply nothing, by what he thought would

effect all
; and, tlierefore, he passes from wrest

ling to praying, and with tears, as Hosea says,

sobs out from the broken heart of the strong
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man,
&quot;

I will not let thee go except thou bless

me.&quot; In making this transition from the

boldness and persistence of self-confidence to

the boldness of faith and humility, Jacob be

comes Israel the supplanter, being baffled by
his conqueror, rises a Prince. Disarmed of all

other weapons, he at last finds and uses the

weapons wherewith God is conquered, and with

the simplicity and guilelessness now of an

Israelite indeed, face to face with God, hanging

helpless with his arms around Him, he suppli

cates the blessing he could not win.

Thus, as Abraham had to become God s heir

in the simplicity of humble dependence on God
;

as Isaac had to lay himself on God s altar with

absolute resignation, and so become the heir of

God, so Jacob enters on the inheritance through
the most thorough humbling. Abraham had

to give up all possessions and live on God s

promise; Isaac had to give up life itself; Jacob
had to yield his very self, and abandon all de

pendence on his own ability. The new name
he receives signalizes and interprets this crisis

in his life. He enters his land not as Jacob,

but as Israel. The man who crossed the Jabbok
was not the same as he who had cheated Esau

and outwitted Laban and determinedly striven

this morning with the angel. He was Israel,

God s prince, entering on the land freely be

stowed on him by an authority none could resist;
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a man who had learned that in order to receive

from God, one must ask.

Very significant to Jacob in his after life must
have been the lameness consequent on this

night s struggle. He, the wrestler, had to go
halting all his days. He who had carried all

his weapons in his own person, in his intelligent

watchful eye and tough right arm, he who had
felt sufficient for all emergencies and a match for

all men, had now to limp along as one who had

been worsted and baffled and could not hide his

shame from men. So it sometimes happens
that a man never recovers the severe handling
he has received at some turning point in his

life. Often there is never again the same elastic

step, the same free and confident bearing, the

same apparent power, the same appearance to

our fellow-men of completeness in our life
; but,

instead of this, there is a humble decision which,

if it does not walk with so free a gait, yet knows
better what ground it is treading and by what

right. To the end some men bear the marks of

the heavy stroke by which God first humbled

them. It came in a sudden shock that broke

their health, or in a disappointment which noth

ing now given can ever quite obliterate the trace

of, or in circumstances painfully and permanently
altered. And the man has to say with Jacob, I

shall never now be what I might have been
;

I

was resolved to have my own \\My, and though
II
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God in His mercy did not suffer me to destroy

rr.yself, yet to drive me from my purpose He
\\as forced to use a violence, under the effects ol

which I go halting all niv davs, saved and whole,
&amp;gt;

o - -

yet maimed to the end of time. I am not

ashamed of the mark, at least when I think of

it as God s signature I am able to glory in it,

but it never fails to remind me of a perverse
wilfulness I am ashamed of. \Yith many men
God is forced to such treatment

;
if any of us

are under it, God forbid we should mistake its

meaning and lie prostrate and despairing in the

darkness instead of clinging to Him who haso o
smitten and will heal us.

For l:i-j treatment which Jacob received at

Peniel must not be set aside as singular or

exceptional. Sometimes God interposes between

us and a greatly-desired possession which we
have been counting upon as our right and as the

fair and natural consequence of our past efforts

and ways. The expectation of this possession
has indeed determined our movements and

shaped our life for some time past, and it would

not only be assigned to us by men as fairly ours,

but God also has Himself seemed to encourageo
us to win it. Yet when it is now within sightO
and when we are rising to pass the little stream

which seems alone to separate us from it, we are

arrested by a strong, an irresistible hand. The
reason is, that God wishes us to be in such a
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state of mind that we shall receive it as His

gift, so that it becomes ours by an indefeasible

title.

Similarly, when advancing to a spiritual pos

session, such checks are not without their use.

Many men look with longing to what is eternal

and spiritual, and they resolve to win this in

heritance. And this resolve they often make
as if its accomplishment depended solely on

their own endurance. They leave almost wholly
out of account that the possibility of their enter

ing the state they long for is not decided by
their readiness to pass through any ordeal,

spiritual or physical, which may be required of

them, but by God s willingness to give it. They
act as if by taking advantage of God s promises,
and by passing through certain states of mind

and prescribed duties, they could, irrespective of

God s present attitude towards them and con

stant love, win eternal happiness. In the life of

such persons there must therefore come a time

when their own spiritual energy seems all to

collapse in that painful, utter way in which,

when the body is exhausted, the muscles are

suddenly found to be cramped and heavy and

no longer responsive to the will. They are

made to feel that a spiritual dislocation has

taken place, and that their eagerness to enter

life everlasting no longer stirs tlu active energies

of the soul.
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In that hour the man learns the most valuable

truth he can learn, that it is God who is wishing
to save him, not he who must wrest a blessing

from an unwilling God. Instead of any longer

looking on himself as against the world, he takes

his place as one who has the whole energy of

God s will at his back, to give him rightful

entrance into all blessedness. So long as Jacob
was in doubt whether it was not some kind of

man that was opposing him, he wrestled on
;

and our foolish ways of dealing with God ter

minate, when we recognise that He is not such

an one as ourselves. We naturally act as if God
had some pleasure in thwarting us as if we

could, and even ought to, maintain a kind of

contest with God. We deal with Him as if He
were opposed to our best purposes and grudged
to advance us in all good, and as if He needed

to be propitiated by penitence and cajoled by
forced feelings and sanctimonious demeanour.

We act as if we could make more way were God
not in our way, as if our best prospects began in

our own conception and we had to win God
over to our views. If God is unwilling, then

there is an end : no device nor force will get us

past Him. If He is willing, why all this un

worthy dealing with Him, as if the whole idea

and accomplishment of salvation did not pro
ceed from Him ?
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JACOB S RETURN



&quot;

\YTien Death, the great Keconciler, has come, it is never our

tenderness that we repent of, but our
severity.&quot;

&quot; Whv linger, why turn back, why shrink, my heart

Thy hopes are gone before : from all things here

They have departed ; thou shouldst now depart 1&quot;
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GENESIS xxxv.

&quot;As for me, when I came from Padan, Rachel died by me
in the land of Canaan in the

way.&quot; GEN. xlviii. 7.

THE words of the Wrestler at the brook Jabbok,
&quot; Let me go, for the day breaketh,&quot; express the

truth that spiritual things will not submit them

selves to sensible tests. When we seek to let

the full day-light, by which we discern other

objects, stream upon them, they elude our

grasp. When we fancy we are on the verge of

having our doubts for ever scattered, and our

suppositions changed into certainties, the very

approach of clear knowledge and demonstration

seems to drive those sensitive spiritual pre
sences into darkness. As Pascal remarked, and

remarked as the mouth-piece of all souls that

have earnestly sought for God, The world only

gives us indications of the presence of a God
who conceals Himself. It is, indeed, one of the

most mysterious characteristics of our life in

this world, that the great Existence which

originates and embraces all other Beings, should

Himself be so silent and concealed
;
that there
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should be need of subtle arguments to prove
His existence, and that no argument ever con

ceived has been found sufficiently cogent to

convince all men. One is always tempted to

say, How easy to end all doubt, how easy for

God ,so to reveal Himself as to make unbelief

impossible, and give to all men the glad con

sciousness that they have a God.

The reason of this &quot;reserve&quot; of God must lie

in the nature of things. The greatest forces in

nature are silent and unobtrusive and incom

prehensible. Without the law of gravitation

the universe would rush into ruin, but who has

ever seen this force ? Its effects are everywhere

visible, but itself is shrouded in darkness and

cannot be comprehended. So much more must

the Infinite Spirit remain unseen and baffling

all comprehension.
&quot; No man hath seen God

at any time&quot; must ever remain true. To ask

for God s name, therefore, as Jacob did, is a

mistake. For almost every one supposes that

when he knows the name of a thing he knows

also its nature. The giving of a name, there

fore, tends to discourage inquiry, and to beget
an unfounded satisfaction as if, when we know
what a thing is called, we know what it is. The

craving, therefore, which we all feel in common
with Jacob to have all mystery swept from

between us and God, and to see Him face to

face, so that we may know Him as we know
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our friends is a craving which cannot be satis

fied. You cannot ever know God as He is.

Your mind cannot comprehend a Being who is

pure Spirit, inhabiting no body, present with

you here but present also hundreds of millions

of miles away, related to time and to space and

to matter in ways utterly impossible for you to

comprehend.
What is possible, God has done. He has

made Himself known in Christ. We are

assured, on testimony that stands every kind of

test, that in Him, if nowhere else, we find God.

And yet even by Christ this same law of reserve

if not concealment was observed. Not only
did He forbid men and devils to proclaim who
He was, but when men, weary of their own
doubts and debatings, impatiently challenged

him,
&quot;

If Thou be the Christ tell us
plainly,&quot;

He declined to do so. For really men must

grow to the knowledge of Him. Even a human
face cannot be known by once or twice seeing
it

;
the practised artist often misses the expres

sion best loved by the intimate friend, or by
the relative whose o\vn nature interprets to him
the face in which he sees himself reflected.

Much more can the child of God only attain to

the knowledge of His Father s face, by first of

all being a child of God, and then by gradually

growing up into His likeness.

But though God s operation is in darkness
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the results of it are in the light.
&quot; As Jacob

passed over Peniel, the sun rose upon him, and

he halted upon his
thigh.&quot;

As Jacob s company
halted when they missed him, and as many
anxious eyes were turned back into the dark

ness, they were unable still to see h m
;
and

even when the darkness began to scatter, and

they saw dimly and far off a human figure, the

sharpest eyes among them declare it cannot be

Jacob, for the gait and walk; which alone they
can judge by at that distance and in that light,

are not his. But when at last the first ray of

sunlight streams on him from over the hills of

Gilead, all doubt is at an end
;

it is Jacob, but

halting on his thigh. And he himself finds it

is not a strain which the walking of a few paces
will ease, nor a night cramp which will pass off,

nor a mere dream which would vanish in broad

day, but a real permanent lameness which he

must explain to his company. Has he missed

a step on the bank in the darkness, or stumbled

or slipped on the slippery stones of the ford ?

It is a far more real thing to him than any such

accident. So, however others may discredit

the results of a work on the soul which they
have not seen however they may say of the

first and most obvious results, &quot;this is but a

sickness of soul which the rising sun will dispel;

a feigned peculiarity of walk which will be for

gotten in the bustle of the day s work&quot; it is
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not so, but every contact with real life makes it

more obvious that when God touches a man
the result is real. And as Jacob s household

and children in all generations counted that

sinew which shrank sacred, and would not eat

of it, so surely should we be reverential towards

God s work in the soul of our neighbour, and

respect even those peculiarities which are often

the most obvious first-fruits of conversion, and

which make it difficult for us to walk in the

same comfort with these persons, and keep step
with them as easily as once we did. A reluct

ance to live like other good people, an inability

to share their innocent amusements, a distaste

for the very duties of this life, a harsh or reserved

bearing towards unconverted persons, an awk
wardness in speaking of their religious experi

ence, as well as an awkwardness in applying it

to the ordinary circumstances of their life, these

and many other of the results of God s work on

the soul should not be rudely dealt with, but

respected ;
for though not in themselves either

seemly or beneficial, they are evidence of God s

touch.

After this contest with the angel, the meeting
of Jacob with Esau has no separate significance.

Jacob succeeds with his brother because already
he has prevailed with God. He is on a satisfac

tory footing now with the Sovereign who alone

can bestow the land and judge betwixt him and
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his brother. Jacob can no longer suppose that

the chief obstacle to his aclvancv, is the resent

ment of Esau. He has felt and submitted to a

stronger hand than Esau s. Such schooling we
all need

;
and get, if we will take it. Like Jacob,

we have to make our way to our end through
numberless human interferences and worldly
obstacles. Some of these we have to flee from,

as Jacob from Laban
;
others we must meet and

overcome, as our Esaus. Our own sin or mis

take has put us under the power of some whose

influence is disastrous
; others, though we are

not under their power at all, yet, consciously or

unconsciously to themselves, continually cross

our path and thwart us, keep us back and prevent
us from effecting what we desire, and from

shaping things about us according to our own
ideas. And there will, from time to time, be

present to our minds obvious ways in which we
could defeat the opposition of these persons,

and by which we fancy we could triumph over

them. And what we are here taught is, that we
need look for no triumph, and it is a pity for us

if we win a triumph over any human opposition,

however purely secular and unchristian, without

first having prevailed with God in the matter.

He comes in between us and all men and things,

and, laying His hand on us, arrests us fronr

further progress till we have to the very bottorc

and in every part adjusted the affair with Him
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and then, standing right with Him, we can

very easily, or at least we can, get right with all

things. And it should be a suggestive and

fruitful thought to the most of us that, in all

cases in which we sin against our brother, God

presents Himself as the champion of the wronged

party. One day or other we must meet not the

strongest putting of all those cases in which we
have erred as the offended party could himself

put them, but we must meet them as put by the

Eternal Advocate of justice and right, who saw

our spirit, our merely selfish calculating, our base

motive, our impure desire, our unrighteous deed.

Gladly would Jacob have met the mightiest of

Esau s host in place of this invincible opponent,
and it is this same Mighty One, this same
watchful guardian of right who threw Himself in

Jacob s way, who has His eye on us, who has

tracked us through all our years, and who will

certainly one time appear in our path as the

champion of every one we have wronged, of

every one whose soul we have put in jeopardy, of

every one to whom we have not done what God
intended we should do, of every one whom we
have attempted merely to make use of; and in

stating their case and showing us what justice

and duty would have required of us, He will

make us feel, what we cannot feel till He Him
self convinces us, that, in all our dealings

with men, wherein we have wronged them \vc

have wroncrcd Him.
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The narrative now prepares to leave Jacob
and make room for Joseph. It brings him back

to Bethel, thereby completing the history of his

triumph over the difficulties with which his life

had been so thickly studded. The interest and

much of the significance of a man s life come to

an end when position and success are achieved.

The remaining notices of Jacob s experience are

of a sorrowful kind
;
he lives under a cloud

until at the close the sun shines out again. We
have seen him in his youth making experiments
in life

;
in his prime founding a family and

winning his way by slow and painful steps to his

own place in the world
;
and now he enters on

the last stage of his life, a stage in which signs

of breaking up appear almost as soon as he

attains his aim and place in life.

After all that had happened to Jacob, we
should have expected him to make for Bethel

as rapidly as his unwieldy company could be

moved forwards. But the pastures that had

charmed the eye of his grandfather captivated

Jacob as well. He bought land at Shechem,
and appeared willing to settle there. The vows

which he had uttered with such fervour when
his future was precarious are apparently quite

forgotten, or more probably neglected, now that

danger seems past. To go to Bethel involved

the abandonment of admirable pastures, and the

ntroduction of new religious views and habits
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into his family life. A man who has large pos

sessions, difficult and precarious relations to

sustain with the world, and a household un

manageable from its size, and from the variety

of dispositions included in it, requires great inde

pendence and determination to carry out domes

tic reform on religious grounds. Even a slight

change in our habits is often delayed because

we are shy of exposing to observation fresh and

deep convictions on religious subjects. Besides,

we forget our fears and our vows when the time

of hardship passes away ;
and that which, as

young men, we considered almost hopeless, we
at length accept as our right, and omit all remem
brance and gratitude. A spiritual experience
that is separated from your present by twenty

years of active life, by a foreign residence, by

marriage, by the growing up of a family around

you, by other and fresher spiritual experiences,
is apt to be very indistinctly remembered. The

obligations you then felt and owned have been

overlaid and buried in the lapse of years. And
so it comes that a low tone is introduced into

your life, and your homes cease to be model

homes.

Out of this condition Jacob was roughly
awakened. Sinning by unfaithfulness and soft

ness towards his family, he is, according to the

usual law, punished by family-disaster of the

most painful kind. The conduct of Simeon and
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Lcvi was apparently due quite as much to family

pride and religious fanaticism as to brotherly
love or any high moral view. In them first we
see how the true religion, when held by coarse

and ungodly men, becomes the root of all evil.

We see the first instance of that fanaticism

which so often made the Jews a curse rather

than a blessing to other nations. Indeed, it is but

an instance of the injustice, cruelty, and violence

that at all times result where men suppose that

they themselves are raised to quite peculiar pri

vileges and to a position superior to their fel

lows, without recognising also that this position

is held by the grace of a holy God and for the

good of their fellows.

Jacob is now compelled to make a virtue of

necessity. He flees to Bethel to escape the

vengeance of the Shechemites. To such serious

calamities do men expose themselves by arguing
with conscience and by refusing to live up to

their engagements. How can men be saved from

living merely for sheep-feeding and cattle-breed

ing and trade and enjoyment ? how can they
be saved from gradually expelling from their

character all principle and all high sentiment

that conflicts with immediate advantage and

present pleasure, save by such irresistible blows

as here compelled Jacob to shift his camp?
He has spiritual perception enough left to see

what is meant. The order is at once issued :
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Put away the strange gods that are among
you, and be clean, and change your garments :

and let us arise, and go up to Bethel
;
and I

will make there an altar unto God, who answered

me in the day of my distress, and was with me
in the way which I went.&quot; Thus frankly does

he acknowledge his error, and repair, so far as

he can, the evil he has done. Thus decidedly
does he press God s command on those whom
he had hitherto encouraged or connived at.

Even from his favourite Rachel he takes her

gods and buries them. The fierce Simeon and

Levi, proud of the blood with which they had
washed out their sister s stain, are ordered to

cleanse their garments and show some seemly
sorrow, if they can.

If years go by without any such incident

occurring in our life as drives us to a recogni
tion of our moral laxity and deterioration, and
to a frank and humble return to a closer walk

with God, we had need to strive to awaken
ourselves and ascertain whether we are livingO

up to old vows and are really animated by
thoroughly worthy motives. It was when

Jacob came back to the very spot where he

had lain on the open hill-side and pointed out

to his wives and children the stone he had set

up to mark the spot, that he felt humbled as he

cast his eye over the flocks and tents he now
owned. And if you can, like Jacob, go back to
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spots in your life which were very woful and

perplexed, years even when all continued dreary,

dark, and hopeless, when friendlessness and

poverty, bereavement or disease, laid their

chilling, crushing hands upon you, times when

you could not see what possible good there was
for you in the world

;
and if now all this is

solved, and your condition is in the most

striking contrast to what you can remember, it

becomes you to make acknowledgment to God
such as you may have made to your friends,

such acknowledgment as makes it plain that

you are touched by His kindness. The acknow

ledgment Jacob made was sensible and honest.

He put away the gods which had divided the

worship of his family. In our life there is pro

bably that which constantly tends to usurp an

undue place in our regard ; something which

gives us more pleasure than the thought of

God, or from which we really expect a more

palpable benefit than we expect from God, and

which, therefore, we cultivate with far greater

assiduity. How easily, if we really wish to be

on a clear footing with God, can we discover

what things should be cast revengefully from

us, buried and stamped upon and numbered
with the things of the past. Are there not in

your life any objects for the sake of which you
sacrifice that nearness to God, and that sure

hold of Him you once enjoyed ? Are you not
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conscious of any pursuits, or hopes, or pleasures,

or employments which practically have the

effect of making you indifferent to spiritual

advancement, and which make you shy of

Bethel shy of all that sets clear before you

your indebtedness to God, and your own past
vows and resolves ?

&quot;

But,&quot; continues the narrative,
&quot; but Deborah,

Rebekah s nurse, died
;

&quot;

that is, although Jacob
and his house were now living in the fear. of

God, that did not exempt them from the ordi

nary distresses of family life. And among
these, one that falls on us with a chastening
and mild sadness all its own, occurs when there

passes from the family one of its oldest mem
bers, and one who has by the delicate tact of

love gained influence over all, and has by the

common consent become the arbiter and medi

ator, the confidant and counsellor of the family.

They, indeed, are the true salt of the eartli

whose own peace is so deep and abiding, and

whose purity is so thorough and energetic, that

into their car we can disburden the troubled

heart or the guilty conscience, as the wildest

brook disturbs not and the most polluted fouls

not the settled depths of the all-cleansing ocean.

Such must Deborah have been, for the oak

under which she was buried was afterwards

known as
&quot; the oak of weeping.&quot; Specially

must Jacob himself have mourned the death of
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her whose face was the oldest in his remem

brance, and with whom his mother and his

happy early days were associated. Very dear

to J acob. as to most men, were those who had

been connected with and could tell him of his

parents, and remind him of his early years.

Deborah, by treating him still as a little boy,

p.n.aps the only one who now called him by the

pet name of childhood, gave him the pleasantest

relief from the cares of manhood and the

obsequious deportment of the other members
of his household towards him. So that when
she \vcnt a great blank was made to him : no

longer was the wise and happy old face seen in

her tent door to greet him of an evening ;
no

longer could he take refuge in the peacefulness

of her old age from the troubles of his lot : she

being gone, a whole generation was gone, and a

new stage of life was entered on.

But a heavier blow, the heaviest that death

could inflict, soon fell upon him. She who had

been as God s gift and smile to him since ever

he had left Bethel at the first is taken from

him now that he is restored to God s house.

The number of his sons is completed, and the

mother is removed. Suddenly and unexpectedly
the blow fell, as they were journeying and fear

ing no ill. Notwithstanding the confident and

cheering, though ambiguous, assurances of those

about her, she had that clear knowledge of her
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own state which, without contradicting, simply

put aside such assurances, and, as her soul was

departing-, feebly named her son Benoni, Son of

my sorrow. She felt keenly, what was, to a

nature like hers, the very anguish of disappoint
ment. She was never to feel the little creature

stirring in her arms with personal human life,

nor see him growing up to manhood as the son

of his father s right hand. It was this sad death

of Rachel s which made her the typical mother

in Israel. It was not an unclouded, merely

prosperous life which could fitly have fore

shadowed the lives of those by whom the pro
mised seed was to come

;
and least of all of

the virgin to whom it was said,
&quot; A sword shall

pierce through thine own soul also.&quot; It was

the wail of Rachel that poetical minds among
the Jews heard from time to time mourning
their national disasters

&quot; Rachel weeping&quot; for

her children, when by captivity they were sepa
rated from their mother country, or when, by the

sword of Herod, the mothers of Bethlehem were

bereaved of their babes. But it was also ob

served that that which brought this anguish on

the mothers of Bethlehem was the birth there

of the last son of Israel, the blossom of this

long-growing plant, suddenly born after a long

and barren period, the son of Israel s right hand.

Still another death is registered in this chap
ter. It took place twelve years after Joseph
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went into Egypt, but is set down here for con

venience. Esau and Jacob are, for the last time,

brought together over their dead father and

for the last time, as they see that family likeness

which comes out so strikingly in the face of the

dead, do they feel drawn with brotherly affec

tion to greet one another as sons of one father.

In the dead Isaac, too, they find an object of

veneration more impressive than they had found

in the living father : the infirmities of age are

exchanged for the mystery and majesty of

death
;
the man has passed out of reach of pity,

of contempt ;
the shrill, uncontrolled treble is

no longer heard, there are no weak, plaintive

movements, no childishness
;

but a solemn,

august silence, a silence that seems to bid on

lookers be still and refrain from disturbing the

first communings of the departed spirit with

things unseen.

The tenderness of these two brothers towards

one another and towards their father, was pro

bably quickened by remorse when they met at

his deathbed. They could not, perhaps, think

that they had hastened his end by causing him
anxieties which age has not strength to throw

off; but they could not miss the reflection that

the life now closed and finally sealed up might
have been a much brighter life had they acted

the part of dutiful, loving sons. Scarcely can

one of our number pass from among us without
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leaving in our minds some self-reproach that we
were not more kindly towards him, and that now
he is beyond our kindness

;
that our opportun

ity for being brotherly towards hint is for ever

gone. And when we have very manifestly

erred in this respect, perhaps there are among
all the stings of a guilty conscience few more

bitterly piercing than this. Many a son who
has stood unmoved by the tears of a living

mother his mother by whom he lives, who has

cherished him as her own soul, who has forgiven,

and forgiven, and forgiven him, who has toiled,

and prayed, and watched for him though he

has hardened himself against her looks of im

ploring love and turned carelessly from her

entreaties and burst through all the fond cords

and snares by which she has sought to keep
him, has yet broken down before the calm, un-

solicitous, resting face of the dead. Hitherto

he has not listened to her pleadings, and now
she pleads no more. Hitherto she has heard

no word of pure love from him, and now she

hears no more. Hitherto he has done nothing
for her of all that a son may do, and now there

is nothing he can do. All the goodness of her

life gathers up and stands out at once, and the

time for gratitude is past. He sees suddenly,
as by the withdrawal of a veil, all that that worn

body has passed through for him, and all the

goodness these features have expressed, and
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now they can never light up with joyful accept
ance of his love and duty. Such grief as this

finds its one alleviation in the knowledge that

we may follow those who have gone before us
;

that we may yet make reparation. And when

we think how many we have let pass without

those frank, human, kindly offices we might have

rendered, the knowledge that we also shall be

gathered to our people comes in as very cheer

ing. It is a grateful thought that there is a

place where we shall be able to live rightly,

where selfishness will not intrude and spoil all,

but will leave us free to be to our neighbour all

that we ought to be and all that we would be.



LECTURE VIII.

JOSEPH S DREAMS.



&quot;That sad obscure sequestered stat*,

Where God unmakes but to re-make the soul

lie else made first in vain.&quot;

&quot;

Envy might lead men to cast poor stones

A.t heaven while it thunders ; death waits 01 .1 ;

On hatred still it feeds and hideous dream?.

And, like a serpent, tracks its victim s heels.

In meanness it begins ; proceeds to blood ;

And dies of sallow horror by itsell.&quot;
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GENESIS xxxvii.

Surely the wrath of man shall praise thee.&quot; Ps. Ixxvi. 10.

THE migration of Israel from Canaan to Egypt
was a step of prime importance in the history.

Great difficulties surrounded it, and very extra

ordinary means were used to bring it about.

The preparatory steps occupied about twenty

years, and nearly a fourth of the Book of Genesis

is devoted to this period. This migration was a

new idea. So little was it the result of an acci

dental dearth, or of any of those unforeseen cala

mities which cause families to emigrate from our

own country, that God had forewarned Abraham
himself that it must be. But only when it was

becoming matter of actual experience and of his

tory did God make known the precise object to

be accomplished by it. This He makes known
to Jacob as he passes from Canaan

;
and as, in

abandoning the land he had so painfully won,
his heart sinks, he is sustained by the assurance,
&quot; Fear not to go down into Egypt ;

I will there

make thee a great nation.&quot;

The meaning of the step and the suitableness
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of the time and of the place to which Israel

migrated, are apparent. For more than two

hundred years now had Abraham and his de

scendants been wandering as pilgrims, and as

yet there were no signs of God s promise being

kept to them. That promise had been of a land

and of a seed. Great fecundity had been pro
mised to the race

;
but instead of that there had

been a remarkable and perplexing barrenness,

so that after two centuries one tent could con

tain the whole male population. In Jacob s

time the population began to increase, but just

in proportion as this part of the promise showed

signs of fulfilment did the other part seem pre
carious. For, in proportion to their increase,

the family became hostile to the Canaanites,

and how should they ever get past that critical

point in their history at which they would be

strong enough to excite the suspicion, jealous}-,

and hatred of the indigenous tribes, and yet not

strong enough to defend themselves against this

enmity ? Their presence was tolerated, just as

our countrymen tolerated the presence of French

refugees, on the score of their impotence to do

harm. They were placed in a quite anomalous

position ;
a single family who had continued for

two hundred years in a land which they could

only seem in jest to call theirs, dwelling as guests
amid the natives, maintaining peculiar forms of

worship and customs. Collision with the inhabi-
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tants seemed unavoidable as soon as their real

character and pretensions oozed out, and as soon

as it seemed at all likely that they really pro

posed to become owners and masters in the land.

And, in case of such collision, what could be the

result, but that which has ever followed where a

few score men, brave enough to be cut down
where they stood, have been exposed to mass

after mass of fierce and bloodthirsty barbarians ?

A small number of men have often made good
their entrance into lands where the inhabitants

greatly outnumbered them, but these have com

monly been highly disciplined troops, as in the

case of the handful of Spaniards who seized

Mexico and Peru
;
or they have been backed by

a power which could aid with vast resources, as

when the Romans held this country, or when the

English lad in India left his pen on his desk and

headed his few resolute countrymen, and held

his own against unnumbered millions. It may
be argued that if even Abraham with his own
household swept Canaan clear of invaders, it

might now have been possible for his grandson
to do as much with increased means at his dis

posal. But, not to mention that every man has

not the native genius for command and military

enterprise which Abraham had, it must be taken

into account that a force which is quite sufficient

for a marauding expedition or a night attack, is

inadequate for the exigencies of a campaign of
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several years duration. The war which Jacob
must have waged had hostilities been opened,
must have been a war of extermination, and
such a war must have desolated the house of

Israel if victorious, and more probably by far,

would have quite annihilated it.

It is to obviate these dangers, and to secure

that Israel grow without let or hindrance, that

Jacob s household is removed to a land where

protection and seclusion would at once be

secured to them. In the land of Goshen, secured

from molestation partly by the influence of

Joseph, but much more by the caste-prejudices
of the Egyptians, and their hatred of all

foreigners and shepherds in particular, they en

joyed such prosperity and attained so rapidly
the magnitude of a nation that some, forgetful

alike of the promise of God and of the natural

advantages of Israel s position, have refused to

credit the accounts given us of the increase in

their population. In a land so roomy, so fertile,

and so secluded as that in which they were now

settled, they had every advantage for making
the transition from a family to a nation. Here

they were preserved from all temptation to

mingle with neighbours of a different race, and

so lose their special place as a people called out

by God to stand alone. The Egyptians would

have scorned the marriages which the Canaanites

passionately solicited. Here the very contempt
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in which they were held proved to be their most

valuable bulwark. And if Christians have any
of the wisdom of the serpent, they will often find

in the contempt or exclusiveness of worldly men
a convenient barrier, preventing them, indeed,

from enjoying some privileges, but at the same

time enabling them, without molestation, to pur
sue their own way. I believe young people espe

cially feel put about by the deprivations which

they have to suffer in order to save their reli

gious scruples ; they are shut off from what their

friends and associates enjoy, and they perceive
that they are not so well liked as they would

be had they less desire to live by conscience and

by God s will. They feel ostracized, banished,

frowned upon, laid under disabilities
;
but all

this has its compensations : it forms for them a

kind of Goshen where they may worship and

increase, it runs a fence around them which

keeps them apart from much that tempts and

from much that enfeebles.

The residence of Israel in Egypt served

another important purpose. By contact with

the most civilised people of antiquity they

emerged from the semi-barbarous condition in

which they had previously been living. Going
into Egypt mere shepherds, as Jacob somewhat

plaintively and deprecatingly says to Pharaoh
;

not even possessed, so far as we know, of the

fundamental arts on which civilisation rests,
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unable to record in writing the revelations God

made, or to read them if recorded
; having the

most rudimentary ideas of la\v and justice, and

having nothing to keep them together and give

them form and strength, save the one idea that

God meant to confer on them great distinction
;

they were transferred into a land where govern
ment had been so long established and law had

come to be so thoroughly administered that life

and property were as safe as among ourselves

to-day, where science had made such advances

that even the weather-beaten and time-stained

relics of it seem to point to regions into which

even the bold enterprise of modern investiga

tion has not penetrated, and where all the arts

needful for life were in familiar use, and even

some practised which modern times have as yet
been unable to recover. To no better school

could the barbarous sons of Bilhah and Zilpah
have been sent

;
to no more fitting discipline

could the lawless spirits of Reuben, Simeon, and

Lcvi have been subjected. In Egypt, where

human life was sacred, where truth was wor

shipped as a deity, and where law was invested

with the sanctity which belonged to what was

supposed to have descended from heaven, they
were brought under influences similar to those

which ancient Rome exerted over conquered
races.

The unwitting pioneer of this great movement
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was a man in all respects fitted to initiate it

happily. In Joseph we meet a type of character

rare in any race, and which, though occasionally

reproduced in Jewish history, we should cer

tainly not have expected to meet with at so

early a period. For what chiefly strikes one in

Joseph is a combination of grace and power,
vhich is commonly looked upon as the peculiar
result of civilising influences, knowledge of his

tory, familiarity with foreign races, and heredi

tary dignity. In David we find a similar

flexibility and grace of character, and a similar

personal superiority. We find the same bright
and humorous disposition helping him to play
the man in adverse circumstances

;
but we miss

in David Joseph s self-control and incorruptible

purity, as we also miss something of his capacity
for difficult affairs of state. In Daniel this latter

capacity is abundantly present, and a facility

equal to Joseph s in dealing with foreigners, and

there is also a certain grace or nobility in the

Jewish Vizier, but Joseph had a surplus of power
which enabled him to be cheerful and alert in

doleful circumstances, which Daniel would cer

tainly have borne manfully but probably in a

sterner and more passive mood. Joseph, indeed,

seemed to inherit and happily combine the

highest qualities of his ancestors. He had

Abraham s dignity and capacity, Isaac s purity
and power of self-devotion, Jacob s cleverness

K
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and buoyancy and tenacity. From his mother s

family he had personal beauty, humour, and

management.
A young man of such capabilities could not

long remain insensible to his own powers or

indifferent to his own destiny. Indeed, the

conduct of his father and brothers towards him

must have made him self-conscious, even though
he had been wholly innocent of introspection.

The force of the impression he produced on his

family may be measured by the circumstance

that the princely dress given him by his father

did not excite his brothers ridicule but their

envy and hatred. In this dress there was a

manifest suitableness to his person, and this

excited them to a keen resentment of the dis

tinction. So too they felt that his dreams were

not the mere whimsicalities of a lively fancy,

but were possessed of a verisimilitude which

gave them importance. In short, the dress and

the dreams were insufferably exasperating to the

brothers, because they proclaimed and marked

in a definite way the feeling of Joseph s superi

ority which had already been vaguely rankling
in their consciousness. And it is creditable to

Joseph that this superiority should first have

emerged in connection with a point of conduct

It was in moral stature that the sons of Bilhali

and Zilpah felt that they were outgrown by the

stripling whom they carried with them as then
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drudge. Neither are we obliged to suppose that

Joseph was a gratuitous tale-boarer, or that when
he carried their evil report to his father he was

actuated by a prudish, censorious, or in any way
unworthy spirit. That he very well knew how
to hold his tongue no man ever gave more

adequate proof; but he that understands that

there is a time to keep silence, necessarily sees

also that there is a time to speak. And no one

can tell what torture that pure young soul may
have endured in the remote pastures, when left

alone to withstand day after day the outrage of

these coarse and unscrupulous men. An elder

brother, if he will, can more effectually guard
the innocence of a younger brother than any
other relative can, but he can also inflict a more

exquisite torture.

Joseph, then, could not but come to think of

his future and of his destiny in this family.

That his father should make a pet of him
rather than of Benjamin, he would refer to the

circumstance that he was the oldest son of the

wife of his choice, of her whom first he had

loved, and who had no rival while he lived.

To so charming a companion as Joseph must

always have been, Jacob would naturally im

part all the traditions and hopes of the family.

In him he found a sympathetic and appre
ciative listener, who wiled him on to endless

narrative, and whose imaginativeness quickened
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his o\vn hopes and made the future seem

grander and the world more wide. And what

Jacob had to tell could fall into no kindlier

soil than the opening mind of Joseph. No hint

was lost, every promise was interpreted by some

waiting aspiration. And thus, like every youth
of capacity, he came to have his day-dreams.
These day-dreams, though derided by those

who cannot see the Caesar in the careless triflcr,

and though often awkward and even offensive

in their expression, are not always the mere

discontented cravings of youthful vanity, but

are frequently instinctive gropings towards

the position which the nature is fitted to fill.

&quot; Our wishes,&quot; it has been said,
&quot;

are the fore-

feeling of our capabilities ;

&quot;

and certainly where

there is any special gift or genius in a man, the

wish of his youth is predictive of the attain

ment of manhood. Whims, no doubt, there are,

passing phases through which natural growth
carries us, flutterings of the needle when too

near some powerful influence
; yet amidst all

variations the true direction will be discernible

and ultimately will be dominant. And it is a

great art to discover what we are fit for, so

that we may settle down to our own work,

or patiently wait for our own place without

enviously striving to rob every other man of

his crown and so losing our own. It is an art

that saves us much fretting and disappoint-
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merit and waste of time, to understand early in

life what it is we can accomplish, and what pre

cisely we mean to be at
;

&quot;

to recognise in our

personal gifts or station, in the circumstances

and complications of our life, in our relations to

others, or to the world the will of God teach

ing us what we are, and for what we ought to

live.&quot; How much of life often is gone before

its possessor sees the use he can put it to, and

ceases to beat the air. How much of life is an

ill-considered but passionate striving after what

can never be attained, or a vain imitation of

persons who have quite different talents and

opportunities from ourselves, and who are there

fore set to quite another work than ours.

It was because Joseph s dreams embodied his

waking ambition that they were of importance.
Dreams become significant when they are the

concentrated essence of the main stream of the

waking thoughts and picturesquely exhibit the

tendency of the character.
&quot; In a dream,&quot; says

Elihu,
&quot;

in a vision of the night, when deep

sleep falleth upon men, in slumberings upon
the bed

;
then He opcneth the ears of men, and

sealeth their instruction, that He may withdraw

man from his purpose.&quot; This is precisely the

use of dreams : our tendencies, unbridled by
reason and fact, run on to results

;
the purposes

which the business and other good influences of

the day have kept down, act themselves out in
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our dreams, and we see the character unimpeded

by social checks, and as it would be were it

unmodified by the restraints and efforts and

external considerations of our conscious hours.

Our vanity, our pride, our malice, our impurity,
our deceit, our every evil passion, has free play,

and shows us its finished result, and in so vivid

and true though caricatured a form, that we
arc startled and withdrawn from our purpose.
The evil thought we have suffered to creep
about our heart seems in our dreams to be

come a deed, and we wake in horror and thank

God we can yet refrain. Thus the poor woman,
who in utter destitution was beginning to find

her child a burden, dreamt she had drowned it,

and woke in horror at the fancied sound of the

plunge woke to clasp her little one to her

breast with the thrill of a grateful affection that

never again gave way. So that while no man
is so foolish as to expect instruction from every
dream any more than from every thought that

visits his waking mind, yet every one who has

been accumulating some knowledge of himself

is aware that he has drawn a large part of this

from his unconscious hours. As the naturalist

would know but a small part of the animal

kingdom by studying the creatures that show

themselves in the daylight, so there are moles

and bats of the spirit that exhibit themselves

most freely in the darkness
;

and there are
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jungles and waste places in the character which,

if you look on them only in the sunshine, may
seem safe and lovely, but which at night show

themselves to be full of all loathsome and

savage beasts.

With the simplicity of a guileless mind, and

with the natural proneness of members of one

family to tell in the morning the dreams they
have had, Joseph tells to the rest what seems to

himself interesting, if not very suggestive. Pos

sibly he thought very little of his dream till he

saw how much importance his brothers attached

to it. Possibly there might be discernible in his

tone and look some mixture of youthful arro

gance. And in his relation of the second dream,
there was discernible at least a confidence that

it would be realised, which was peculiarly intoler

able to his brothers, and to his father seemed

a dangerous symptom that called for rebuke.

And yet
&quot;

his father observed the saying ;

&quot;

as a

parent has sometimes occasion to check his child,

and yet, having done so, feels that that docs

not end the matter
;
that his boy and he are in

somewhat different spheres, so that while he was

certainly justified in punishing such and such a

manifestation of his character, there is yet some

thing behind that he does not quite understand,

and for which possibly punishment may not be

exactly the suitable award.

We fall into Jacob s mistake when we refuse
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to acknowledge as genuine and God-inspired

any religious experience which we ourselves

have not passed through, and which appears in

a guise that is not only unfamiliar, but that is

in some particulars objectionable. Up to the

measure of our own religious experience, \ve re

cognise as genuine, and sympathise with, the

parallel experience of others
;
but when they rise

above us and get beyond us, we begin to speak
of them as visionaries, enthusiasts, dreamers.

We content ourselves with pointing again and

again to the blots in their manner, and refuse to

read the future through the ideas they add to

our knowledge. But the future necessarily lies,

not in the definite and finished attainment, but

in the indefinite and hazy and dream-like germs
that have yet growth in them. The future is

not with Jacob, the rebuker, but with the dream

ing, and, possibly, somewhat offensive Joseph.
It was certainly a new element Joseph intro

duced into the experience of God s people. He
saw, obscurely indeed, but with sufficient clear

ness to make him thoughtful, that the man
whom God chooses and makes a blessing to

others is so far advanced above his fellows that

they lean upon him and pay him homage as if

he were in the place of God to them. He saw

that his higher powers were to be used for his

brethren, and that the high destiny he somehow
felt to be his was to be won by doing service so
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essential that his family would bow before him

and give themselves into his hand. Me saw

this, as every man whose love keeps pace with

his talent sees it, and he so far anticipated the

dignity of Him who, in the deepest self-sacrifice,

assumed a position and asserted claims which

enraged his brethren and made even his believ

ing mother marvel. Joseph knew that the wel

fare of his family rested not with the Esau-like

good-nature of Reuben, still less with the fanati

cal ferocity of Simeon and Levi, not with the

servile patience of Issachar, nor with the natural

force and dignity of Judah, but with some

deeper qualities which, if he himself did not yet

possess, he at least valued and aspired to.

Whatever Joseph thought of the path by
which he was to reach the high dignity which

his dreams foreshadowed, he was soon to learn

that the path was neither easy nor short. Each
man thinks that, for himself at least, an excep
tional path will be broken out, and that without

difficulties and humiliations he will inherit the

kingdom. But it cannot be so. And as the

first step a lad takes towards the attainment of

his position often involves him in trouble and

covers him with confusion, and docs so even

although he ultimately finds that it was the only

path by which he could have reached his goal ;

so, that which was really the first step towards

Joseph s high destiny, no doubt seemed to him
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most calamitous and fatal. It certainly did so

to his brothers, who thought that they were

effectually and for ever putting an end to

Joseph s pretensions.
&quot;

Behold, this dreamer

cometh
;
come now therefore, and let us slay

him, and we shall see what will become of his

dreams.&quot; They were, however, so far turned

from their purpose by Reuben as to put him in

a pit, meaning to leave him to die
; and, doubt

less, they thought themselves lenient in doing
so. The less violent the death inflicted, the less

of murder seems to be in it
;
so that he who

slowly kills the body by only wounding the

affections often counts himself no murderer at

all, because he strikes no blood-shedding blow,

and can deceive himself into the idea that it is

the working of his victim s own spirit that is

doing the damage.
The tank into which Joseph s brethren cast him

was apparently one of those huge reservoirs ex

cavated by shepherds in the East, that they may
have a supply of water for their flocks in the end

of the dry season, when the running waters fail

them. Being so narrow at the mouth that they
can be covered by a single stone, they gradually
widen and form a large subterranean room

;
and

the facility they thus afford for the confinement of

prisoners was from the first too obvious not to be

commonly taken advantage of. In such a place

was Joseph left to die: under the ground, sinking
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in mire, his flesh creeping at the touch of unseen

slimy creatures, in darkness, alone
;
that is to

say, in a species of confinement which tames the

most reckless and maddens the best balanced

spirits, which shakes the nerve of the calmest,

and has sometimes left the blankness of idiocy

in masculine understandings. A few wild cries

that ring painfully round his prison show him he

need expect no help from without, a few wild and

desperate beatings round the shelving walls of

rock show him there is no possibility of escape ;

he covers his face, or casts himself on the floor of

his dungeon to escape within himself, but only
to find this also in vain, and to rise and renew

efforts he knows to be fruitless. Here, then, is

what has come of his fine dreams. With shame
he now remembers the beaming confidence with

which he had related them
;
with bitterness he

thinks of the bright life above him, from which

these few feet cut him so absolutely off, and of

the quick termination that has been put to all

his hopes.
Into such tanks do young persons especially

get cast
; finding themselves suddenly dropped

out of the lively scenery and bright sunshine in

which they have been living, down into roomy
graves where they seem left to die at leisure.

They had conceived a way of being useful in

the world
; they had found an aim or a hope ;

they had, like Joseph, discerned their place and
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were making towards it, when suddenly they
seem to be thrown out and are left to learn that

the world can do very well without them, that

the sun and moon and the eleven stars do not

drop from their courses or make wail because of

their sad condition. High aims and commend
able purposes are not so easily fulfilled as they
fancied. The faculty and desire in them to be

of service are not recognised. Men do not make
room for them, and God seems to disregard the

hopes He has excited in them. The little

attempt at living they have made seems only
to have got themselves and others into trouble.

They begin to think it a mistake their being in

the world at all
; they curse the day of their

birth. Others are enjoying this life, and seem

to be making something of it, having found

work that suits and develops them
; but, for

their own part, they cannot get fitted into

life at any point, and are excluded from the

onward movement of the world. They are again
and again flung back, until they fear they are

not to see the fulfilment of any one bright dream

that has ever visited them, and that they are

never, never at all, to live out the life it is in them

to live, or find light and scope for maturing
those germs of the rich human nature that they
feel within them.

All this is in the way to attainment. This or

that check, this long burial for years, docs not
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come upon you merely because stoppage and

hindrance have been useful to others, but be

cause your advancement lies through these

experiences. Young persons naturally feel

strongly that life is all before them, that this life

is, in the first place, their concern, and that God
must be proved sufficient for this life, able to

bring them to their ideal. And the first lesson

they have to learn is, that mere youthful confi

dence and energy are not the qualities that

overcome the world. They have to learn that

humility, and the ambition that seeks great

things, but not for ourselves, are the qualities

really indispensable. But do men become
humble by being told to become so, or by know

ing they ought to be so ? God must make us

humble by the actual experience we meet with

in our ordinary life. Joseph, no doubt, knew

very well, what his aged grandfather must often

have told him, that a man must die before he

begins to live. But what could an ambitious,

happy youth make of this, till he was thrown

into the pit and left there ? as truly passing

through the bitterness of death as Isaac had

passed through it, and as keenly feeling the

pain of severance from the light of life. Then,
no doubt, he thought of Isaac, and of Isaac s

God, till between himself and the impenetrable

dungeon-walls the everlasting arms seemed to

interpose, and through the darkness of his death-
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like solituc e the face of Jacob s God appeared
to beam upon him, and he came to feel what we

must, by some extremity, all be made to feel,

that it was not in this world s life but in God he

lived, that nothing could befall him which God
did not will, and that what God had for him to

do, God would enable him to do.

The heartless barbarity with which the

brethren of Joseph sat down to eat and drink

the very dainties he had brought them from his

tather, while they left him, as they thought, to

starve, has been regarded by all later genera
tions as the height of hard-hearted indifference.

Amos, at a loss to describe the recklessness of

his own generation, falls back upon this incident,

and cries woe upon those &quot; that drink wine in

bowls, and anoint themselves with the chief

ointment, but they are not grieved for the afflic

tion of Joseph.&quot; We reflect, if we do not sub

stantially reproduce, their sin when we are filled

with animosity against those who usher in some

higher kind of life, effort, or worship, than we
ourselves as yet desire or are fit for, and which,

therefore, reflects shame on our incapacity ;
and

when we would fain, without using violence, get

rid of such persons. There are often schemes

set on foot by better men than ourselves,

against which somehow our spirit rises, yet

which did we consider, we should at the most

say with the cautious Gamaliel, Let us beware
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of doing anything to hinder this, let us see

whether, perchance, it be not of God. Some
times there are in families individuals who do

not get the encouragement in well-doing they

might expect in a Christian family, but are

rather frowned upon and hindered by the other

members of it, because they seem to be inaugu

rating a higher style of religion than the family is

used to, and to be reflecting from their own con

duct a condemnation of what has hitherto been

current.

This treatment, who among us has not ex

tended to Him who in His whole experience so

closely resembles Joseph ? So long as Christ

is to us merely, as it were, the pet of the family,

the innocent, guileless, loving Being on whom
we can heap pretty epithets, and in whom we
find play for our best affections, to whom it is

easier to show ourselves affectionate and well-

disposed than to the brothers who mingle with

us in all our pursuits ;
so long as He remains to

us as a child whose demands it is a relaxation

to fulfil, we fancy that we are giving Him our

hearts, and that He, if any, has our love. But

when He declares to us His dreams, and claims

to be our Lord, to whom with most absolute

homage we must bow, who has a right to rule

and means to rule over us, who will have His

will done by us and not our own, then the love

we fancied seems to pass into something like
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aversion. His purposes we would fain believe

to be the idle fancies of a dreamer which He
Himself does not expect us to pay much heed

to. And if we do not resent the absolute sur

render of ourselves to Him which He demands,
if the bowing down of our fullest sheaves and

brightest glory to Him is too little understood

by us to be resented
;

if we think such dreams

are not to come true, and that He does not

mean much by demanding our homage, and

therefore do not resent the demand
; yet pos

sibly we can remember with shame how we have

&quot;anointed ourselves with the chief ointment,&quot;

lain listlessly enjoying some of those luxuries

which our Brother has brought us from the

Father s house, and yet let Himself and His

cause be buried out of sight enjoyed the good
name of Christian, the pleasant social refine

ments of a Christian land, even the peace of

conscience which the knowledge of the Christian s

God produces, and yet turned away from the

deeper emotions which His personal entreaties

stir, and from those self-sacrificing efforts which

His cause requires if it is to prosper.

There arc, too, unstable Reubens still, whom

something always draws aside, and who are

ever out of the way when most needed
; who,

like him, are on the other side of the hill when

Christ s cause is being betrayed ;
who still count

their own private business that which must be
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done, and God s work that which may be done

work for themselves necessary, and God s work

only voluntary and in the second place. And
there are also those who, though they would be

honestly shocked to be charged with murder

ing Christ s cause, can yet leave it to perish.





LECTURE IX.

JOSEPH IN PRISON.



RIame I can bear, though not b1ame\vorthine.&amp;gt;s.

&quot; More skilful in self-knowledge, even more pure,

As tempted more ; more able to endure,

As more exposed to suffering and distress;

Thence, also, more alive to tenderness/
1
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GENESIS xxxix.

11 Blessed is the man that endureth temptation : for when lie

is tried, he shall receive the crown of life.&quot; JAMES i. 12.

DRAMATISTS and novelists who make it their

business to give accurate representations of

human life, proceed upon the understanding
that there is a plot in it, and that if you take

the beginning or middle without the end, you
must fail to comprehend these prior parts. And
a plot is pronounced good, in proportion as,

without violating truth to nature, it brings the

leading characters into situations of extreme

danger or distress, from which there seems no

possible exit, and in which the characters them
selves may have fullest opportunity to display
and ripen their individual excellencies. A life

is judged poor and without significance, certainly

unworthy of any longer record than a monu
mental epitaph may contain, if there be in it

no critical passages, no emergencies when all

anticipation of the next step is baffled, or

when ruin seems certain. Though it has been

brought to a successful issue, yet, to make it
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worthy of our consideration, it must have been

brought to this issue through hazard, through

opposition, contrary to many expectations that

\vcre plausibly entertained at the several stages

of its career. All men, in short, are agreed that

the value of a human life consists very much in

the hazards and conflicts through which it is

carried
;
and yet we resent God s dealing with

us when it comes to be our turn to play the

hero, and by patient endurance and righteous
endeavour to bring our lives to a successful

issue. How flat and tame would this nanative

have read had Joseph by easy steps come to

the dignity he at last reached through a series

of misadventures that called out and ripened
all that was manly and strong and tender in his

character. And take out of your own life all

your difficulties, all that ever pained, agitated,

depressed you, all that disappointed or post

poned your expectations, all that suddenly
called upon you to act in trying situations, all

that thoroughly put you to the proof take all

this away, and what do you leave, but a blank

&quot;nsipid
life that not even yourself can sec any

interest in ?

And when we speak of Joseph s life as typi

cal, we mean that it illustrates on a great scale

and in picturesque and memorable situations,

principles which are obscurely operative in our

own experience. It pleases the fancy to trace
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the incidental analogies between the life of

Joseph and that of our Lord. As our Lord, so

Joseph was the beloved of his father, sent by
him to visit his brethren, and see after their

well-being, seized and sold by them to strangers,

and thus raised to be their Saviour and the

Saviour of the world. Joseph in prison pro

nouncing the doom of one of his fellow-prisoners

and the exaltation of the other, suggests the

scene on Calvary where the one fellow-sufferer

was taken, the other left. Joseph s contem

poraries had of course no idea that his life fore

shadowed the life of the Redeemer, yet they
must have seen, or ought to have seen, that the

deepest humiliation is often the path to the

highest exaltation, that the deliverer sent by
God to save a people may come in the guise of

a slave, and that false accusations, imprisonment,

years of suffering, do not make it impossible
nor even unlikely that he who endures all these

may be God s chosen Son.

In Joseph s being lifted out of the pit only to

pass into slavery, many a man of Joseph s years
has seen a picture of what has happened to

himself. From a position in which they have

been as if buried alive, young men not uncom

monly emerge into a position preferable certainly

to that out of which they have been brought,
but in which they are compelled to work beyond
their strength, and that for some superior in
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whom they have no special interest. Grinding

toil, and often cruel insult, are their portion ;
and

no necklace heavy with tokens of honour that

afterwards may be allotted them, can ever quite

hide the scars made by the iron collar of the

slave. One need not pity them over much, for

they are young and have a whole life-time of

energy and power of resistance in their spirit.

And yet they will often call themselves slaves,

and complain that all the fruit of their labour

passes over to others and away from themselves,

and all prospect of the fulfilment of their former

dreams is quite cut off. That which haunts

their heart by day and by night, that which they
seem destined and fit for, they never get time

nor liberty to work out and attain. They are

never viewed as proprietors of themselves, who

may possibly have interests of their own and

hopes of their own.

In Joseph s case there were many aggrava
tions of the soreness of such a condition. He
had not one friend in the country. He had no

knowledge of the language, no knowledge of

any trade that could make him valuable in

Egypt nothing, in short, but his own man
hood and his faith in God. His introduction to

Egypt was of the most dispiriting kind. What
could he expect from strangers, if his own
brothers had found him so obnoxious ? Now
when a man is thus galled and stung by injury,
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and has learned how little he can depend upon

finding good faith and common justice in the

world, his character will show itself in the atti

tude he assumes towards men and towards life

generally. A weak nature, when it finds itself

thus deceived and injured, will sullenly surrender

all expectation of good, and will vent its spleen
on the world by angry denunciations of the

heartless and ungrateful ways of men. A proud
nature will gather itself up from every blow, and

determinedly work its way to an adequate re

venge. A mean nature will accept its fate, and

while it indulges in cynical and spiteful observa

tions on human life, will greedily accept the

paltriest rewards it can secure. But the supreme
healthiness of Joseph s nature resists all the in

fectious influences that emanate from the world

around him, and preserves him from every kind

of morbid attitude towards the world and life.

So easily did he throw off all vain regrets and

stifle all vindictive and morbid feelings, so readily

did he adjust himself to and so heartily enter

into life as it presented itself to him, that he

speedily rose to be overseer in the house of

Potiphar. His capacity for business, his genial

power of devoting himself to other men s in

terests, his clear integrity, were such, that this

officer of Pharaoh s could find no more trust

worthy servant in all Egypt
&quot; he left all that

he had in Joseph s hand : and lie knew not
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ought he had, save the bread which he did

cat.

Thus Joseph passed safely through a critical

period of his life the period during which men
assume the attitude towards life and their fellow-

men which they commonly retain throughout.
Too often we accept the weapons with which

the world challenges us, and seek to force our

way by means little more commendable than

the injustice and coldness we ourselves resent.

Joseph gives the first great evidence of moral

strength by rising superior to this temptation, to

which almost, all men in one degree or other

succumb. You can hear him saying, deep down
in his heart and almost unconsciously to him

self : If the world is full of hatred, there is all

the more need that at least one man should

forgive and love
;

if men s hearts are black with

selfishness, ambition, and lust, all the more

reason for me to be pure and to do my best for

all wrhom my service can reach
;
if cruelty, lying,

and fraud meet me at every step, all the more

am I called to conquer these by integrity and

guilelessness.

His capacity, then, and power of governing

others, were no longer dreams of his own, but

qualities with which he was accredited by those

who judged dispassionately and from the bare

actual results. But this recognition and pro
motion brought with it serious temptation. Sc
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capable a person was he that a year or two had

brought him to the highest post he could ex

pect as a slave. His advancement, therefore,

only brought his actual attainment into more

painful contrast with the attainment of his

dreams. As this sense of disappointment be

comes more familiar to his heart, and threatens,

under the monotonous routine of his household

work, to deepen into a habit, there suddenly

opens to him a new and unthought-of path to

high position. An intrigue with Potiphar s wife

might lead to the very advancement he sought.

It might lift him out of the condition of a slave.

It may have been known to him that other men
had not scrupled so to promote their own inter

ests. Besides, Joseph was youn^, and a nature

like his, lively and sympathetic, must have felt

deeply that in his position he was not likely to

meet such a woman as could command his

cordial love. That the temptation was in any

degree to the sensual side of his nature there is

no evidence whatever. For all that the narra

tive says, Potiphar s wife may not have been

attractive in person. She may have been; and

as she used persistently,
&quot;

day by day,&quot; every

art and wile by which she could lure Joseph to

her mind, in some of his moods and under such

circumstances as she would study to arrange he

may have felt even this element of the tempta
tion. But it is too little observed, and espcci-
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ally by young men who have most need tc

observe it, that in such temptations it is not

only what is sensual that needs to be guarded

against, but also two much deeper-lying tenden

cies, the craving for loving recognition and the

desire to respond to the feminine love for ad

miration and devotion. The latter tendency

may not seem dangerous, but I am sure that if

an analysis could be made of the broken hearts

and shame-crushed lives around us, it would be

found that a large proportion of misery is due

to a kind of uncontrolled and mistaken chivalry.

Men of masculine make are prone to show their

regard for women. This regard, when genuine
and manly, will show itself in purity of sym
pathy and respectful attention. But when this

regard is debased by a desire to please and

ingratiate oneself, men are precipitated into the

unseemly expressions of a spurious manhood.

The other craving the craving for love acts

also in a somewhat latent way. It is this crav

ing which drives men to seek to satisfy them

selves with the expressions of love, as if thus

they could secure love itself. They do not dis

tinguish between the two
; they do not recognise

that what they most deeply desire is love, rather

than the expression of it
;
and they awake to

find that precisely in so far as they have accepted
the expression without the sentiment, in so far

have they put love itself beyond their reach.
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This temptation was, in Joseph s case, aggra
vated by his being in a foreign country, unre

strained by the expectations of his own family,

or by the eye of those he loved. He had, how

ever, that which restrained him, and made the

sin seem to him an impossible wickedness, the

thought of which he could not, for a moment,
entertain.

&quot;

Behold, my master wotteth not

what is with me in the house, and he hath com
mitted all that he hath to my hand

;
there is

none greater in this house than I
;
neither hath

he kept back anything from me but thee, be

cause thou art his wife : how then can I do this

great wickedness, and sin against God ?&quot; Grati

tude to the man who had pitied him in the

slave-market, and shown a generous confidence

in a comparative stranger, was, with Joseph, a

stronger sentiment than any that Potiphar s

wife could stir in him. One can well believe it.

We know what enthusiastic devotedness a young
man of any worth delights to give to his superior
who has treated him with justice, generosity,
and confidence

;
who himself occupies a station

of importance in public life
;
and who, by a

dignified graciousness of demeanour, can make
even the slave feel that he too is a man, and

that through his slave s dress his proper man
hood and worth are recognised. There arc few

stronger sentiments than the enthusiasm or

quiet fidelity that can thus be kindled, and the
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influence such a superior wields over the young
mind is paramount. To disregard the rights of

his master seemed to Joseph a great wickedness

and sin against God. The treachery of the sin

strikes him
;
his native discernment of the true

rights of every party in the case cannot, for a

moment, be hoodwinked. He is not a man who

can, even in the excitement of temptation, over

look the consequences his sin may have on

others. Not unsteadied by the flattering solici

tations of one so much above him in rank, nor

sullied by the contagion of her vehement passion ;

neither afraid to incur the resentment of one

who so regarded him, nor kindled to any impure
desire by contact with her blazing lust

;
neither

scrupling thoroughly to disappoint her in him

self, nor to make her feel her own great guilt,

he flung from him the strong inducements that

seemed to net him round and entangle him as

his garment did, and tore himself, shocked and

grieved, from the beseeching hand of his temp
tress.

The incident is related not because it was

the most violent temptation to which Joseph
was ever exposed, but because it formed a

necessary link in the chain of circumstances

that brought him before Pharaoh. And how
ever strong this temptation may have been,

more men would be found who could thus have

spoken to Potiphar s wife, than who could have
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kept silence when accused by Potiphar. For

his purity you will find his equal, one among a

thousand; for his mercy scarcely one. For there

is nothing more intensely trying than to live

under false and painful accusations, which totally

misrepresent and damage your character, which

effectually bar your advancement, and which

yet you have it in your power to disprove.

Joseph, feeling his indebtedness to Potiphar,
contents himself with the simple averment that

he himself is innocent. The word is on his

tongue that can put a very different face on the

matter, but rather than utter that word, Joseph
will suffer the stroke that otherwise must fall

on his master s honour
;
will pass from his high

place and office of trust, through the jeering or

possibly compassionating slaves, branded as

one who has betrayed the frankest confidence,

and is fitter for the dungeon than the steward

ship of Potiphar. He is content to lie under

the cruel suspicion that he had in the foullest

way wronged the man whom most he should

have regarded, and whom in point of fact he

did enthusiastically serve. There was one man
in Egypt whose good-will he prized, and this

man now scorned and condemned him, and this

for the very act by which Joseph had proved
most faithful and deserving.
And even after a long imprisonment, when

he had now no reputation to maintain, and
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when such a little bit of court scandal as he

could have retailed would have been highly

palatable and possibly useful to some of those

polished ruffians and adventurers who made
their dungeon ring with questionable tales, and

with whom the free and levelling intercourse of

prison life had put him on the most familiar

footing, and when they twitted and taunted

him with his supposed crime, and gave him the

prison sobriquet that would most pungently

embody his villainy and failure, and when it

might plausibly have been pleaded by him
self that such a woman should be exposed,

Joseph uttered no word of recrimination, but

quietly endured, knowing that God s providence
could allow him to be merciful; protesting, when

needful, that he himself was innocent, but seek

ing to entangle no one else in his misfortune.

It is this that has made the world seem so

terrible a place to many that the innocent

must so often suffer for the guilty, and that,

without appeal, the pure and loving must lie in

chains and bitterness, while the wicked live and

see good days. It is this that has made men
most despairingly question whether there be

indeed a God in heaven who knows who the

real culprit is, and yet suffers a terrible doom

slowly to close around the innocent
;
who sees

where the guilt lies, and yet moves no finger

nor speaks the word that would bring justice to
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I ght, shaming the secure triumph of the wrong
doer, and saving the bleeding spirit from its

agony. It was this that came as the last stroke

of the passion of our Lord, that He was num
bered among the transgressors ;

it was this that

caused or materially increased the feeling that

God had deserted Him
;
and it was this that

ATung from Him the cry which once was wrung
from David, and may well have been wrung
from Joseph, when, cast into the dungeon as a

mean and treacherous villain, whose freedom

was the peril of domestic peace and honour, he

found himself again helpless and forlorn, re

garded now not as a mere worthless lad, but as

a criminal of the lowest type. And as there

always recur cases in which exculpation is im

possible just in proportion as the party accused

is possessed of honourable feeling, and where

silent acceptance of doom is the result not of

convicted guilt, but of the very triumph of self-

sacrifice, we must beware of over-suspicion and

injustice. There is nothing in which we are

more frequently mistaken than in our suspicions
and harsh judgments of others.

&quot; Hut the Lord was with Joseph, and showed
him mercy, and gave him favour in the sight of

the keeper of the prison.&quot;
As in Potiphar s

house, so in the king s house of detention

Joseph s fidelity and serviceableness made him
seem indispensable, and by sheer force of char-

M
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acter he occupied the place rather of governor
than of prisoner. The discerning men he had

to do with, accustomed to deal with criminals

and suspects of all shades, very quickly per

ceived that in Joseph s case justice was at fault,

and that he was a mere scape-goat. Well

might Potiphar s wife, like Pilate s, have had

warning dreams regarding the innocent person

who was being condemned
;
and probably Poti-

phar himself had suspicion enough of the true

state of matters to prevent him from going to

extremities with Joseph, and to imprison him

more out of deference to the opinion of his

household, and for the sake of appearances,

than because Joseph alone was the object of his

anger. At any rate, such was the vitality of

Joseph s confidence in God, and such was the

light-heartedness that sprang from his integrity

of conscience, that he was free from all absorb

ing anxiety about himself, and had leisure to

amuse and help his fellow-prisoners, so that

such promotion as a gaol could afford he won,

from a dungeon to a chain, from a chain to his

word of honour. Thus even in the unlatticed

dungeon the sun and moon look in upon him

and bow to him
;
and while his sheaf seems at

its poorest, all rust and mildew7

,
the sheaves of

his masters do homage.
After the arrival of two such notable criminals

as the chief butler and baker of Pharaoh the
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chamberlain and steward of the royal house

hold Joseph, if sometimes pensive, must yet
have had sufficient entertainment at times in

conversing with men who stood by the king,

and were familiar with the statesmen, courtiers,

and military men who frequented the house of

Potiphar. He had now ample opportunity for

acquiring information which afterwards stood

him in good stead for apprehending the character

of Pharaoh, and for making himself acquainted
with many details of his government, and with

the general condition of the people. Officials

in disgrace would be found much more acces

sible and much more communicative of import
ant information than officials in court favour

could have been to one in Joseph s position.

It is not surprising that three nights before

Pharaoh s birthday these functionaries of the

court should have recalled in sleep such scenes

as that day was wont to bring round, nor that

they should vividly have seen the parts they
themselves used to play in the festival. Neither

is it surprising that they should have had very
anxious thoughts regarding their own fate on a

day which was chosen for deciding the fate of

political or courtly offenders. But it is remark

able that they having dreamed these dreams.

Joseph should have been found willing to in

terpret them. One desires some evidence of

Joseph s attitude towards God during this period
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when God s attitude towards him might seem

doubtful, and especially one would like to know
what Joseph by this time thought of his juvenile

dreams, and whether in the prison his face wore

the same beaming confidence in his own future

which had smitten the hearts of his brothers

with impatient envy of the dreamer. We seek

some evidence, and here we find it. Joseph s

willingness to interpret the dreams of his fellow-

prisoners proves that he still believed in his

own, that among his other qualities he had this

characteristic also of a steadfast and profound

soul, that he &quot; reverenced as a man the dreams

of his
youth.&quot;

Had he not done so, and had he

not yet hoped that somehow God would bring
truth out of them, he would surely have said :

Don t you believe in dreams
; they will only get

you into difficulties. He would have said what

some of us could dictate from our own thoughts:
I won t meddle with dreams any more

;
I am

not so young as I once was
;
doctrines and

principles that served for fervent romantic youth
seem puerile now, when I have learned what

human life actually is
;

I can t ask this man,
who knows the world and has held the cup for

Pharaoh and is aware what a practical shape the

king s anger takes, to cherish hopes similar to

those which often seem so remote and doubtful

to myself. My religion has brought me into

trouble : it has lost me my situation, it has kept
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me poor, it has made me despised, it has

debarred me from enjoyment. Can I ask this

man to trust to inward whisperings which seem

to have so misled me ? No, no
;

let every man
bear his own burden. If he wishes to become

religious, let not me bear the responsibility.

If he will dream, let him find some other in

terpreter.

This casual conversation, then, with his fellow-

prisoners was for Joseph one of those perilous

moments when a man holds his fate in his hand,

and yet does not know that he is specially on

trial, but has for his guidance and safe-conduct

through the hazard only the ordinary safe

guards and lights by the aid of which he is

framing his daily life. A man cannot be fore

warned of trial, if the trial is to be a fair test of

his habitual life. He must not be called to the

lists by the herald s trumpet warning him to

mind his seat and grasp his weapon ;
but must

be suddenly set upon if his habit of steadiness

and balance is to be tested, and the warrior-

instinct to which the right weapon is ever at

hand. As Joseph, going the round of his morn

ing duty and spreading what might stir the

appetite of these dainty courtiers, noted the

gloom on their faces, had he not been of a

nature to take upon himself the sorrows of

others, he might have been glad to escape from

their presence, fearful lest he should be infected
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by their depression, or should become an object
on which they might vent their ill-humour.

But he was girt with a healthy cheerfulness that

could bear more than his own burden
;
and his

pondering of his own experience made him
sensitive to all that affected the destinies of

other men.

Thus Joseph in becoming the interpreter of

the dreams of other men became the fulfiller of

his own. Had he made light of the dreams of

his fellow-prisoners because he had already
made light of his own, he would, for aught we
can see, have died in the dungeon. And, indeed,

what hope is left for a man, and what deliver

ance is possible, when he makes light of his own
most sacred experience, and doubts whether

after all there was any Divine voice in that part
of his life which once he felt to be full of signi

ficance ? Sadness, cynical worldliness, irrita

bility, sour and isolating selfishness, rapid de

terioration in every part of the character these

are the results which follow our repudiation of

past experience and denial of truth that once

animated and purified us
; when, at least, this

repudiation and denial are not themselves the

results of our advance to a higher, more animat

ing, and more purifying truth. We cannot but

leave behind us many &quot;childish
things,&quot; beliefs

that we now recognise as mere superstitions,

hopes and fears which do not move the maturer
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mind
;
we cannot but seek always to be strip

ping ourselves of modes of thinking which have

served their purpose and are out of date, but

we do so only for the sake of attaining freer

movement in all serviceable and righteous con

duct, and more adequate covering lor the per
manent weaknesses of our own nature &quot;not

for that we would be unclothed, but clothed

upon,&quot; that truth partial and dawning may be

swallowed up in the perfect light of noon. And
when a supposed advance in the knowledge of

things spiritual robs us of all that sustains true

spiritual life in us, and begets an angry con

tempt of our own past experience and a proud

scorning of the dreams that agitate other men
;

when it ministers not at all to the growth in us

of what is tender and pure and loving and pro

gressive, but hardens us to a sullen or coarsely
riotous or coldly calculating character, we cannot

but question whether it is not a delusion rather

than a truth that has taken possession of us.

If it is fanciful, it is yet almost inevitable, to

compare Jo.
ccph at this stage of his career to

the great Interpreter who stands between God
and us, and makes ali His signs intelligible.

Those Egyptians could not forbear honouring

Joseph, who was able to solve to them the

mysteries on the borders of which the Egyptian
mind continually hovered, and which it sym
bolized by its mysterious sphinxes, its strange
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chambers of imagery, its unapproachable divini

ties. And we bow before the Lord Jesus Christ,

because He can read our fate and unriddle all

our dim anticipations of good and evil, and make

intelligible to us the visions of our own hearts.

There is that in us, as in these men, from which

a skilled eye could already read our destiny.

In the eye of One who sees the end from the

beginning, and can distinguish between the

determining influences of character and the

insignificant manifestations of a passing mood,
we are already designed to our eternal places.

And it is in Christ alone your future is explained.
You cannot understand your future without

taking Him into your confidence. You go
forward blindly to meet you know not what,

unless you listen to His interpretation of the

vague presentiments that visit you. Without

Him what can we make of those suspicions of

a future judgment, or of those yearnings after

God, that hang about our hearts ? Without

Him what can we make of the idea and hope
of a better life than we are now living, or of the

strange persuasion that all will yet be well a

persuasion that seems so groundless, and which

yet will not be shaken off, but finds its explana
tion in Christ ? The excess of side light that

falls across our path from the present seems

only to make the future more obscure and

doubtful, and from Him alone do we receive
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any interpretation of ourselves that even seems

to be satisfying. Our fellow-prisoners are often

seen to be so absorbed in their own affairs that

it is vain to seek light from them
;
but He, with

patient, self-forgetting friendliness, is ever dis

engaged, and even elicits, by the kindly and

interrogating attitude He takes towards us, the

utterance of all our woes and perplexities. And
it is because He has had dreams Himself that

He has become so skilled an interpreter of ours.

It is because in His own lfe He had His mind

hard pressed for a solution of those very pro
blems which baffle us, because He had for Him
self to adjust God s promise to the ordinary
and apparently casual and untoward incidents

of a human life, and because He had to wait

long before it became quite clear how one

Scripture after another was to be fulfilled by a

course of simple confiding obedience it is

because of this experience of His own, that He
can now enter into and rightly guide to its goal

every longing we cherish.





LECTURE X.

PHARAOH S DREAMS.



&quot; The Word of God
Worketh its secret way, and ret is no help,

Like to a jewel (hid in desert sands)

Of wondrous lustre, as creation old,

That finds its way into a nation s eye ~.. ._

A matchless excellence of priceless worth

So precious truth doth jewel the fair wuriJ,

Or, buried, sleeps unnoted but of God.&quot;
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GENESIS xli.

&quot;Thus saith the Lord, that frustrateth the tokens of the liars,

anil maketh diviners mad ; that confirmeth the word of His ser

vant, and performeth the counsel of His messengers: that saith

of Cyrus, He is My shepherd, and shall perform all My plea

sure.&quot; I. , xliv. 25, 28.

THE preceding act in this great drama the act

comprising the scenes of Joseph s temptation,

unjust imprisonment, and interpretation of his

fellow-prisoners dreams was written for the

sake of explaining how Joseph came to be intro

duced to Pharaoh. Other friendships may have

been formed in the prison, and other threads may
have been spun which went to make up the life

of Joseph, but this only is pursued. For a time,

however, there seemed very little prospect that

this would prove to be the thread on which his

destiny hung. Josepli made a touching appeal
to the Chief Butler:

&quot;yet
did not the Chief

Butler remember Joseph, but forgat him.&quot; You
can see him in the joy of his release affection

ately pressing Joseph s hand as the king s mes

sengers knocked off his fetters. You can see him

assuring Joseph, by his farewell look, that he
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might trust him
; mistaking mere elation at his

own release for warmth of feeling towards

Joseph, though perhaps even already feeling

just the slightest touch of awkwardness at being
seen on such intimate terms with a Hebrew
slave. How could he, when in the palace of

Pharaoh and decorated with the insignia of his

office and surrounded by courtiers, break through
the formal etiquette of the place ? What with

the pleasant congratulations of old friends, and

the accumulation of business since he had been

imprisoned, and the excitement of restoration

from so low and hopeless to so high and busy a

position, the promise to Joseph is obliterated

from his mind. If it once or twice recurs to his

memory, he persuades himself he is waiting for

a good opening to mention Joseph. It would

perhaps be unwarrantable to say that he admits

the idea that he is in no way indebted to Joseph,
since all that Joseph had done was to interpret,

but by no means to determine, his fate.

The analogy which we could not help seeing
between Joseph s relation to his fellow-prisoners,

and our Lord s relation to us, pursues us here.

For does not the bond between us and Him
seem often very slender, when once we have

received from Him the knowledge of the king s

good-will, and find ourselves set in a place of

security? Is not Christ with many a mere

stepping-stone for their own advancement,
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and of interest only so long as they are in

anxiety about their own fate ? Their regard for

Him seems abruptly to terminate as soon as

they are ushered to freer air. Brought for a

while into contact with Him, the very peace and

prosperity which that intercourse has introduced

them to, become opiates to dull their memory
and their gratitude. They have received all

they at present desire, they have no more dreams,

their life has become so plain and simple and

glad, that they need no interpreter. They seem

to regard Him no more than an official is

regarded who is set to discharge to all comers

some duty for which he is paid ;
who mingles

no love with his work, and from whom they
would receive the same benefits whether he had

any personal interest in them or no. But there

is no Christianity where there is no loving re

membrance of Christ. If your contact with

Him has not made Him your Friend whom you
can by no possibility forget, you have missed

the best result of your introduction to Him. It

makes one think meanly of the Chief Butler that

such a personality as Joseph s had not more

deeply impressed him that everything he heard

and saw among the courtiers did not make him

say to himself : There is a friend of mine, in

prison hard by, that for beauty, wisdom, and

vivacity would more than match the finest of

you all. And it says very little for us if we can
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have known anything of Christ without seeing
that in Him we have what is nowhere else, and

without finding that He has become the ne

cessity of our life to whom wre turn at every

point.

But, as things turned out, it was perhaps as

well for Joseph that his promising friend did

forget him. For, supposing the Chief Butler

had overcome his natural reluctance to increase

his own indebtedness to Pharaoh by interceding
for a friend, supposing he had been willing to

risk the friendship of the Captain of the Guard

by interfering in so delicate a matter, and sup

posing Pharaoh had been willing to listen to him,

what would have been the result ? Probably
that Joseph would have been sold away to the

quarries, for certainly he could not have been

restored tc Potiphar s house; or, at the most, he

might have received his liberty, and a free pass
out of Egypt. That is to say, he would have

obtained liberty to return to sheep-shearing and

cattle-dealing and checkmating his brother s

plots. In any probable case his career would

have tended rather towards obscurity than to

wards the fulfilment of his dreams.

There seems equal reason to congratulate

Joseph on his friend s forgetfulncss, when we
consider its probable effects not on his career,

but on his character. When he was left in pri

son after so sudden and exciting an incursion of
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the outer world as the king s messengers would

make, his mind must have run chiefly in two

lines of thought. Naturally he would feel some

envy of the man who was being restored, and

when day after day passed and more than the

former monotony of prison routine palled on his

spirit ;
when he found how completely he was

forgotten, and how friendless and lone a creature

he was in that strange land where things had

gone so mysteriously against him
;
when he saw

before him no other fate than that which he had

seen befall so many a slave thrown into a dun

geon at his master s pleasure and never more

heard of, he must have been sorely tempted to

hate the whole world, and especially those

brethren who had been the beginning of all his

misfortunes. Had there been any selfishness in

solution in Joseph s character, this is the point
at which it would have quickly crystallized into

permanent forms. For nothing more certainly

elicits and confirms selfishness than bad treat

ment. But from his conduct on his release,

we see clearly enough that through all this try

ing time his heroism was not only that of the

strong man who vows that though the whole

world is against him the day will come when
the world shall have need of him, but of the saint

of God in whom suffering and injustice leave

no bitterness against his fellows, nor even pro
voke one slightest morbid utterance.
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But another process must have been going on

in Joseph s mind at the same time. He must

have felt that it was a very serious thing that

he had been called upon to do in interpreting
God s will to his fellow-prisoners. No doubt he

fell into it quite naturally and aptly, because it

was likcr his proper vocation, and more of his

character could come out in it than in anything
he had yet done. Still, to be mixed up thus

with matters of life and death concerning other

people, and to have men of practical ability

and experience and high position listening to

him as to an oracle, and to find that in very
truth a great power was committed to him, was

calculated to have some considerable result one

way or other on Joseph. And these two years
of unrelieved and sobering obscurity cannot but

be considered most opportune. For one of two

things is apt to follow the world s first recogni

tion of a man s gifts. He is either induced to

pander to the world s wonder and become arti

ficial and strained in all he does, so losing the

spontaneity and naturalness and sincerity which

characterise the best work
;
or he is awed and

steadied. And whether the one or the other

result follow, will depend very much on the

other things that are happening to him. In

Joseph s case it was probably well that after

having made proof of his powers he was left in

such circumstances as would not only give him
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time for reflection, but also give a humble and

believing turn to his reflections. He was not

at once exalted to the priestly caste, nor enrolled

among the wise men, nor put in any position in

which he would have been under constant

temptation to display and trifle with his power,
and so he was led to the conviction that deeper
even than the joy of receiving the recognition

and gratitude of men was the abiding satisfac

tion of having done the thing God had given
him to do.

These two years, then, during which Joseph s

active mind must necessarily have been forced

to provide food for itself, and have been thrown

back upon his past experience, seem to have

been of eminent service in maturing his charac

ter. The self-possessed dignity and case of

command which appear in him from the moment
when he is ushered into Pharaoh s presence have

their roots in these two years of silence. As the

bcr.ec of a strong man are slowly, imperceptibly

knit, and gradually take the shape and texture

they retain throughout ;
so during these years

there was silently and secretly consolidating a

character of almost unparalleled calmness and

power. One has no words to express how

tantalizing it must have been to Joseph to sec

this Egyptian have his dreams so gladly and

speedily fulfilled, while he himself, who had so

long waited on the true God, was left waiting
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still, and now so utterly unbcfricnded that there

seemed no possible way of ever again connect

ing himself with the world outside the prison
walls. Being pressed thus for an answer to the

question, What does God mean to make of my
life ? he was brought to see and to hold as the

most important truth for him, that the first con

cern is, that God s purposes be accomplished ;

the second, that his own dreams be fulfilled.

He was enabled, as we shall see in the sequel,

to put God truly in the first place, and to see

that by forwarding the interests of other men,
even though they were but light-minded chief

butlers at a foreign court, he might be as ser-

viceably furthering the purposes of God, as if

he were forwarding his own interests. He was

compelled to seek for some principle that would

sustain and guide him in the midst of much

disappointment and perplexity, and he found it

in the conviction that the essential thing to be

accomplished in this world, and to which every
man must lay his shoulder, is God s purpose.
Let that go on, and all else that should go on

will go on. And he further saw that he best

fulfils God s purpose who, without anxiety and

impatience, does the duty of the day, and gives

lumself without stint to the
&quot;

charities that

soothe and heal and bless.&quot;

His perception of the breadth of God s pur

pose, and his profound and sympathetic and
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active submission to it, were qualities too rare

not to be called into influential exercise. After

two years he is suddenly summoned to become
God s interpreter to Pharaoh. The Egyptian

king was in the unhappy though not uncommon

position of having a revelation from God which

he could not read, intimations and presenti
ments he could not interpret. To one man is

given the revelation, to another the interpreta

tion. The official dignity of the king is re

spected, and to him is given the revelation

which concerns the welfare of the whole people.
But to read God s meaning in a revelation re

quires a spiritual intelligence trained to sym
pathy with His purposes, and such a spirit was
iound in Joseph alone.

The dreams of Pharaoh were thoroughly

Egyptian. The marvel is, that a symbolism so

familiar to the Egyptian eye should not have

been easily legible to even the most slenderly

gifted of Pharaoh s wise men. &quot; In my dream,&quot;

says the king,
&quot;

behold, I stood upon the bank of

the river : and, behold, there came up out of the

river seven kine,&quot; and so on. Every land or city

is proud of its river, but none has such cause to

be so as Egypt of its Nile. The country is

accurately as well as poetically called &quot;

the gift

of Nile.&quot; Out of the river do really come good
or bad years, fat or lean kine. Wholly depend
ent on its annual rise and overflow for the irri-
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gating and enriching of the soil, the people

worship it and love it, and at the season of its

overflow give way to the most rapturous ex

pressions of joy. The cow also was reverenced

as the symbol of the earth s productive power.
If then, as Joseph avers, God wished to show to

Pharaoh that seven years of plenty were ap

proaching, this announcement could hardly
have been made plainer in the language of

dreams than by showing to Pharaoh seven well-

favoured kine coming up out of the bountiful

river to feed on the meadow made richly green

by its waters. If the king had been sacrificing

to the river, such a sight, familiar as it was to

the dwellers by the Nile, might well have been

accepted by him as a promise of plenty in the

land. But what agitated Pharaoh, and gave
him the shuddering presentiment of evil which

accompanies some dreams, was the sequel.
&quot;

Behold, seven other kine came up after them,

poor and very ill-favoured and lean-fleshed,

such as I never saw in all the land of Egypt for

badness: and the lean and the ill-favoured kine

did eat up the first seven fat kine : and when

they had eaten them up, it could not be known
that they had eaten them

;
but they were still

ill-favoured, as at the beginning,&quot; a picture

which to the inspired dream-reader represented
seven years of famine so grievous, that the pre

ceding plenty should be swallowed up and not
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be known. A similar image occurred to a

writer who, in describing a more recent famine

in the same land, says :

&quot; The year presented
itself as a monster whose wrath must annihilate

all the resources of life and all the means of

subsistence.&quot;

It tells in favour of the court magicians and

wise men that not one of them offered an inter

pretation of dreams to which it would certainly

not have been difficult to attach some tolerably

feasible interpretation. Probably these men
were as yet sincere devotees of astrology and

occult science, and not the mere jugglers and

charlatans their successors seem to have be

come. When men cannot make out the pur

pose of God regarding the future of the race, it

is not wonderful that they should endeavour to

catch the faintest, most broken echo of His

voice to the world, wherever they can find it.

Now there is a wide region, a borderland be

tween the two worlds of spirit and of matter,

in which are found a great many mysterious

phenomena which cannot be explained by any
known laws of nature, and through which men

fancy they get nearer to the spiritual world.

There are many singular and startling appear

ances, coincidences, forebodings, premonitions
which men have always been attracted towards,

and which they have considered as open ways
oi communication between God and man
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There are dreams, visions, strange apprehen

sions, freaks of memory, and other mental

phenomena, which, when all classed together,

assorted, and skilfully applied to the reading of

the future, once formed quite a science by itself.

When men have no word from God to depend

upon, no knowledge at all of where either the

race or individuals are going to, they will

eagerly grasp at anything that even seems to

shed a ray of light on their future. We for the

most part make light of that whole category of

phenomena, because we have a more sure word
of prophecy by which, as with a light in a dark

place, we can tell where our next step should

be, and what the end shall be. But invariably

in heathen countries, where no guiding spirit of

God was believed in, and where the absence of

His revealed will left numberless points of duty
doubtful and all the future dark, there existed

in lieu of this a class of persons who, under one

name or other, undertook to satisfy the craving
of men to see into the future, to forewarn them
of danger, and advise them regarding matters

of conduct and affairs of state.

At various points of the history of God s re

velation these professors of occult science appear.
In each case a profound impression is made

by the superior wisdom or power displayed by
the &quot; wise man &quot;

of God. But in reading the

accounts we have of these collisions between the
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wisdom of God and that of the magicians, a

slight feeling of uneasiness sometimes enters the

mind. You may feel that these wonders of

Joseph, Moses, arid Daniel have a romantic air

about them, and you feel, perhaps, a slight

scruple in granting that God would lend Him
self to such displays displays so completely out

of date in our day. But we are to consider not

only that there is nothing of the kind more cer

tain than that dreams do sometimes even now

impart most significant warning to men
; but,

also, that the time in which Joseph lived was

the childhood of the world, when God had

neither spoken much to men, nor could speak

much, because as yet they had not learned His

language, but were only being slowly taught it

by signs suited to their capacity. If these men
were to receive any knowledge beyond what

their own unaided efforts could attain, they must

be taught in a language they understood. They
could not be dealt with as if they had already
attained a knowledge and a capacity which

could only be theirs many centuries after
; they

must be dealt with by signs and wonders which

had perhaps little moral teaching in them, but

yet gave evidence of God s nearness and power
such as they could and did understand. God
thus stretched out His hand to men in the dark

ness, and let them feel His strength before they
could look on His face and understand His

nature.
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It is the existence at the court of Pharaoh of

this highly respected class of dream-interpreters
and wise men, which lends significance to the

conduct of Joseph when summoned into the

royal presence. Such wisdom as he displayed
in reading Pharaoh s visions was looked upon as

attainable by means within the reach of any
man who had sufficient faculty for the science.

And the first idea in the minds of the courtiers

would probably have been, had Joseph not

solemnly protested against it, that he was an

adept where they were apprentices and bunglers,
and that his success was due purely to profes
sional skill. This was of course perfectly well

known to Joseph, who, for a number of years,

had been familiar with the ideas prevalent at the

court of Pharaoh
;
and he might have argued

that there could be no great harm in at least

effecting his deliverance from an unjust impri
sonment by allowing Pharaoh to suppose that it

was to him he was indebted for the interpreta
tion of his dreams. But his first word to

Pharaoh is a self-renouncing exclamation :

&quot; Not
in me : God shall give Pharaoh an answer of

peace.&quot;
Two years had elapsed since anything

had occurred which looked the least like the ful

filment of his own dreams, or gave him any hope
of release from prison ;

and now, when measur

ing himself with these courtiers and feeling able

to take his place with the best oi them, getting
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again a breath of free air and feeling once more

the charm of life, and having an opening set

before his young ambition, being so suddenly
transferred from a place where his very existence

seemed to be forgotten to a place where Pharaoh

himself and all his court eyed him with the in-

tensest interest and anxiety, it is significant that

he should appear regardless of his own fate, but

jealously careful of the glory of God. Consider

ing how jealous men commonly are of their own

reputation, and how impatiently eager to receive

all the credit that is due to them for their own
share in any good that is doing, and considering
of what essential importance it seemed that

Joseph should seize this opportunity of providing
for his own safety and advancement, and should

use this as the tide in his affairs that led to for

tune, his words and bearing before Pharaoh

undoubtedly disclose a deeply inwrought fidelity

to God, and a magnanimous patience regarding
his own personal interests.

For it is extremely unlikely that in proposing
to Pharaoh to set a man over this important
business of collecting corn to last through the

years of famine, it presented itself to Joseph as

a conceivable result that he should be the per

son appointed he a Hebrew, a slave, a prisoner,

cleaned but for the nonce, could not suppose
that Pharaoh would pass over all these tried

officers and ministers of state around him and
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fix upon a youth \vho was wholly untried, and

who might, by his different race and religion,

prove obnoxious to the people. Joseph may
have expected to make interest enough with

Pharaoh to secure his freedom, and possibly
some subordinate berth where he could hope

fully begin the world again ;
but his only allusion

to himself is of a depreciatory kind, while his

reference to God is marked with a profound
conviction that this is God s doing, and that to

Him is due whatever is due. Well may the

Hebrew race be proud of these men like Joseph
and Daniel, who stood in the presence of foreign

monarchs in a spirit of perfect fidelity to God,

commanding the respect of all, and clothed with

the dignity and simplicity which that fidelity

imparted. It matters not to Joseph that there

may perhaps be none in that land who can ap

preciate his fidelity to God or understand his

motive. It matters not what he may lose by it,

or what he could gain by falling in with the

notions of those around him. He himself knows

the real state of the case, and will not act un

truly to his God, even though for years he seems

to have been forgotten by Him. With Daniel he

says in spirit,
&quot; Let thy ^ifts be to thyself, and

give thy rewards to another. As for me, this

secret is not icvealed to me for any wisdom that

I have more than any living, but that the inter

pretation may be known to the king, and that
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thou mayest know the thoughts of thine heart,

He that revealeth secrets maketh known to

thee what shall come to
pass.&quot;

There is some

thing particularly noble and worthy of admira

tion in a man thus standing alone and maintain

ing the fullest allegiance to God, without osten

tation, and with a quiet dignity and naturalness

that shows he has a great fund of strength

behind.

That we do not misjudge Joseph s character

or ascribe to him qualities which were invisible

to his contemporaries, is apparent from the

circumstance that Pharaoh and his advisers,

with little or no hesitation, agreed that to no

man could they more safely entrust their

country in this emergency. The mere personal
charm of Joseph might have won over these

experienced advisers of the crown to make

compensation for his imprisonment by an un

usually handsome reward, but no mere attract

iveness of person and manner, nor even the

unquestionable guilelessness of his bearing,

could have induced them to put such an affair

as this into his hands. Plainly they were im

pressed with Joseph ;
almost supernatural!}

impressed, and felt God through him. He
stood before them as one mysteriously appear

ing in their emergency, sent out of unthought-
of quarters to warn and save them. Happily
there was as yet no jealousy of the God of the
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Hebrews, nor any exclusiveness on the part of

the chosen people : Pharaoh and Joseph alike

felt that there was one God over all and through
all. And it was Joseph s self-abnegating sym
pathy with the purposes of this Supreme God
that made him a transparent medium, so that

in his presence the Egyptians felt themselves

in the presence of God. It is so always. In

fluence in the long run belongs to those who
rid their minds of all private aims, and get close

to the great centre in which all the race meets

and is cared for. Men feel themselves safe with

the unselfish, with persons in whom they meet

principle, justice, truth, love, God. We arc un

attractive, useless, uninfluential, just because

we are still childishly craving a private and

selfish good. We know that a life which does

not pour itself freely into the common stream

of public good is lost in dry and sterile sands.

We know that a life spent upon self is con

temptible, barren, empty, yet how slowly do we
come to the attitude of Joseph, who watched for

the fulfilment of God s purposes and found his

happiness in forwarding what God designed for

the people.
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&quot; Arrl he but filled his fortunes like n mat

V\i,o did intend to honour them as much

As they could honour him
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GEN. xli. 37-57, and xlvii. 13-26.

&quot;lie made him lord of his house, and ruler of all his sub-

Mance : To bind his princes at his pleasure ; and teach his

senators wisdom.&quot; Ps. cv. 21, 22.

&quot; MANY a monument consecrated to the memory
of some nobleman gone to his long home, who

during life had held high rank at the court of

Pharaoh, is decorated with the simple but

laudatory inscription, His ancestors were un

known people
&quot;

so we are told by our most
accurate informant regarding Egyptian affairs.

Indeed, the tales we read of adventurers in the

East, and the histories which recount how some

dynasties have been founded, are sufficient

evidence that in other countries besides Egypt,
sudden elevation from the lowest to the highesto
rank is not so unusual as amongst ourselves.

Historians have recently made out that in one

period of the history of Egypt there are traces

of a kind of Semitic mania, a strong leaning
towards Syrian and Arabian customs, phrases,
and persons. Such manias have occurred in

most countries. There was a period in the

history of Rome when everything that had a

u
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Greek flavour was admired
;
an Anglo-mania

once affected a portion of the French popula
tion, and, reciprocally, French manners and ideas

have at times found a welcome among ourselves.

It is also clear that for a time lower Egypt was

under the dominion of foreign rulers who were

in race more nearly allied to Joseph than to

the native population. But there is no need

that so complicated a question as the exact

date of this foreign domination be debated here,

for there was that in Joseph s bearing which

would have commended him to any sagacious
monarch. Not only did the court accept him

as a messenger from God, but they could not

fail to recognise substantial and serviceable

human qualities alongside of what was myste
rious in him. The ready apprehension with

which he appreciated the magnitude of the

danger, the clear-sighted promptitude with

which he met it, the resource and quiet capacity
with which he handled a matter involving the

entire property of Egypt, showed them that

they were in the presence of a true statesman.

No doubt the confidence with which he described

the best method of dealing with the emergency
was the confidence of one who was convinced

he was speaking for God. This was the great
distinction they perceived between Joseph and

ordinary dream-interpreters. It was not guess
work with him. The same distinction is always
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apparent between revelation and speculation.

Revelation speaks with authority ; speculation

gropes its way, and when wisest is most diffident.

At the same time Pharaoh was perfectly right

in his inference :

&quot; Forasmuch as God hath

shewed thee all this, there is none so discreet

and wise as thou art.&quot; He believed that God
had chosen him to deal with this matter because

he was wise in heart, and he believed his

wisdom would remain because God had chosen

him.

At length, then, Joseph saw the fulfilment of

his dreams within his reach. The coat of many
colours with which his father had paid a tribute

to the princely person and ways of the boy, was

now replaced by the robe of state and the heavy

gold necklace which marked him out as second

to Pharaoh. Whatever nerve and self-com

mand and humble dependence on God his varied

experience had wrought in him were all needed

when Pharaoh took his hand and placed his own

ring on it, thus transferring all his authority to

him, and when turning from the king he received

the acclamations of the court and the people,

bowed to by his old masters, and acknowledged
the superior of all the dignitaries and potentates
of Egypt. Only once besides, so far as the

Egyptian inscriptions have yet been deciphered,
docs it appear that any subject was raised to be

Regent or Viceroy with similar powers. Joseph
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is, as far as possible, naturalised as an Egyptian.

He receives a name easier of pronunciation than

his own, at least to Egyptian tongues Zaphnath-

Paaneah, which, however, was perhaps only an

official title meaning
&quot; Governor of the district

of the place of
life,&quot;

the name by which one of

the Egyptian counties or states was known.

The king crowned his liberality and completed
the process of naturalisation by providing him

with a wife, Asenath, the daughter of Potipherah,

priest of On. This city was not far from Avan s

or Haouar, where Joseph s Pharaoh, Ra-apepi

II., at this time resided. The worship of the sun-

god, Ra, had its centre at On, (or Hcliopolis, as

it was called by the Greeks,) and the priests

of On took precedence of all Egyptian priests.

Joseph was thus connected with one of the most

influential families in the land, and if he had

any scruples about marrying into an idolatrous

family, they were too insignificant to influence

his conduct, or leave any trace in the narrative.

His attitude towards God and his own family
was disclosed in the names which he gave to

his children. In giving names which had a

meaning at all, and not merely a taking sound,
he showed that he understood, as well he

might, that every human life has a significance

and expresses some principle or fact. And in

giving names which recorded his acknowledg
ment of God s o-oorln^ss. lie showed that nros-
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pcrity had as little influence as adversity tu

move him from his allegiance to the God of his

fathers. His first son he called Manasseh,

Making to forget,
&quot;

for God,&quot; said he,
&quot; hath

made me forget all my toil and all my father s

house
&quot;

not as if he were now so abundantly
satisfied in Egypt that the thought of his father s

house was blotted from his mind, but only that

in this child the keen longings he had felt for

kindred and home were somewhat alleviated.

He again found an object for his strong family
affection. The void in his heart he had so long
felt was filled by the little babe. A new home
was begun around him. But this new affection

would not weaken, though it would alter the

character of, his love for his father and brethren.

The birth of this child would really be a new tie

to the land from which he had been stolen.

For, however ready men are to spend their own
life in foreign service, you see them wishing that

their children should spend their days among
the scenes with which their own childhood was

familiar.

In the naming of his second son Ephraim he

recognises that God had made him fruitful in

the most unlikely way. He does not leave it

to us to interpret his life, but records what he

himself saw in it. It has been said :

&quot; To get

at the truth of any history is good ;
but a man s

own history when he reads that truly, . . and
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knows Avhat he is about and has been about, it

is a Bible to h m.&quot; And now that Joseph, from

the height he had reached, could look back on

the way by which he had been led to it, he

cordially approved of all that God had done.

There was no resentment, no murmuring. He
would often find himself looking back and

thinking, Had I found my brothers where I

thought they were, had the pit not been on the

caravan-road, had the merchants not come up
so opportunely, had I not been sold at all or to

some other master, had I not been imprisoned
or had I been put in another ward had any one

of the many slender links in the chain of my
career been absent, how different might my
present state have been. How plainly I now
see that all those sad mishaps that crushed my
hopes and tortured my spirit Avere steps in the

only conceivable path to my present position.

Many a man has added his signature to this

acknowledgment of Joseph s, and confessed a

providence guiding his life and working out

good for him through injuries and sorrows, as

well as through honours, marriages, births. As
in the heat of summer it is difficult to recall the

sensation of winter s bitter cold, so the fruitless

and barren periods of a man s life are sometimes

quite obliterated from his memory. God has it

in His power to raise a man higher above the

level of ordinary happiness than ever he has
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sunk below it
;
and as winter and spring-time,

when the seed is sown, are stormy and bleak

and gusty, so in human life seed-time is not

bright as summer nor cheerful as autumn
;
and

yet it is then, when all the earth lies bare and

will yield us nothing, that the precious seed is

sown : and when we confidently commit our

labour or patience of to-day to God, the land of

our affliction, now bare and desolate, will cer

tainly wave for us, as it has waved for others,

with rich produce whitened to the harvest.

There is no doubt then that Joseph had

learned to recognise the providence of God as

a most important factor in his life. And the

man who does so, gains for his character all the

strength and resolution that come with a capa

city for waiting. He saw, most legibly written

on his own life, that God is never in a hurry.

And for the resolute adherence to his seven-

years policy such a belief was most necessary.

Nothing, indeed, is said of opposition or incredu

lity on the part of the Egyptians. But was

there ever a policy of such magnitude carried

out in any country without opposition or with

out evilly-disposed persons using it as a weapon

against its promoter? No doubt during these

years he had need of all the personal determina

tion as well as of all the official authority he

possessed. And if, on the whole, remarkable

success attended his efforts, we must ascribe
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this partly to the unchallengeable justice of his

arrangements, and partly to the impression of

commanding genius Joseph seems everywhere
to have made. As with his father and brethren

he was felt to be superior, as in Potiphar s house

he was quickly recognised, as in the prison no

prison-garb or slave-brand could disguise him,

as in the court his superiority was instinctively

felt, so in his administration the people seem to

have believed in him.

And if, on the whole and in general, Joseph
was reckoned a wise and equitable ruler, and

even adored as a kind of saviour of the world,

it would be idle in us to canvass the wisdom of

his administration. When we have not suffi

cient historical material to apprehend the full

significance of any policy, it is safe to accept

the judgment of men who not only knew the

facts but were themselves so deeply involved in

them that they would certainly have felt and

expressed discontent had there been ground for

doing so. The policy of Joseph was simply to

economize during the seven years of abundance

to such an extent that provision might be made

against the seven years of famine. He calcu

lated that one-fifth of the produce of years so

extraordinarily olenteous would serve for the

seven scarce years. This fifth he seems to have

bought in the king s name from the people,

buying it, no doubt, at the cheap rates of
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abundant years. When the years of famine

came, the people were referred to Joseph ; and,

till their money was gone, he sold corn to them

probably not at famine prices. Next he ac

quired their cattle, and finally, in exchange foi

food, they yielded to him both their lands and

their persons. So that the result of the whole

was, that the people who would otherwise have

perished were preserved, and in return for this

preservation they paid a tax or rent on their

farm-lands to the amount of one-fifth of their

produce. The people ceased to be proprietors

of their own farms, but they were not slaves

with no interest in the soil, but tenants sitting

at easy rents a fair enough exchange for being

preserved in life. This kind of taxation is

eminently fair in principle, securing, as it does,

that the wealth of the king and government
shall vary with the prosperity of the whole

land. The chief difficulty that has always been

experienced in working it, has arisen from the

necessity of leaving a good deal of discretionary

power in the hands of the collectors, who have

generally been found not slow to abuse this

power.
The only semblance of despotism in Joseph s

policy is found in the curious circumstance that

he interfered with the people s choice of resi

dence, and shifted them from one end of the

land to another. This may have been necessary
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not only as a kind of seal on the deed by which

the lands were conveyed to the king, and as a

significant sign to them that they were mere

tenants, but also Joseph probably saw that for

the interests of the country, if not of agricultural

prosperity, this shifting had become necessary
for the breaking up of illegal associations, nests

of sedition, and sectional prejudices and enmi

ties which were endangering the community.*
Modern experience supplies us with instances

in which, by such a policy, a country might be

regenerated and a seven years famine hailed as

a blessing if, without famishing the people, it

put them unconditionally into the hands of an

able, bold, and beneficent ruler. And this was

a policy which could be much better devised

and executed by a foreigner than by a native.

Egypt s indebtedness to Joseph was, in fact,

twofold. In the first place he succeeded in

doing what many strong governments have

failed to do : he enabled a large population to

survive a long and severe famine. Even with

*
It happened very often that the inhabitants of one

district threatened an attack on the occupants of another

on account of some dispute about divine or human ques
tions. The hostile feelings of the opponents not unfre-

quently broke out into a hard struggle, and it required

the whole armed power of the king to extinguish at its

first outburst the flaming torch of war, kindled by domi

neering chiefs of nomcs or ambitious priests.&quot; Brugsch,

History of Egypt, i. 16.
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all modern facilities for transport and for mak

ing the abundance of remote countries available

for times of scarcity, it has not always been

found possible to save our own fellow-subjects

from starvation. In a prolonged famine which

occurred in Egypt during the middle ages, the

inhabitants, reduced to the unnatural habits

which are the most painful feature of such times,

not only ate their own dead, but kidnapped the

living on the streets of Cairo and consumed

them in secret. One of the most touching
memorials of the famine with which Joseph had

to deal is found in a sepulchral inscription in

Arabia. A flood of rain laid bare a tomb in

which lay a woman having on her person a pro
fusion of jewels which represented a very large

value. At her head stood a coffer filled with

treasure, and a tablet with this inscription :

&quot; In Thy name, O God, the God of Himyar, I,

Tayar, the daughter of Dzu Shefar, sent my
steward to Joseph, and he delaying to return to

me, I sent my handmaid with a measure of

silver to bring me back a measure of flour
;
and

not being able to procure it, I sent her with a

measure of gold ;
and not being able to procure

it, I sent her with a measure of pearls ;
and not

being able to procure it, I commanded them to

be ground ;
and finding no profit in them, I am

shut up here.&quot; If this inscription is genuine
and there seems no reason to call it in question
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it shows that there is no exasperation in theoo

statement of our narrator that the famine was

very grievous in other lands as well as in Egypt.

And, whether genuine or not, one cannot but

admire the grim humour of the starving woman

getting herself buried in the jewels which had

suddenly dropped to less than the value of a

loaf of bread.

But besides being indebted to Joseph for

their preservation, the Egyptians owed to him

an extension of their influence
; for, as all the

lands round about became dependent on Egypt
for provision, they must have contracted a re

spect for the Egyptian administration. They
must also have added greatly to Egypt s wealth,

and during these years of constant traffic many
commercial connections must have been formed

which in future years would be of untold value

to Egypt. But above all, the permanent altera

tions made by Joseph on their tenure of land,

and on their places of abode, may have con

vinced the most sagacious of the Egyptians
that it was well for them that their money had

failed, and that they had been compelled to

yield themselves unconditionally into the hands

of this remarkable ruler. It is the mark of a

competent statesman that he makes temporary
distress the occasion for permanent benefit

;

and from the confidence Joseph won with the

people, there seems every reason to believe
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that the permanent alterations he introduced

were considered as competent as certainly they

were bold.

And for our own spiritual uses it is this point

which seems chiefly important. In Joseph is

illustrated the principle that, in order to the

attainment of certain blessings, unconditional

submission to God s delegate is required. If

we miss this, we miss a large part of what his

history exhibits, and it becomes a mere pretty

story. The prominent idea in his dreams was,

that he was to be worshipped by his brethren.

In his exaltation by Pharaoh, the absolute

authority given to him is again conspicuous :

&quot; Without thce shall no man lift up hand or

foot in all the land of Egypt.&quot;
And still the

same autocracy appears in the fact that not

one Egyptian who was helpful to him in this

matter is mentioned
;
and no one has received

such exclusive possession of a considerable part

of Scripture, so personal and outstanding a

place. All this leaves upon the mind the im

pression that Joseph becomes a benefactor, and

in his degree a saviour, to men by becoming
their absolute master. When this was hinted

in his dreams at first, his brothers fiercely re

sented it. But when they were put to the push

by famine, both they and the Egyptians recog
nised that he was appointed by God to be their

saviour, while at the snrr* time they markedly
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and consciously submitted themselves to him.

Men may always be expected to recognise that

he who can save them alive in famine has a

right to order the bounds of their habitation
;

and also that in the hands of one who, from

disinterested motives, has saved them, they are

likely to be quite as safe as in their own. And
if we are all quite sure of this, that men of great

political sagacity can regulate our affairs with

tenfold the judgment and success that we our

selves could achieve, we cannot wonder that in

matters still higher, and for which we are

notoriously incompetent, there should be One
into whose hands it is well to commit ourselves

One whose judgment is not warped by the

prejudices which blind all mere natives of this

world, but who, separate from sinners yet natu

ralised among us, can both detect and rectify

everything in our condition which is less than

perfect. If there are certainly many cases in

which explanations are out of the question, and

in which the governed, if they arc wise, will

yield themselves to a trusted authority, and

leave it to time and results to justify his

measures, any one, I think, who anxiously con

siders our spiritual condition must see that

here too obedience is for us the greater part of

wisdom, and that, after all speculation and

efforts at sufficing investigation, we can still do
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no better than yield ourselves absolutely to

Jesus Christ. He alone understands our whole

position ;
He alone speaks with the authority

that commands confidence, because it is felt

to be the authority of the truth. We feel the

present pressure of famine
;
we have discern

ment enough, some of us, to know we are m
danger, but we cannot penetrate deeply either

into the cause or the possible consequences of

our present state. But Christ if we may con

tinue the figure legislates with a breadth of

administrative capacity which includes not only
our present distress but our future condition,

and, with the boldness of one who is master of

the whole case, requires that we put ourselves

wholly into His hand. He takes the responsi

bility of all the changes we make in obedience

to Him, and proposes so to relieve us that the

relief shall be permanent, and that the very

emergency which has thrown us upon His help
shall be the occasion of our transference not

merely out of the present evil, but into the best

possible form of human life.

From this chapter, then, in the history of

Joseph, we may reasonably take occasion to

remind ourselves, 1st, that in all things pertain

ing to God unconditional submission to Christ is

necessarily required of us. Apart from Christ

we cannot tell what are the necessary elements
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of a permanently happy state; nor, indeed, even

whether there is any such state awaiting us.

There is a great deal of truth in what is urged

by unbelievers to the effect that spiritual matters

are in great measure beyond our cognizance,

and that many of our religious phrases are but,

as it were, thrown out in the direction of a

truth but do not perfectly represent it No
doubt we arc in a provisional state in which we
are not in direct contact with the absolute truth,

nor in a final attitude of mind towards it
;
and

certain representations of things given in the

Word of God may seem to us not to cover the

whole truth. But this only compels the con

clusion that for us Christ is the way, the truth,

and the life. To probe existence to the bottom

is plainly not in our power. To say precisely

what God is, and how we are to carry ourselves

towards Him, is possible only to Him who has

been with God and is God. To submit to the

Spirit of Christ, and to live under those in

fluences and views which formed His life, is the

only method that promises deliverance from

that moral condition which makes spiritual

vision impossible.
We may remind ourselves, second, that this sub

mission to Christ should be consistently adhered

to in connection with those outward occurrences

in our life which give us opportunity of enlarg-
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ing our spiritual capacity. There can be little

doubt that there would be presented to Joseph

many a plan for the better administration of

this whole matter, and many a petition from

individuals craving exemption from the seem

ingly arbitrary and certainly painful and trouble

some edict regulating change of residence.

Many a man would think himself much wiser

than the minister of Pharaoh in whom was the

Spirit of God. When wre act in a similai

manner, and take upon us to specify with pre
cision the changes we should like to see in oui

condition, and the methods by which these

changes might best be accomplished, we com

monly manifest our own incompetence. The

changes which the strong hand of Providence

enforces, the dislocation which our life suffers

from some irresistible blow, the necessity laid

upon us to begin life again and on apparently

disadvantageous terms, are naturally resented
;

but these things being certainly the result of

some unguardedness, improvidence, or weakness

in our past state, are necessarily the means

most appropriate for disclosing to us these

elements of calamity and for securing our per

manent welfare. We rebel against such perilous

and sweeping revolutions as the basing of our

life on a new foundation demands
;
we would

disregard the appointments of Providence if we
could

;
but both C&quot;r voluntary consent to the

P
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authority of Christ and the impossibility a

resisting His providential arrangements, prevent
us from refusing to fall in with them, however

needless and tyrannical they seem, and however

little we perceive that they are intended to

accomplish our permanent well-being. And it

is in after years, when the pain of severance

from old friends and habits is healed, and when
the discomfort of adapting ourselves to a ne\v

kind of life is replaced by peaceful and docile

resignation to new conditions, that we reach the

clear perception that the changes we resented

have in point of fact rendered harmless the

seeds of fresh disaster, and rescued us from the

results of long bad government. He who has

most keenly felt the hardship of being diverted

from his original course in life, will in after life

tell you that had he been allowed to hold his

own land, and remain his own master in his old

loved abode, he would have lapsed into a con

dition from which no worthy harvest could be

expected. If a man only wishes that his o\vn

conceptions of prosperity be realised, then let

him keep his land in his own hand and work

his material irrespective of God s demands
;

for

certainly if he yields himself to God, his own

ideas of prosperity will not be realised. But if

he suspects that God may have a more liberal

conception of prosperity and may understand

better than he what is eternally beneficial, let
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him commit himself and all his material of

prosperity without doubting into God s hand,
and let him greedily obey all God s precepts ;

for in neglecting one of these, he so far neglects
and misses what God would have him enter

into.





LECTURE XII.

VISITS OF JOSEPH S BRETHREN.



&quot; Kneel not to me:

The power that I have on you is to spare yo&amp;gt;

The malice towards you to forgive you ; ii-.e,

And deal with others better.&quot;



VISITS OF JOSEPH S BRETHREN.

GEN. xlii.-xliv.

&quot; Fear not : for am I in the place of God ? But as for you,

ye thought evil against me; but God meant it unto good.&quot;-

GEN. 1. 19, 20.

THE purpose of God to bring Israel into Egypt
was accomplished by the unconscious agency
of Joseph s natural affection for his kindred.

Tenderness towards home is usually increased

by residence in &amp;lt;i foreign land
;

for absence,

like a little death, sheds a halo round those

separated from us. But Joseph could not

as yet either re-visit his old home or invite

his father s family into Egypt. Even, indeed,

when his brothers first appeared before him,

he seems to have had no immediate inten

tion of inviting them as a family to settle

in the country of his adoption, or even to

visit it. If he had cherished any such purpose
or desire he might have sent down waggons at

once, as he at last did, to bring his father s

household out of Canaan. Why, then, did he

proceed so cautiously ? Whence this mystery,
and disguise, and circuitous compassing of his
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end ? What intervened between the first and

last visit of his brethren to make it seem ad

visable to disclose himself and invite them ?

Manifestly there had intervened enough to give

Joseph insight into the state of mind his breth

ren were in, enough to satisfy him they were

not the men they had been, and that it was safe

to ask them and would be pleasant to have

them with him in Egypt. Fully alive to the

elements of disorder and violence that once

existed among them, and having had no oppor

tunity of ascertaining whether they were now

altered, there was no course open but that

which he adopted of endeavouring in some un

observed way to discover whether twenty years
had wrought any change in them.

For effecting this object he fell on the expe
dient of imprisoning them, on pretence of their

being spies. This served the double purpose
of detaining them until he should have made

up his mind as to the best means of dealing

with them, and of securing their retention under

his eye until some display of character might

sufficiently certify him of their state of mind.

Possibly he adopted this expedient also because

it was likely deeply to move them, so that they

might be expected to exhibit not such super
ficial feelings as might have been elicited had

he set them down to a banquet and entered

into conversation with them over their wine,
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but such as men arc surprised to find in them

selves, and know nothing of in their lighter

hours. Joseph was, of course, well aware that

in the analysis of character the most potent
elements are only brought into clear view when

the test of severe trouble is applied, and when

men are thrown out of all conventional modes

of thinking and speaking.
The display of character which Joseph awaited

he speedily obtained. For so new an experi
ence to these free dwellers in tents as imprison
ment under grim Egyptian guards worked

wonders in them. Men who have experienced
such treatment aver that nothing more effec

tually tames and breaks the spirit : it is not the

being confined for a definite time with the cer

tainty of release in the end, but the being shut

up at the caprice of another on a false and

absurd accusation
;
the being cooped up at the

will of a stranger in a foreign country, uncer

tain and hopeless of release. To Joseph s

brethren so sudden and great a calamity
seemed explicable only on the theory that it

was retribution for the great crime of their life.

The uneasy fettling which each of them had

hidden in his own conscience, and which the

lapse of twenty years had not materially allevi

ated, finds expression :

&quot; And they said one to

another, We are verily guilty concerning our

brother, in that we saw the anguish of his soul,
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when he besought us, and we would not hear
;

therefore is this distress come upon us.&quot; The

similarity of their position to that in which

they had placed their brother stimulates and

assists their conscience. Joseph, in the anguish
of his soul, had protested his innocence, but

they had not listened
;
and now their own pro

testations are treated as idle wind by this Egyp
tian. Their own feelings, representing to them

what they had caused Joseph to suffer, stir a

keener sense of their guilt than they seem ever

before to have reached. Under this new light

they see their sin more clearly, and are humbled

by the distress into which it has brought them.

When Joseph sees this, his heart warms to

them. He may not yet be quite sure of them.

A prison-repentance is perhaps scarcely to be

trusted. He sees they would for the moment
deal differently with him had they the opportu

nity, and would welcome no one more heartily

than himself, whose coming among them had

once so exasperated them. Himself keen in

his affections, he is deeply moved, and his eyes
fill with tears as he witnesses their emotion and

grief on his account. Fain would he relieve

them from their remorse and apprehension

why, then, does he forbear ? Why does he not

at this juncture disclose himself? It has been

satisfactorily proved that his brethren counted

their sale of him the &quot;Teat crime of their life.
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Their imprisonment has elicited evidence that

that crime had taken in their conscience the capi

tal place, the place which a man finds some one

sin or series of sins will take, to follow him with

its appropriate curse, and hang over his future

like a cloud a sin of which he thinks when

any strange thing happens to him, and to whicli

he traces all disaster a sin so iniquitous that it

seems capable of producing any results however

grievous, and to which he has so given himself

that his life seems to be concentrated there, and

he cannot but connect with it all the greater
ills that happen to him. Was not this, then,

security enough that they would never again

perpetrate a crime of like atrocity ? Every
man who has almost at all observed the history

of sin in himself, will say that most certainly it

was quite insufficient security against their ever

again doing the like. Evidence that a man is

conscious of his sin, and, while suffering from

its consequences, feels deeply its guilt, is not

evidence that his character is altered.

And because we believe men so much more

readily than God, and think that they do not

require, for form s sake, such needless pledges
of a changed character as God seems to de

mand, it is worth observing that Joseph, moved
as he was even to tears, felt that common pru
dence forbade him to commit himself to his

brethren without further evidence of their dis-
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position. They had distinctly acknowledged
their guilt, and in his hearing had admitted

that the great calamity that had befallen them
was no more than they deserved

; yet Joseph,

judging merely as an intelligent man who had

worldly interests depending on his judgment,
could not discern enough here to justify him in

supposing that his brethren were changed men.
And it might sometimes serve to expose the

insufficiency of our repentance were clear-seeing
men the judges of it, and did they express their

opinion of its trustworthiness. We may think

that God is needlessly exacting when He re

quires evidence not only of a changed mind
about past sin, but also of such a mind being
now in us as will preserve us from future sin

;

but the truth is, that no man whose common

worldly interests were at stake would commit
himself to us on any less evidence. God, then,

meaning to bring the house of Israel into Egypt
in order to make progress in the Divine educa

tion He was giving to them, could not intro

duce them into that land in a state of mind

which would negative all the discipline they

were there to receive.

These men then had to give evidence that they

not only saw, and in some sense repented of,

their sin, but also that they had got rid of the

evil passion which had led to it. This is what

God means by repentance. Our sins are in
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general not so microscopic that it requires very

keen spiritual discernment to perceive them.

But to be quite aware of our sin, and to acknow

ledge it, is not to repent of it. Everything falls

short of thorough repentance which does not

prevent us from committing the sin anew. We
do not so much desire to be accurately informed

about our past sins, and to get right views of our

past selves
;
we wish to be no longer sinners, we

wish to pass through some process by which we

may be separated from that in us which has led

us into sin. Such a process there is, for these

men passed through it.

The test which revealed the thoroughness of

his brothers repentance was unintentionally ap

plied by Joseph. When he hid his cup in Ben

jamin s sack, all that he intended was to furnish

a pretext for detaining Benjamin, and so gratify

ing his own affection. But, to his astonishment,
his trick effected far more than he intended

;
for

the brothers, recognising now their brotherhood,

circled round Benjamin, and, to a man, resolved

to go back with him to Egypt. We cannot

argue from this that Joseph had misapprehended
the state of mind in which his brothers were, and

in his judgment of them had been either too

timorous or too severe
;
nor need we suppose

that he was hampered by hi^ relations to

Pharaoh, and therefore unwilling to connect

himself too closely with men of whom he might
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be safer to be rid
;
because it was this very peril

of Benjamin s that matured their brotherly affec

tion. They themselves could not have anti

cipated that they would make such a sacrifice

for Benjamin. But throughout their dealings
with this mysterious Egyptian, they felt them

selves under a spell, and were being gradually,

though perhaps unconsciously, softened, and in

order to complete the change passing upon
them, they but required some such incident as

this of Benjamin s arrest. This incident seemed

by some strange fatality to threaten them with

a renewed perpetration of the very crime they
had committed against Rachel s other son. It

threatened to force them to become again the

instruments of bereaving their father of his dar

ling child, and bringing about that very calamity
which they had pledged themselves should

never happen. It was an incident, therefore,

which, more than any other, was likely to call

out their family love.

The scene lives in every one s memory. They
were going gladly back to their own country
with corn enough for their children, proud of

their entertainment by the lord of Egypt ;
anti

cipating their father s exultation when he heard

how generously they had been treated and when
he saw Benjamin safely restored, feeling that

in bringing him back they almost compensated
for having bereaved him of Joseph. Simeon is
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revelling in the free air that blew from Canaan

and brought with it the scents of his native

land, and breaks into the old songs that the

strait confinement of his prison had so long
silenced

;
all of them together rejoicing in a

scarcely hoped-for success, when suddenly, ere

the first elation is spent, they arc startled to see

the hasty approach of the Egyptian messenger,
and to hear the stern summons that brought
them to a halt, and boded all ill. The few

words of the just Egyptian, and his calm, ex

plicit judgment,
&quot; Ye have done evil in so

doing,&quot; pierce them like a keen blade that

they should be suspected of robbing one who
had dealt so generously with them

;
that all

Israel should be put to shame in the sight of

the stranger! But they begin to feel relief as

one brother after another steps forward with the

boldness of innocence
;
and as sack after sack is

emptied, shaken, and flung aside, they already

eye the steward with the bright air of triumph ;

when, as the very last sack is emptied, and as

all breathlessly stand round, amid the quick-

rustle of the corn, the sharp rattle of metal

strikes on their ear, and the gleam of silver

dazzles their eyes as the cup rolls out in the

sunshine. This, then, is the brother of whom
their father was so careful that he dared not

suffer him out of his sight! This is the precious

youth whose life was of more value than the
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lives of all the brethren, and to keep whom a

few months longer in his father s sight Simeon
had been left to rot in a dungeon ! This is how
he repays the anxiety of the family and their

love, and this is how he repays the extraordinary
favour of Joseph ! By one rash childish act had

this fondled youth, to all appearance, brought

upon the house of Israel irretrievable disgrace,

if not complete extinction. Had these men
been of their old temper, their knives had very

speedily proved that their contempt for the

deed was as great as the Egyptian s
; by violence

towards Benjamin they might have cleared

themselves of all suspicion of complicity ; or, at

the best, they might have considered themselves

to be acting in a fair and even lenient manner

if they had surrendered the culprit to the

steward, and once again carried back to their

father a tale of blood. But they were under the

spell of their old sin. In all disaster, however

innocent they now were, they saw the retribu

tion of their old iniquity ; they seem scarcely

to consider whether Benjamin was innocent or

guilty, but as humbled, God-smitten men,
&quot;

they

rent their clothes, and laded every man his ass,

and returned to the
city.&quot;

Thus Joseph in seeking to gain one brother

found eleven for now there could be no doubt

that they were very different men from those

brethren who had so heartlessly sold into slavery
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tlicir father s favourite men now with really

brotherly feelings, by penitence and regard for

their father so wrought together into one family,

that this calamity, intended to fall only on one

of their number, did in falling on him fall on

them all. So far from wishing now to rid them

selves of Rachel s son and their father s favourite,

who had been put by their father in so pro
minent a place in his affection, they will not

even give him up to suffer what seemed the just

punishment of his theft, do not even reproach
him with having brought them all into disgrace
and difficulty, but, as humbled men who knew

they had greater sins of their own to answer

for, went quietly back to Egypt, determined to

see their younger brother through his mis

fortune or to share his bondage with him. Had
these men not been thoroughly changed, tho

roughly convinced that at all costs upright deal

ing and brotherly love should continue
;
had

they not possessed that first and last of Chris

tian virtues, love to their brother, then nothing
could so certainly have revealed their want of

it as this apparent theft of Benjamin s. It

seemed in itself a very likely thing that a lad

accustomed to plain modes of life, and whose

character it was to
&quot; ravin as a wolf,&quot; should,

when suddenly introduced to
,
the gorgeous

Egyptian banqueting house with all its sumptu
ous furnishings, have coveted some choice sped-

Q
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men of Egyptian art, to carry home to his

father as proof that he could not only bring him

self back ia safety, but scorned to come back

from any expedition empty-handed. It was

not unlikely either that, with his mother s own

superstition, he might have conceived the bold

design of robbing this Egyptian, so mysterious
and so powerful, according to his brothers

account, and of breaking that spell which he

had thrown over them
;
he may thus have con

ceived the idea of achieving for himself a repu
tation in the family, and of once for all redeem

ing himself from the somewhat undignified, and

to one of his spirit somewhat uncongenial,

position of the youngest of a family. If, as is

possible, he had let any such idea ooze out in

talking with his brethren as they went down to

Egypt, and only abandoned it on their indignant
and urgent remonstrance, then when the cup,

Joseph s chief treasure according to his own

account, was discovered in Benjamin s sack, the

case must have looked sadly against him even

in the eyes of his brethren. No protestations

of innocence in a particular instance avail much
when the character and general habits of the

accused point to guilt. It is quite possible,

therefore, that the brethren, though willing to

believe Benjamin, were yet not so thoroughly
convinced of his innocence as they would have

desired. The fact that they themselves had
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found their money returned in their sacks,

made for Benjamin ; yet in most cases, espe

cially where circumstances corroborate it, an

accusation even against the innocent takes

immediate hold and cannot be summarily and

at once got rid of.

Thus was proof given that the house of Israel

was now in truth one family. The men who,
on very slight instigation, had without com

punction sold Joseph to a life of slavery, cannot

now find it in their heart to abandon a brother

who, to all appearance, was worthy of no better

life than that of a slave, and who had brought
them all into disgrace and danger. Judah had

no doubt pledged himself to bring the lad back

without scathe to his father, but he had done so

without contemplating the possibility of Ben

jamin becoming amenable to Egyptian law.

And no one can read the speech of Judah one

of the most pathetic on record in which he

replies to Joseph s judgment that Benjamin
alone should remain in Egypt, without perceiv

ing that he speaks not as one who merely seeks

to redeem a pledge, but as a good son and a

good brother. He speaks, too, as the mouth

piece of the rest, and as he had taken the lead

in Joseph s sale, so he does not shrink from

standing forward and accepting the heavy
responsibility which may now light upon the

man who represents these brethren. His former
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faults are redeemed by the courage, one may
say heroism, he now shows. And as he spoke,
so the rest felt. They could not bring them

selves to inflict a new sorrow on their aged
father

;
neither could they bear to leave theii

young brother in the hands of strangers. The

passions which had alienated them from one

another, and had threatened to break up the

family, are subdued. There is now discernible

a common feeling that binds them together,

and a common object for which they willingly

sacrifice themselves. They are, therefore, now

prepared to pass into that higher school to

which God called them in Egypt. It mattered

little what strong and equitable laws they found

in the land of their adoption, if they had no

taste for upright living ;
it mattered little what

thorough national organization they would be

brought into contact with in Egypt, if in point
of fact they owned no common brotherhood,

and were willing rather to live as units and

every man for himself than for any common
interest. But now they were prepared, open to

teaching, and docile.

To complete our apprehension of the state of

mind into which the brethren were brought by

Joseph s treatment of them, we must take into

account the assurance he gave them, when he

made himself known to them, that it was not

they but God who had sent him into Egypt, and
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that God had done this for the purpose of pre

serving the whole house of Israel. At first

sight this might seem to be an injudicious

speech, calculated to make the brethren think

lightly of their guilt, and to remove the just

impressions they now entertained of the un-

brothcrliness of their conduct to Joseph. And
it might have been an injudicious speech to

impenitent men
;
but no further view of sin can

lighten its heinousness to a really penitent
sinner. Prove to him that his sin has become
the means of untold good, and you only humble

him the more, and more deeply convince him

that while he was recklessly gratifying himself

and sacrificing others for his own pleasure, God
has been mindful of others, and, pardoning him,

has blessed them. God does not need our sins

to work out His good intentions, but we give
Him little other material; and the discovery
that through our evil purposes and injurious

deeds God has worked out His beneficent will,

is certainly not calculated to make us think

more lightly of our sin or more highly of our

selves.

Joseph in thus addressing his brethren did, in

fact, but add to their feelings the tenderness

that is in all religious conviction, and that

springs out of the consciousness that in all our

sin there has been with us a holy and loving

Father, mindful of His children. This is the
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final stage of penitence. The knowledge that

God has prevented our sin from doing the harm
it might have done, does relieve the bitterness

and despair with which we vieAV our life, but at

the same time it strengthens the most effectual

bulwark between us and sin love to a holy,

over-ruling God. This, therefore, may always
be safely said to penitents : Out of your worst

sin God can bring good to yourself or to others,

and good of an apparently necessary kind
;
but

good of a permanent kind can result from your
sin only when you have truly repented of it, and

sincerely wish you had never done it. Once
this repentance is really wrought in you, then,

though your life can never be the same as it

might have been had you not sinned, it may be,

in some respects, a more richly developed life, a

life fuller of humility and love. You can never

have what you sold for your sin
;
but the poverty

your sin has brought may excite within you

thoughts and energies more valuable than what

you have lost, as these men lost a brother but

found a Saviour. The wickedness that has

often made you bow your head and mourn in

secret, and which is in itself unutterable shame
and loss, may, in God s hand, become food

against the day of famine. You cannot ever

have the enjoyments which are possible only to

those whose conscience is laden with no evil

remembrances, and whose nature, uncontracted
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and umvithered by familiarity with sin, can give
itself to enjoyment with the abandonment and

fearlessness reserved for the innocent. No more

at all will you have that fineness of feeling

which only ignorance of evil can preserve ;
no

more that high and great conscientiousness

which, once broken, is never repaired ;
no more

that respect from other men which for ever and

instinctively departs from those who have lost

self-respect. But you may have a more intelli

gent sympathy with other men, and a keener

pity for them
;
the experience you have gathered

too late to save yourself may put it in your

power to be of essential service to others. You
cannot win your way back to the happy, useful,

evenly-developed life of the comparatively inno

cent, but the life of the true-hearted penitent is

yet open to you. Every beat of your heart now

may be as if it throbbed against a poisoned

dagger, every duty may shame you, every day
bring weariness and new humiliation, but let no

pain or discouragement avail to defraud you of

the good fruits of true reconciliation to God
and submission to His lifelong discipline. See
that you lose not both lives, the life of the

comparatively innocent and the life of the truly

penitent.





LECTURE XIII.

THE RECONCILIATION



That heart which had grown old, but had corrupted not.&quot;
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&quot;

By faith Joseph, when he died, made mention of the de

parting of the children of Israel ; and gave commandment con

cerning his bones.&quot; Heb. xi. 22.

IT is generally by some circumstance or event

which perplexes, troubles, or gladdens us, that

new thoughts regarding conduct are presented
to us, and new impulses communicated to our

life. And the circumstances through which

Joseph s brethren passed during the famine not

only subdued and softened them to a genuine

family feeling, but elicited in Joseph himself a

more tender affection for them than he seems at

first to have cherished. For the first time since

his entrance into Egypt did he feel, when Judah

spoke so touchingly and effectively, that the

family of Israel was one; and that he himself

would be reprehensible did he make further

breaches in it by carrying out his intention of

detaining Benjamin. Moved by Judah s pathe
tic appeal, and yielding to the generous impulse
of the moment, and being led by a right state

of feeling to a right judgment regarding duty,
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he claimed his brethren as brethren, and pro

posed that the whole family be brought into

Egypt.
The scene in which the sacred writer describes

the reconciliation of Joseph and his brothers is

one of the most touching on record
;

the long

estrangement so happily terminated
;
the caution,

the doubts, the hesitation on Joseph s part, swept

away at last by the resistless tide of long pent-

up emotion
;
the surprise and perplexity of the

brethren as they dared now to lift their eyes and

scrutinize the face of the governor, and discerned

the lighter complexion of the Hebrew, the

features of the family of Jacob, the expression
of their own brother

;
the anxiety with which

they wait to know how he means to repay
their crime, and the relief with which they hear

that he bears them no ill-will everything, in

short, conduces to render this recognition of the

brethren interesting and affecting. That Joseph,
who had controlled his feeling in many a trying

situation, should now have &quot;

wept aloud,&quot; needs

no explanation. Tears always express a mingled

feeling ;
at least the tears of a man do. They

may express grief, but it is grief with some
remorse in it, or it is grief passing into re

signation. They may express joy, but it is

joy born of long sorrow, the joy of deliverance,

joy that can now afford to let the heart weep
out the fears it has been holding down. It is as
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with a kind of breaking of the heart, and appa
rent unmanning of the man, that the human
soul takes possession of its greatest treasures

;

unexpected success and unmerited joy humble

a man
;
and as laughter expresses the surprise

of the intellect, so tears express the amazement
of the soul when it is stormed suddenly by a

great joy. Joseph had been hardening himself

to lead a solitary life in Egypt, and it is with all

this strong self-sufficiency breaking down within

him that he eyes his brethren. It is his love for

them making its way through all his ability to

do without them, and sweeping away as a flood

the bulwarks he had built round his heart, it is

this that breaks him down before them, a man

conquered by his own love, and unable to con

trol it. It compels him to make himself known,
and to possess himself of its objects, these un

conscious brethren. It is a signal instance of

the law by which love brings all the best and

holiest beings into contact with their inferiors,

and, in a sense, puts them in their power, and

thus eternally provides that the superiority of

those that are high in the scale of being shall

ever be at the service of those who in them
selves are not so richly endowed. The higher

any being is, the more love is in him : that is to

say, the higher he is, the more surely is he

bound to all who are beneath him. If God is

highest of all, it is because there is in Him sum&quot;-
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ciency for all His creatures, and love to make it

universally available.

It is one of our most familiar intellectual

pleasures to see in the experience of others, or

to read, a lucid and moving account of emotions

identical with those which have once been our

own. In reading an account of what others

have passed through, our pleasure is derived

mainly from two sources either from our being

brought, by sympathy with them and in imagina

tion, into circumstances we ourselves have never

been placed in, and thus artificially enlarging our

sphere of life, and adding to our experience feel

ings which could not have been derived from any

thing we ourselves have met with
; or, from our

living over again, by means of their experience,
a part of our life which had great interest and

meaning to us. It may be excusable, therefore,

if we divert this narrative from its original his

torical significance, and use it as the mirror in

which wre may see reflected an important passage
or crisis in our own spiritual history. For

though some may find in it little that reflects

their own experience, others cannot fail to be

reminded of feelings with which they were very
familiar when first they were introduced to

Christ, and acknowledged by Him.

i. The modes in which our Lord makes Him
self known to men are various as their lives and

characters. But frequently the fore-running
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choice of a sinner by Christ is discovered in

such gradual and ill-understood dealings as

Joseph used with these brethren. It is the

closing of a net around them. They do not see

what is driving them forward, nor whither they
are being driven

; they are anxious and ill at

ease
;
and not comprehending what ails them,

they make only ineffectual efforts for deliver

ance. There is no recognition of the hand that

is guiding all this circuitous and mysterious pre

paratory work, nor of the eye that affectionately

watches their perplexity, nor are they aware of

any friendly ear that catches each sigh in which

they seem hopelessly to resign themselves to

the relentless past from which they cannot

escape. They feel that they are left alone to

make what they can now of the life they have

chosen and made for themselves
;
that there is

floating behind and around them a cloud bear

ing the very essence exhaled from their past, and

ready to burst over them
;
a phantom that is yet

real, and that belongs both to the spiritual and

material world, and can follow them in either.

They seem to be doomed men men who are

never at all to get disentangled from their old

sin.

If any one is in this baffled and heartless

condition, fearing even good lest it turn to evil

in his hand
;
afraid to take the money that lies

in his sack s mouth, because he feels there is a
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snare in it
;

if any one is sensible that life has

become unmanageable in his hands, and that

he is being drawn on by an unseen power which

he does not understand, then let him consider

in the scene before us how such a condition

ends or may end. It took many months of

doubt, and fear, and mystery to bring these

brethren to such a state of mind as made it

advisable for Joseph to disclose himself, to

scatter the mystery, and relieve them of the

unaccountable uneasiness that possessed their

minds. And your perplexity will not be allowed

to last longer than it is needful. But it is often

needful that we should first learn that in sinning
we have introduced into our life a baffling, per

plexing element, have brought our life into

connection with inscrutable laws which we can

not control, and which we feel may at any
moment destroy us utterly. It is not from

carelessness on Christ s part that His people
are not always and from the first rejoicing in

the assurance and appreciation of His love.

It is His carefulness which lays a restraining

hand on the ardour of His affection. We see

that this burst of tears on Joseph s part was

genuine, we have no suspicion that he was

feigning an emotion he did not feel
;
we be

lieve that his affection at last could not be re

strained, that he was fairly overcome, can we
not trust Christ for as genuine a love, and be-
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lieve that His emotion is as deep ? We are, in

a word, reminded by this scene, that there is

always in Christ a greater love seeking the

friendship of the sinner than there is in the

sinner seeking for Christ. The search of the

sinner for Christ is always a dubious, hesi

tating, uncertain groping ;
while on Christ s

part there is a clear-seeing, affectionate solici

tude which lays joyful surprises along the sin

ner s path, and enjoys by anticipation the glad
ness and repose which are prepared for him in

the final recognition and reconcilement.

2. In finding their brother again, these sons

of Jacob found also their own better selves

which they had long lost. They had been

living in a lie, unable to look the past in the

face, and so becoming more and more false.

Trying to leave their sin behind them, they

always found it rising in the path before them,
and again they had to resort to some new mode
of laying this uneasy ghost. They turned away
from it, busied themselves among other people,
refused to think of it, assumed all kinds of dis

guise, professed to themselves that they had
done no great wrong ;

but nothing gave them
deliverance there was their old sin quietly

waiting for them in their tent door when they
went home of an evening, laying its hand on

their shoulder in the most unlrtoked-for place-*,

and whispering in their ear at the most un

it
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\vclcome seasons. A great part of their mental

energy had been spent in deleting this mark
from their memory, and yet day by day it re

sumed its supreme place in their life, holding
them under arrest as they secretly felt, and

keeping them reserved to judgment.

So, too, do many of us live as if yet we had

not found the life eternal, the kind of life that

we can always go on with rather as those who
are but making the best of a life which can

never be very valuable, nor ever perfect. There

seem voices calling us back, assuring us we must

yet retrace our steps, that there are passages
in our past with which we are not done, that

there is an inevitable humiliation and penitence

awaiting us. It is through that we can alone

get back to the good we once saw and hoped
for

;
there were right desires and resolves in

us once, views of a well-spent life which have

been forgotten and pressed out of remembrance,
but all these rise again in the presence of Christ.

Reconciled to Him and claimed by Him, all

hope is renewed within us. If He makes Him
self known to us, if He claims connection with

us, have we not here the promise of all good ?

If He, after careful scrutiny, after full considera

tion of all the circumstances, bids us claim as

our brother Him to whom all power and giory
are given, ought not this to quicken within us

everything that is hopeful, and ought it not to
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strengthen us for all frank acknowledgment ot

the past, and true humiliation on account of it ?

3. A third suggestion is made by this narra

tive. Joseph commanded from his presence all

who might be merely curious spectators of his

burst of feeling, and might, themselves un

moved, criticise this new feature of the gover
nor s character. In all love there is a similar

reserve. The true friend of Christ, the man
who is profoundly conscious that between him

self and Christ there is a bond unique and

eternal, longs for a time when he may enjoy

greater liberty in uttering what he feels towards

his Lord and Redeemer, and when, too, Christ

Himself shall by telling and sufficient signs put
it for ever beyond doubt that this love is more

than responded to. Words sufficiently im

passioned have indeed been put into our lips

by men of profound spiritual feeling, but the

feeling continually weighs upon us that some
more palpable mutual recognition is desirable

between persons so vitally and peculiarly knit

together as Christ and the Christian arc. Such

recognition, indubitable and reciprocal, must

one day take place. And when Christ Himself

shall have taken the initiative, and shall have

caused us to understand that we are
&quot;verily

the

objects of His love, and shall have given such

expression to His knowledge of us as we can

not now receive, we on our part shall be able to
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reciprocate, or at least to accept, this greatest
of possessions, the brotherly love of the Son of

God. Meanwhile this passage in Joseph s his

tory may remind us that behind all sternness of

expression there may pulsate a tenderness that

needs thus to disguise itsc f
;
and that to those

who have not yet recognised Christ, He is better

than He seems. These brethren no doubt

wonder now that even twenty years alienation

should have so blinded them. The relaxation

of the expression from the sternness of an

Egyptian governor to the fondness of family

love, the voice heard now in the familiar mother

tongue, reveal the brother
;
and they who have

shrunk from Christ as if He were a cold

official, and who have never lifted their eyes to

scrutinize His face, are reminded that He can

so make Himself known to them that not all

the wealth of Egypt would purchase from them

one of the assurances they have received from

Him.

The same warm tide of feeling which carried

away all that separated Joseph from his brethren

bore him on also to the decision to invite his

father s entire household into Egypt. We arc

reminded that the history of Joseph in Egypt is

an episode, and that Jacob is still the head of

the house, maintaining its dignity and guiding
its movements. The notices we get of him in

this latter part of his history are very character-
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istic. The indomitable toughness of his youth
remained with him in his old age. He was one

of those old men who maintain their vigour to

the end, the energy of whose age seems to

shame and overtax the prime of common men
;

whose minds are still the clearest, their advice

the safest, their word waited for, their percep
tion of the actual state of affairs always in ad

vance of their juniors, more modern and fully

abreast of the times in their ideas than the

latest born of their children. Such an old age
we recognise in Jacob s half-scornful chiding of

the helplessness of his sons even after they had

heard that there was corn in Egypt.
&quot; Why look

ye one upon another? Behold ! I have heard that

there is corn in Egypt ; get ye down thither

and buy for us from thence.&quot; Jacob, the man
who had wrestled through life and bent all

things to his will, cannot put up with the help

less dejection of this troop of strong men, who
have no wit to devise an escape for themselves,

and no resolution to enforce upon the others

any device that may occur to them. Waiting
still like children for some one else to help

them, having strength to endure but no strength

to undertake the responsibility of advising in an

emergency, they are roused by their father who
has been eyeing this condition of theirs with

some curiosity and with some contempt, and

now breaks in upon it with his
&quot; Why look ye
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one upon another ?
&quot;

It is the old Jacob, full of

resources, prompt and imperturbable, equal to

every turn of fortune, and never knowing how
to yield.

Even more clearly do we see the vigour of

Jacob s old age when he comes in contact with

Joseph. For many years Joseph had been

accustomed to command
;

he had unusual

natural sagacity and a special gift of insight

from God, but he seems a child in comparison
with Jacob. When he brings his two sons to

get their grandfather s blessing, Jacob sees what

Joseph has no inkling of, and peremptorily de

clines to follow the advice of his wise son.

With all Joseph s sagacity there were points in

which his blind father saw more clearly than he.

Joseph, who could teach the Egyptian senators

wisdom, standing thus at a loss even to under

stand his father, and suggesting in his ignorance
futile corrections, is a picture of the incapacity of

natural affection to rise to the wisdom of God s

love, and of the finest natural discernment to

anticipate God s purposes or supply the place
of a lifelong experience.

Jacob s warm-heartedness has also survived

the chills and shocks of a long lifetime. He

clings now to Benjamin as once he clung to

Joseph. And as he had wrought for Rachel

fourteen years, and the love he bare to her made
them seem but a few days, so for twenty years
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now had he remembered Joseph who had in

herited this love, and he shows by his frequent
reference to him that he was keeping his word
and going down to the grave mourning for his

son. To such a man it must have been a severe

trial indeed to be left alone in his tents, deprived
of all his twelve sons

;
and we hear his old faith

in God steadying the voice that yet trembles

with emotion as he says,
&quot;

If I be bereaved of

my children, I am bereaved.&quot; It was a trial not,

indeed, so painful as that of Abraham when he

lifted the knife over the life of his only son
;
but

it was so similar to it as inevitably to suggest it

to the mind. Jacob also had to yield up all his

children, and to feel, as he sat solitary in his

tent, how utterly dependent upon God he was

for their restoration
;
that it was not he but God

alone who could build the house of Israel.

The anxiety with which he gazed evening
after evening towards the setting sun, to descry
the returning caravan, was at last relieved. But

his joy was not altogether unalloyed. His sons

brought with them a summons to shift the

patriarchal encampment into Egypt a sum
mons which evidently nothing would have in

duced Jacob to respond to had it not come from

his long lost Joseph, and had it not thus received

what he felt to be a divine sanction. The ex

treme reluctance which Jacob showed to the joui-

ncy, we must be careful to refer to its true source.
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The Asiatics, and especiallyshepherd tribes, move

easily. One who thoroughly knows the East

says:
&quot; The Oriental is not afraid to go far, if he

has not to cross the sea
; for, once uprooted, dis

tance makes little difference to him. He has

no furniture to carry, for, except a carpet and a

few brass pans, he uses none. He has no

trouble about meals, for he is content with

parched grain, which his wife can cook any
where, or dried dates, or dried flesh, or anything
obtainable which will keep. He is, on a march,
careless where he sleeps, provided his family
are around him in a stable, under a porch, in

the open air. He never changes his clothes at

night, and he is profoundly indifferent to every

thing that the Western man understands by
comfort.

&quot;

But there was in Jacob s case a

peculiarity. He was called upon to abandon,
for an indefinite period, the land which God had

given him as the heir of His promise. With

very great toil and not a little danger had Jacob
won his way back to Canaan from Mesopo
tamia

;
on this return he had spent the best

years of his life, and now he was resting there

in his old age, having seen his children s chil

dren, and expecting nothing but a peaceful

departure to his fathers. But suddenly the

wagons of Pharaoh stand at his tent-door, and

while the parched and bare pastures bid him go
to the plenty of Egypt, to which the voice of
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his long lost son invites him, he hears a sum
mons which, however trying, he cannot disregard.

Such an experience is perpetually reproduced.

Many are they who having at length received

from God some long-expected good are quickly
.summoned to relinquish it again. And while

the waiting for what seems indispensable to us

is trying, it is tenfold more so to have to part
with it when at last obtained, and obtained

at the cost of much besides. That particular

arrangement of our worldly circumstances which

we have long sought, we are almost immediately
thrown out of. That position in life, or that

object of desire, which God Himself seems in

many ways to have encouraged us to seek, is

taken from us almost as soon as we have tasted

its sweetness. The cup is dashed from our lips

at the very moment when our thirst was to be

fully slaked. In such distressing circumstances

we cannot see the end God is aiming at
;
but of

this we may be certain, that He does not wan

tonly annoy, or relish our discomfiture, and that

when we are compelled to resign what is partial,

it is that we may one day enjoy what is com

plete, and that if for the present we have to

forego much comfort and delight, this is only
an absolutely necessary step towards our per
manent establishment in all that can bless and

prosper us.

It is this state of feeling which explains the
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words of Jacob when introduced to Pharaoft.

A recent writer who spent some years on the

banks of the Nile and on its waters, and who
mixed freely with the inhabitants of Egypt,

says: &quot;Old Jacob s speech to Pharaoh really

made me laugh because it is so exactly like

what a Fellah says to a Pasha, Few and evil

have the days of the years of my life been,

Jacob being a most prosperous man, but it is

manners to say all that.&quot; But Eastern manners

need scarcely be called in to explain a senti

ment which we find repeated by one who is

generally esteemed the most self-sufficing of

Europeans.
&quot;

I have ever been esteemed,&quot;

Goethe says, &quot;one of Fortune s chiefest favour

ites
;
nor will I complain or find fault with the

course my life has taken. Yet, truly, there has

been nothing but toil and care
;
and I may say

that, in all my seventy-five years, I have never

had a month of genuine comfort. It has been

the perpetual rolling of a stone, which I have

always had to raise anew.&quot; Jacob s life had

been almost ceaseless disquiet and disappoint

ment. A man who had fled his country, who
had been cheated into a marriage, who had

been compelled by his own relative to live like

a slave, who was only by flight able to save

himself from a perpetual injustice, whose sons

made his life bitter, one of them by the foulest

outrage a father could suffer, two of them by
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making him, as he himself said, to stink in

the nostrils of the inhabitants of the land he

was trying to settle in, and all of them by con

spiring to deprive him of the child he most

dearly loved a man who at last, when he

seemed to have had experience of every form

of human calamity, was compelled by famine

to relinquish the land for the sake of which he

had endured all and spent all, might surely be

forgiven a little plaintiveness in looking back

upon his past. The wonder is to find Jacob to

the end unbroken, dignified, and clear-seeing,

capable and commanding, loving and full of

faith.

Cordial as the reconciliation between Joseph
and his brethren seemed, it was not as thorough
as might have been desired. So long, indeed,

as Jacob lived, all went well
;

but &quot; when

Joseph s brethren saw that their father was

dead, they said, Joseph will peradventure hate

us, and will certainly requite us all the evil

which we did unto him.&quot; No wonder Joseph

wept when he received their message. He

wept because he saw that he was still misunder

stood and distrusted by his brethren
;
because

he felt, too, that had they been more generous
men themselves, they would more easily have

believed in his forgiveness ;
and because his

pity was stirred for these men, who recognised
that they wore so completely in the power of
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their younger brother. Joseph had passed

through severe conflicts of feeling about them,
had been at great expense both of emotion

and of outward good on their account, had

risked his position in order to be able to serve

them, and here is his reward ! They supposed
he had been but biding his time, that his

apparent forgetfulness of their injury had been

the crafty restraint of a deep-seated resentment;

or at best, that he had been unconsciously
influenced by regard for his father, and now,
when that influence was removed, the helpless

condition of his brethren might tempt him to

retaliate. This exhibition of a craven and sus

picious spirit is unexpected, and must have

been profoundly saddening to Joseph. Yet

here, as elsewhere, he is magnanimous. Pity
for them turns his thoughts from the injustice

done to himself. He comforts them, and speaks

kindly to them, saying, Fear ye not
;

I will

nourish you and your little ones.

Many painful thoughts must have been sug

gested to Joseph by this conduct. If, after all

he had done for his brethren, they had not yet
learned to love him, but met his kindness with

suspicion, was it not probable that underneath

his apparent popularity with the Egyptians
there might lie envy, or the cold acknowledg
ment that falls far short of love ? This sudden

disclosure of the real feeling of his brethren
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towards him must necessarily have made him

uneasy about his other friendships. Did every
one merely make use of him, and did no one

give him pure love for his own sake? The

people he had saved from famine, was there

one of them that regarded him with anything

resembling personal affection ? Distrust seemed

to pursue Joseph from first to last. First his

own family misunderstood and persecuted him.

Then his Egyptian master had returned his

devoted service with suspicion and imprison
ment. And now again, after sufficient time for

testing his character might seem to have elapsed,

he was still looked upon with distrust by those

who of all others had best reason to believe in

him. But though Joseph had through all his

life been thus conversant with suspicion, cruelty,

falsehood, ingratitude, and blindness, though he

seemed doomed to be always misread, and to

have his best deeds made the ground of accusa

tion against him, he remained not merely un-

soured, but equally ready as ever to be of service

to all. The finest natures may be disconcerted

and deadened by universal distrust
;
characters

not naturally unamiable are sometimes em
bittered by suspicion ;

and persons who are in

the main high-minded, do stoop, when stung by
such treatment, to rail at the world, or to ques
tion all generous emotion, steadfast friendship,
or unimpeachable integrity. In Joseph there
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is nothing of this. If ever man had a right to

complain of being unappreciated, it was he
;

if

ever man was tempted to give up making
sacrifices for his relatives, it was he. But

through all this he bore himself with manly

generosity, with simple and persistent faith,

with a dignified respect for himself and for

other men. In the ingratitude and injustice he

had to endure, he only found opportunity for a

deeper unselfishness, a more God-like forbear

ance. And that such may be the outcome of

the sorest parts of human experience we have

one day or other need to remember. When
our good is evil spoken of, our motives sus

pected, our most sincere sacrifices scrutinized

by an ignorant and malicious spirit, our most

substantial and well-judged acts of kindness

received with suspicion, and the love that is in

them quite rejected, it is then we have oppor

tunity to show that to us belongs the Christian

temper that can pardon till seventy times seven,

and that can persist in loving where love meets

no response, and benefits provoke no gratitude.

How Joseph spent the years which succeeded

the famine, wre have no means of knowing ;
but

the closing act of his life seemed to the nar

rator so significant as to be wr

orthy of record.

&quot;Joseph said unto his brethren, I die: and God
will surely visit you, and bring you out of this

land unto the land which he sware to Abraham,
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to Isaac, and to Jacob. And Joseph took an

oath of the children of Israel, saying, God will

surely visit you, and ye shall carry up my bones

from hence.&quot; The Egyptians must have chiefly

been struck by the simplicity of character which

this request betokened. To the great bene

factors of our country, the highest award is

reserved to be given after death So long as a

man lives, some rude stroke of fortune or some

disastrous error of his own may blast his fame
;

but when his bones arc laid with those who have

served their country best, a seal is set on his

life, and a sentence pronounced which the revi

sion of posterity rarely revokes. Such honours

were customary among the Egyptians ;
it is

from their tombs that their history can now be

written. And to none were such honours more

accessible than to Joseph. But after a life in

the service of the state, he retains the simplicity

of the Hebrew lad. With the magnanimity of

a great and pure soul, he passed uncontaminated

through the flatteries and temptations of court-

life
; and, like Moses,

&quot; esteemed the reproach
of Christ greater riches than the treasures of

Egypt.&quot; He has not indulged in any affecta

tion of simplicity, nor has he, in the pride that

apes humility, declined the ordinary honours

due to a man in his position. lie wears the

badges of office, the robe and the gold necklace,

but these things do not reach his spirit. He
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has lived in a region in which such honours make
no deep impression ;

and in his death he shows

where his heart has been. The small voice of

God, spoken centuries ago to his forefathers,

deafens him to i\\2 loud acclaim with which the

people do him homage.

By later generations this dying request of

Joseph s was looked upon as one of the most

remarkable instances of faith. For many years
there had been no new revelation. The rising

generations that had seen no man with whom
God had spoken, were little interested in the

land which was said to be theirs, but which they

very well knew was infested by fierce tribes

who, on at least one occasion during this period,

inflicted disastrous defeat on one of the boldest

of their own tribes. They were, besides, ex

tremely attached to the country of their adop
tion

; they luxuriated in its fertile meadows and

teeming gardens, which kept them supplied at

little cost of labour with delicacies unknown on

the hills of Canaan. This oath, therefore, which

Joseph made them swear, may have revived the

drooping hopes of the small remnant who had

any of his own spirit. They saw that he, their

most sagacious man, lived and died in full assur

ance that God would visit His people. And

through all the terrible bondage they were des

tined to suffer, the bones of Joseph, or rather his

embalmed body, stood as the most eloquent
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advocate of God s faithfulness, ceaselessly re

minding the despondent generations of the oath

which God would yet enable them to fulfil. As

often as they felt inclined to give up all hope
and the last surviving Israelitish peculiarity,

there was the unburied coffin remonstrating ;

Joseph still, even when dead, refusing to let his

dust mingle with Egyptian earth.

And thus, as Joseph had been their pioneer

who broke out a way for them into Egypt, so did

he continue to hold open the gate and point the

way back to Canaan. The brethren had sold

him into this foreign land, meaning to bury him

for ever
;
he retaliated by requiring that the

tribes should restore him to the land from

whence he had been expelled. Few men have

opportunity of showing so noble a revenge ;

fewer still having the opportunity, would so

have used it. Jacob had been carried up to

Canaan as soon as he was dead : Joseph de

clines this exceptional treatment, and prefers to

share the fortunes of his brethren, and will then

only enter on the promised land when all his

people can go with him. As in life so in death,

he took a large view of things, and had no feel

ing that the world ended in him. His career

had taught him to consider national interests
;

and now, on his death- bed, it is from the point

of view of his people that he looks at the

future.

S
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Several passages in the life of Joseph have

shown us that where the Spirit of Christ is pre

sent, many parts of the conduct will suggest, if

they do not actually resemble, acts in the life of

Christ. The attitude towards the future in

which Joseph sets his people as he leaves them,
can scarcely fail to suggest the attitude which

Christians are called to assume. The prospect
which the Hebrews had of fulfilling their oath

grew increasingly faint, but the difficulties in

the way of its performance must only have

made them more clearly see that they depended
on God for entrance on the promised inherit

ance. And so may the difficulty of our duties

as Christ s followers measure for us the amount
of grace God has provided for us. The com
mands that make you sensible of your weakness,
and bring to light more clearly than ever how
unfit for good you are, are witnesses to you that

God will visit you and enable you to fulfil the

oath He has required you to take. The chil

dren of Israel could not suppose that a man so

wise as Joseph had ended his life with a childish

folly, when he made them swear this oath, and

could not but renew their hope that the day
would come when his wisdom would be justified

by their ability to discharge it. Neither ought
it to be beyond our belief that, in requiring from

us such and such conduct, our Lord has kept in

view our actual condition and its possibilities
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and that His commands are our best guide
towards a state of permanent felicity. He that

aims always at the performance of the oath he

has taken, will assuredly find that God will not

stultify Himself by failing to support him.
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